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ABSTRACT
Gunnar Myrdal's economic thought--like his coneeptual framework--

is a cumulative process. An overview of his writings reveals that his
methodology evolved from his Swedish School influences to his own unique
approach and method, while the scope of his work developed from relatively
orthodox economics to an interdisciplinary approach, and from relâtively

local, though important, concerns to world-wide issues.
The primary features of Myrdal's economic writings are his dynamic
conceptual framework of cumulative causation and his analysis of the tendency

of economic and social forces away from equilibrium; the role played by
opportunism in the formation and interpretation of ernpirical observations and

theory;

and the normative methodological device of choosing value premises

for a study based on empirical evidence gleaned from the stucly itself. Other
elements include the rejeetion of static economie models based on some

variation of the 18th century 'hatural harmony" beliefs; the importance of

a

broad interdisciplinary approach to economics; a belief in di.chotomy of

rhigher't and
'rlower?'value premises held by all societies and all individuals;
the moral imperative which Myrdal believes is an indispensible feature of

all realistic theory;

and Myrdal's pervasive optimism that people have the

potential to overcome their difficulties--and their tendeneies to gravitate
toward acting on the strength of their lower valuations--in order to improye

111

society. of crucial importance, too, is the importance he ascribes to
planning and policymaking in correcting and improving the orientation of
economic and social systems.

All of these aspects of Myrdal's works

are intimately interrelated.
chapter

I introduces the various

provides an overvÍew of

all

of his

elements of Myrdal's works and

writings. It also discusses Myrdal's

important intellectual debts and linkages. The dominant influences were
members of the Swedish School, in particular his doctoral advisor, Gustav

cassel and the schoolsr founder, Knut

wicksell.

Johansson also had important though less visible

But David Davidson, Alf

roles.

Other important

influences include AIva Myrdal, sigmund Freud, KarI Marx, Thomas
Malthus and Thomas Hobbes. The era in which Myrdal grew up and lived

is also seen as a powerful influence: the advent of world war I, the
Depression, World War

I,

the Cold War and the movement toward independence

of the eolonial regions atl had a palpable effect on both his writings and other
aspects of his career.

chapter II focuses on the approach and method evolved and used by

Myrdal.

Method is seen to be of primary importance in Myrdal's writings,

not only because he constantly makes the reader aware of the method he has
adopted, but also because, for Myrdal, methodprovides the linkage between

empirical facts and subjective values. The discussion is divided into two

IV

sections: one exan.ì.ines the characteristics of Myrdal's approach, the
other the less personal aspects, the elements of his method. The chief

characteristics are universalism, dynamics, iconoclasm, optimism,

rationalism, and idealism. The elements include the circular causation
theoretical framework, the "subjective objectivity", his semantics,
epistemology, and the moral imperative injected into each of the main

works.

The discussion provides a description of each

trait and, where

relevant, an overview of its evolution.
Chapters

III, IV and V examine

the major works Myrdal produced.

They trace Myrdal's development as a scholar and focus onthe key
conclusions derived from each of the main r,vritings. Some articles and less

important works are also included where they are useful in illustrating some
aspect of the development of his thinking.

More specifically, Chapter III considers the works published previous

to 1940 with special emphasis on theoretical, iconoclastic and empirical

aspects. The doctoral dissertation on price changes
concept are featured in the

first section. The second

and the ex ante-ex post

section is on

Monetary Equilibrium, important not only for the ideas developed on interest

rates and economic activity, but also because many aspects of tÌie later
works are visible here in embryo form, especially the disequilibrium analysis.
Section C looks at The Political Element, a pivotal workbecause in

pinpointed many of the inconsistencies which had been bothering

it

Myrclal

hirn. It

marks an important step in the development of Myrdal's methodology,
while exhibiting the iconoclastic facet of his writings. The last section
touches briefly on the empirical writings Myrdal undertook in the 1930's
and brings the evolution of

his style to the eve of publication of the first

of his large studies.
chapter rv is devoted primarily to discussing An American Dilemma,
the

first work in which Myrdal

combines effectively all of the elements and

characteristics that were to mark the later works. The centre of the study

is the Negro in America, but, to appreciate fully all aspects of the problem
Myrdat broadens the scope of the study to include economic, sociar,

historical, political, and moral elements drawn from all of America. At
the eentre is the disequilibrium theory, showing that the condition of the
Negro would continue to worsen relative to that of whites in America in the
absence of carefully planned policies and institutions that enable Americans

to function at the level of their higher valuations. At the end of the chapter

is a brief section examining several key articles

he wrote between 1g44

and 1956, in which he was developing ideas around which subsequent major

writings were to revolve.
Chapter V examines the works of the last twenty

years.

Section A is

a discussion of the works produced between 19b6 and 1g60 in v,hich the

general theme is the desirability of a ?þelfare world" in which the benefits
of the rhelfare state'? would be projected world

wide. I\{yrdal contends

that

vt
such a development is becoming increasingly necessar5, because of the

large and growing disequilibrium between wealthy, industrializecl countries
and the

poor, colonial areas. In the development of his arguments, Myrdal

employs his cumulative causation framework, while demonstrating that
people in these developed countries are deliberately ignoring growing eviclence

that the poor countries will not, under present conditions, ever become
wealthy in either retrative or absolute

terms.

But he fails to develop

convincingly a case that the rþelfare world" is a desirable goal from the
standpoint of any sizable group in developed or underdeveloped countries;
what emerges instead is a set of ideals developed by a concerned Western

scholar.
The main subject of Section B is Asjao
underdeveloped region, south
Challenge of World

lralqa,

a study of one

Asia. However, in a subsequent work,

The

Poverty, Myrclal indicates that the conclusions broadly

apply in all of the underdeveloped

world. In Asian Drama , Myrdal

abandons

the ideals of the 'belfare world." and, based on his empirical study of

South

Asia, instead embraces a set of valuations which he labels ?the mode rnization

ideals".

The purpose of adopting these ideals is to provide an institutional

framework within which it is possible to tilt the cireular causation matrix
in favor of increasing equatity of opportunity, and away from the i\{althusian
nightmare of mass starvation and disease. Myrdal singles out the Western
economic device of models based on ilre capital/output ratio as being

vl1

singularly inappropriate and misleaciing in the South Asian setting,

and

proposes instead measures to improve planning and, as a result, policymaking and the attitudes and institutions prevalent in the society.
Economic eonditions, he argues, should then improve as a spread effect.
The concluding chapter

conclusions of the

is simply a summary of the main

thesis. There are three:

the need to recognize and

understand disequilibrium in social systems; the danger of unsuitable

applications of analysis assuming a tendency toward disequilibrium as the

norm;

and the importance

to intellectually honest scholarly analysis of

using properly selected value

premises. Also given emphasis is the

indispensible role of planning in reversing disequilibrium tendencies and in

improving social orientations, and the role of Myrdal's basic optimism in
the ability of man to use his institutions to effect such changes.
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CHAPT'ER

I

INTRODUCTION

A.@
In his long career as scholar, statesman and administrator,
Gunnar Myrdal has made numerous contributions to economic

literature.

Among these are important statements on scope and method;

economic theory at the micro- and macroeconomic
development economics; public

levels; applied

policy; semantics;

and epistemological

and metaphysical issues.

Myrdal's concept of economics places it at apÍvotal point in the
spectrum of social sciences. The scientific contributions in other

fields revolve around economics, he believes, because economoists
alone among social scientists supplement their roles as researchers,

observers, philosophers and interpreters, with the role of planner.
Economicshas for two centuries been the rpolitical' science, in the
proper sense of this word. We have all been planners, even those
of us whose conclusions were for non-interference. However deep
down into detail and into particular micro-problems we go, \/e
have never been afraid of taking the rnacro-view or of formulating
policy proposals for a country or even the whole world . . . put âny
economist in the capital of an underdeveloped country and give him
a few assistants, and he will in no time produce a plan. No political
scientist, statistician, sociologist, psychologist, or: what have you,

would ever think of behaving in this r¡¡ây.

Armed with this generalist?s perspective of the strategic role of

economics, Myrdal forays deeply into other social sciences. As

'

result, many of his writings contain

a

a flavouring of sociology, political

science, geography, anthropolog'y, history or psychology. The
demarcations among the various disciplines are man-made, he says, so
that the important criterion is relevance to the problem at hand rather
than some sharply-defined

limit of an academiciants specialty.

A central contribution of Myrdal is his innovative approach to

method. The problems of methodology he poses--the interaction of
means and ends, the inevitability of valuations in social science research
and the concomitant moral and ethical implications, and. the inherently

dynamic nature of the theoretical framework he aclopts--are at the core of

all of his writings. rn the early years, Myrdal's works

show that he was

groping for a satisfactory way to deal with these questions. But
throughout his career the answers he found determinecl not only his
approach to eco'nomic problems but also the very questions he posed.
so important does Myrdal see the question of method that he proposes a

1

-Gunnar Myrdal, Against the Stream: Critical Essa)¡s in Eeonomics
(New

Yorkr natt@

p. rs,

"sociology

of social scientists't to investigate

the problem of how

researchers adopt methods and values in the social

""iun"u".2

At the beginning of his scholarly career, Myrdal adapted the
concept of ex ante-ex post analysis to economic

it to microeconomics in I'Price Formation

theory.

He

and ChangeabilÍty

doctoral thesis, published in Lg27.t ,h"rr, four years later,

first

",

applied

his

he

applied this concept in macroeconomic context in another artiere.4
Though the concept of ex anleæx

post is itself comparative static in

nature, Myrdal applies it to explain the dynamic phenomena of price
and interest rate changes in the economy.

.>

"See, for example, Gunnar Myrdal, Asian Drama: Au Inquiry intg the
Poverty of Nations, vol. i (New York: Random House, 1968), pp. 5-8.
a

" t tPri sbildningsp roble me t och f orande rlighe te n t t, untranslate d.

L-'

Kring den p rakti ska nationalekonomiska p roble matiken om
penningtheoretisk jamnvikt" (Concerning the practical problem of
monetary equilibrium), Ekonomisk Tidskrift 32, pp. 191-802. A
revised version was ultimately translated into English in 1gB9 by
R.B. Bryce and N. Stolper as Monetary EquÍlibrium (London:
P. S. King & Son Ltd.; reprint ed. New york: Augustus M.
Kelley, 1965).

The concern for dynamics, manifested in the formative stages

of his career, pervades all of Myrdal's writings. The dynamic
theoretical framework of cumulative causation first appeared formally
in his study of the American race problu^5 and became a hallmark of
his writings thereafter.

It is the primary

vehicle by which Myrdal

successfully integrates the many elements of social science into his
economic analysis without sacrificing academic rigor.
The cumulative câusation framework enabled Myrdal, in his

writings on development economics, to build within the confines of

an

explicity-stated theory a case for world-wide economic integratiorr.6

It enabled him to stress the paramount importance of attitudes

and

institutions in determi'ning the path of economic development, and of
government policy in influencing these variables.

For Myrdal, no economic analysis

7

\ryas complete

without the

inclusion of policy implications and recommenclation. This

Ã

"An Ameri"m

Dile**e- The N"g"o P"obl.
(N"* Y"rkt Hr-per & Row, Lg44; reprint ed. 1962), Appendix
pp. 1065-1070.

ß

-See An International Economy: Problems
and Prospects (New

Uatp
t7

'In Asirtt.Drama.

B,

york:

characteristic was only a logical outcome of his use of the cumulative
causation framework, for policy was seen to be one of the most important elements in the matrix of interacting forces in

society. It was not

apparent in the early theoretical works, but was one of the important

lessons Myrdal learned from his work after the onset of the Depression
in the 1930's. The policy-oriented approach also follows from Myrdalts
conviction that economic problems have ethical
conditions that

fall short of the stated ideal

roots.

should

He believes that

elicit action, whether

indirectly through decision-making institutions or directly by the actions
of morally conscious individuals.
Special difficulties in the maintenance of theoretical and logical

rigor arise from the comprehensive nature of Myrdal's approach.

One

key control, the framework of cumulative causation, has already been

mentioned. Another is semantic precision. Beginning with "economicsft
Myrdal scrutinizes words which have developed connotations different from
the original meaning, or which have taken on special meanings within the
confines of particular clisciplines. By pinpointing his own interpretations

of some terms, or by admitting inherent vagueness in others, he prevents
his terminology from degenerating into imprecise ¡"rgorr.8

a

"For one of Myrdalts best discussions on semantics,

see tt tValueLoaded' Concepts", in Money, Growth and Methodology , Hugo Hegeland,
Ed. (Lund: CWK Gleerup, 196L), pp. 273-288.

The prevalence of opportunism in the accumulation of knowledge
and the interpretation of facts

epistemological

is one of the cornerstones of Myrdal,s

beliefs. First described in An American Dilemma,9

this aspect of human nature is treated as an important element in the
causative

process. In the initial discussion, Myrdal illustrates his

point by relating how uneducated Nugtol0 sharecroppers understand
much better than their landlord the rather sophisticated coneept of the

shifting of land tax incidence. Closely related to this opportunisum of
knowledge and of ignorance is Myrdal ls belief that

it is human

nature to

develop moral valuations that conflict, and that our loftiest ideals

seldom coincide with our day-to-day value ¡udgements.11

Myrdalts contribution to metaphysics is not so much

a

positive

statement as a negative observation. He argues that much of modern
economic theory finds its foundation in the l-Bth century concept of

Natural Law. In his discussÍons on theory, he singles out the theory of
9An

A-e"i"an DÍlemma,

10
--The

Appendices L & 2,

pp.

L027

-

1064.

term 'l{egro't has been supplanted in recent years by the term

'lBlack". However, since Myrdal has used rÎrTegrot'throughout his
writings, that term will also be used here for simplicity and
consistency.

ttftia.

public finance for the most severe criticism in this respect, but he also

directs his criticism at the main body of consumer theory and international tracle

theory. In one of hÍs f irst books,

The Political Element in

the Develolment of Economic Theory, Myrdal deseribes how the tenets

of Natural Law have percolated down through classical economics, first
under the guise of 'hatural harmonytt, then via the principles of I'laissez-

faireftand utility theory, finally to surface in recent times as positive
Economics. Myrdal argues that this body of theory must be rejected,

first

because

it

is founded on wrong premises and, second, because

it

is

not logically tenable

It

must be emphasized that few

if

any of the ideas Myrdal espouses

are in themselves original. The innovative aspect of Myrdal's work is
the way in which its various elements are integrated, and the way in

which they are applied to economic theory.
The contention of this thesis is that Myrdal has successfully
merged moral precepts with factual and theoretical social science

research. In developing his research methodology, Myrdal has disposed
of the concept

of

'bbjective'r or 'þositive" sociar sqience. He has

replaced this with a subjective analysis and explicitly-stated normative

values. His contention is that a scholarly stúdy should be evaluated for
accuracy in its treatment of facts and analytically for logical consistency.

This frees the values for a separate discussion, though it is vital to note

i:rt:Ìj:t _t"t¡ilra.:::1i:1,:riji

that the values are themselves empirically derivecl, and have a major
bearing on the policy recommenclations. such an approach minimizes
the opportunity for obscuring values, allows differences of opinion to be

clearly identified, and provides for the maintenance of a disciplined
overall approach. It facilitates separate evaluation of the factual

material, the logic of the analysis, and the underlying values which
determine the perspective from which the conclusions derive.
Though he

firmly rejects the metaphysical tenets of Natural Law

and the body of economic theory which he sees as descending

from it in

modified form, Myrdal remains a child of the Enlightenment in terms
of his personal valuations. He recognizes that these valuations-equality of opportunity and a general worldwide improvement in the human

condition--are not moral absolutes. But he believes they are widely
shared in modern society and therefore are frequently relevant. He is
able to project these values, therefore, while maintaining another--

intellectual integrity-'by adopting specific and narrower valuations within
each

study. Thus, by applying his method, Myrdal is able to integrate

normative valuations --and ultimately moral p recepts --directly into social
science research.

Myrdal recognizes that much past theory has been written--

unwittingly, often, and under the guise of "objectivityil--from the
perspective of the powerful and the influential. But he argues that despite

tì:::l

9',
differing aims of different elements of society at the everyday level,
there is an underlying common cultural ethic that can be a source of

unity. using a long-run perspective,

he argues that those now powerful

''-.'''''
. ì

stand ultimately to gain by pursuing the higher values. Not only

.:

,:r.
_

:.: _:
'. -- 1.ì._.::
:t

will

'

the risk of loss due to social upheaval be mitigated, but both

productivity and consumption will, he argues, increase with a

ttcreated.

harmony, in society that comes from improved management by
democratic

a

: ::.:l
t" "
"

"'''t, t,,

government.
B.

1-.

.
',

: ",.'

:

Intellectual Debts and Linkages

The Changing Times
:

Among the most profound influences, necessarily, on any

thinker, are the times in which he lives. Gunnar Myrdal was born in
t,

sweden in 1898 and attained maturity in the turbulent years when the

First world war signalled the end of an old order. The impact of the
resultingchangesonpeop1etsattitudesandininstitutionswasnotlost

i ,;,.,i,,,,,,,:'
..-;.--.

on

Myrdal. It is reflected fundamentally in his interpretation of 20th

,,

--:-.'jj.:

:'::1""':'"::

century el'ents.

Myrdal perceived that an ordered and comparatively static
worrd in which the stability of institutions went unquestioned, and

in

which a century of peace was procf enough of a world system in

equilibrium, suddenly gave way to a world of chaos and violence,

a

¡'';';".,..t""'":

10

dynamic world out of equilibrium and irreversibly so.
The worlcl of 19L3 was, like Athens in the days of pericles, in
many respects a model civilization--if one forgets the fact that it
excluded from its benefits the larger part of mankind. Any new
lnternational system ensuring stability, broadly shared progress,
and a commonly felt confidence in the future must be attained on
different terms, sÍnce the peoples who were thBn excluded are
unwilling to resume their earlier passive role.'o

Nor were the changes in attitude confined to the formerly compliant.
Before the First World War began, the European colonial
rulers never doubted the permanency of their empires; by
the time it had ended, most of thern realized that this could
no longer be an axiom of colonial policy.13
Those who witnessed the

First world war

saw the institutions

of the day shaken to their foundations. But it was not until the 1gB0rs
and the global trauma of economic depression and another world war

that it became widely recognized that there was no returning to the old

system. Myrdal notes that it became painfully and increasingly evident

first that the measures that

had maintained stability throughout the lgth

century were no longer effective and, second, that to respond to a new
set of needs governments were obliged to intervene in the workings of
society to an ever-increasing extent.

There are irreversible proeesses in the field of social relations;
and social automatisms, when once their spell is broken, can

L2

An International pggnomy,

"^"*

p.

t*r"", "ol. i, p. 185

1.

LI
rârely be revived. They represent a sort of social innocence
which, onee lost, never returns.
since the development of
economic policies . . . no
'ational
country is any longer prepared
to permit its internal business
situation to be determined by automatic reflexes to developments
outsideitsboundaries.A11countriesarecornmittedtopreserve
stable markets and "full employme ¡r1,,. L4

'

.,'-',',

cold war developments and the movement toward independence of the
former colonies have, since the end of the Second

World.War,
,;,,,;,,,:,

strengtlrened the trend

arvr/ay

from a smoothly-running

system. Instead, they have increased the need for

international

government

'¡""1'

.

'""';;
:,..: rt;
-

intervention to encourage through policy measures the stability and

growththatoncewerethoughttobepartofthenatureofthings.
?î{atural harmony" was giving way
to discord, and the best that could
be hoped for was some form of 'breated harmony".

Myrdal graduated in law from the University of Stockholm in 1g23.
The following year he married Alva Reimer, a sociologist. rn !g27, he

received a doctorate in economics. He began practicing law

in

sweden

but academic activities soon prevailed. In keepÍng with the times,
scholars with whom Myrdal was associated were preoccupied with

the
the

problems of dynamics. so it was almost as a matter of course that

""'
.1.,.
';',"',:','

he

should devote his early efforts to problems in economic theory dealing

with dynamic

14An

processes.

International Economy ,

::-;t-j'
:ì.:

p.

TJ,

L2

In 1930, NIyrdal u'as appointed associate professor of political
economy at the Post-Graduate Institute of International Studies in

Geneva. The following year he became acting professorat the
university of stockholm and, from

l-g3B

to 1gb0 he was Lars Hierta

Professor of Political Economy and Financial science there.
There were many other activities, enabling Myrdal to strike
some balance between the theoretical and somewhat reflective nature

of the man and the kind of realism that comes from wordly experience.
The onset of the Great Depression in the early 1gB0's spurred him to

more policy-oriented writings, and to participation in government
committees on housing, population and agriculture. In 1gB5 he entered

politics

and was a social Democrat member of the swedish senate

for

three years.
In

1-938

Myrdal travelled to the united states to resume his

scholarly career, this time as head of a study of the Negro problem in

America.

Though interrupted by the second

world war, Myrdal and his

associates were able to complete their work by

tg42. Back in sweden,

he was again elected to the senate in 1,g44, and served as Minister
of

commerce in the cabinet from lg45

to rg47. At this time he was also

a member of the board of directors of the central Bank of sweden.

rn L947 Myrdal was appointed executive secretary of the united
Nations Economic commission for Europe, a post he hetd for 10 years.

13

One of his

primary concerns during this period was to stimulate

East-West trade, an activity he thought would contribute to the ending

of the cold

war.

Another project was the encouragement of the ki.nd of

international economic cooperation manifested inthe Europeân Steel and

coal community;

a

third

\¡/as overseeing the commission's research.

By the late 1950's events in underdeveloped regions of the wor:Ld

were beginning to attraet attention: the movement toward political
independence that had its genesis in the

First world war was gathering

momentum, and the Cold War protagonists \Ã/ere looking to the resulting
new nations to line up political support. The wealth gap between the

inhabitants of these regions and those of the industrialized countries
was visibly growing. Myrdal's interest in the underdeveloped regions
had

its roots in developments at the end of the

continued to grow

second world

thereafter. Most of his writings after

war

and

1g54 were

directed toward questions in which the problems associated rvith
economic progress in these regions are

central.

The culmination of

this interest was a lengthy study of the economies of the south Asian
countries begun in 1958 and completed nearly a decade later.

From L960 onu'ard, Myrdal was professor of international
economy at the university of stockholm. At that time he founded the

universityrs Institute for International Economic studies, and became
its first director.

L4

In 1974, Myrdal was
along with

award.ecl

the Nobel prize in economics,

Prof. Frederick von Hayek. The two received the award

I'for their pioneering work in the theory of money and economic
fluctuations and for their penetrating analysis of the interdependence
of economic, social and institutional phenomen

2.

^r,.L5

The Swedish School

As an undergraduate at the University of Stockholm, Myrdal
received his training ln economics from some of the foremost
adherents to the swedish school, a tradition better known for the

diversity of opinion among its protagonists than for

a

particular body

of ideas.
Economic teaching in Britain--and., by exiension, in North

America--has emphasized the principles of utility theory and marginal

theory, with an undercurrent of political laiss.ez-faire

.

intellectual milieu paved the way for the evolution of

peculiar brand of

a

The resulting

two-sector microeconomics--and away from the hurly-burly of politics.

In contrast, the Swedish School, led by the moralistic Knut

wicksell, developed a tradition of participating in political imbroglios
that ranged from measures to control drunkenness to recommendations

lSKee.sing's

contempgrary Archive s (London: Keesing's publ ications,
Longman's Group Limited) 20, Nov. 4-I0, I974, p. 26804
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on

birth control policy. The resuiting literature is necessarily more

policy-oriented than that of most British or American theorists. The

literature of the swedish school is not only 'þolitical economy,,but also
rrsocial economyrrsince
economic

terms- It

it

deals with bothpotitical and social issues in

should not be surprising, therefore, that the scope

of Myrdal's work is so broad.
The Swedish School had, rather than a consensus on individual

issues, a more broadly-based common philosophy as to what approach
to economics was appropriate.

I'Our outstanding teachers were
so

utterly dissimilar that it never occurred to us that we formed a school,'i
Myrdal

*rit"s.16

But later in the same discourse, he surnmarizes the

common element:

I have already said that the personal relations between our teachers
were not very harmonious. But it would be a mistake to ascribe
their differences to their ideals or opinions. They all were sharply
cut individuals of rather unbending character. But as economic
thinkers they were clearly members of the same generation,
conditioned by their time to a very similar approach to problems.
They were alike also in their unquestioning appreciation of
independence and originality in scientific work and theÍr
unhesitating acceptance of criticism. They were convinced that
progress in science emerges from free discussion and

16conn""

Myrdal, value in social Th"gry, with a foreword by paul
streeten, r"a.os.ffifledge
o x"g"r, paul, 1g5g),
p. 245. rñiJãtatement and the passage that follows immediately
below are taken from a postscript in which Myrda1 reminisces about
his seniors and contemporaries and the inûellectual milieu that
prevailed in Sweden during his formative years.

16

controversy. . . Looking baclç over my youth, I cannot remember
that the thought ever enterecl my mind that the political or
scientific views which I held and expressed could ever have the
slightest influence on my future academic career. This, I knew,
would solely depend on the quality of my work.17
Like the other leading exponents of the Swedish School,
Myrdal stands alone on many issues, though he has been powerfulry
influenced by the schoolts founding generation. The nature of the
questions to which he has addressed himself, the methods he evolved

for dealing with these questions and, to a lesser extent, his
conclusions, show clearly the imprint of the older masters. This is

particularly so in Myrdal's earliest works, but even in later life the
breadth and nature of his approach, his concern over social issues and
the policy and political implications, and his ubiquitous skepticism all

are traits encouraged by his seniors. The preoccupation with a dynamic
approach and the moral undertone that pervades almost all the writings
owe something too, to his early intellectual environment.
The man who was in the best position to influence the direction of

Myrdal's acad.emic work was Gustav cassel, Myrdal,s personal friend
and doctoral

adviser.

The fact that many of Myrdal's conclusions are

contradictory to those of his mentor is as much a tríbute to the teacher
: :::

tz

i¿

, p. z5r-252.

L7

as

it is to the studentts critical

acumen, a traít cassel encouraged.

cassel, although the main proponent of the superficial |aissez-faire
doctrine against which we reacted, played an import"tttlãlãã-preparing the way for a deeper and systematic criticism of the
value and welfare approach with this rationalistic urge to throw
away empty speculations of the type represented by the marginal
utility theory, his constant insistence on the necessity to
quantify all our notions, and his masterly manner to get down to
a realistic treatment of facts and figures, all of which broke through
his laissez-fairg prejudices. 18
Myrdal's doctoral dissertation, 'lprice Formation and
changeability", shows more of cassel's influence in its form than in

content. Myrdal credits cassel with directing his questÍoning to downto-earth issues and with imbuing in him the skepticism that led him to
question existing theory on price changes and ultimately to develop the

ex ante-ex post theory.
The other work which Cassel directly influenced was the

Political Element in tle Development of Economic Theory. For Cassel,

like the young Myrdal, believed it was possible to formulate 'bbjective

trutht'in economics.

Though Myrda1 ultimately came to

retract that

belief, and in the process came to disagree with cassel on it, it was

lSIbrrl

, p. 2bL. For a ïvarm

,

and sympathetic appreciation of cassel,s
life and workby Myrdal, see pp. 24L-242 and footnote 1. There he
describes the obituary he wrote for cassel, saying, ,T tried there
to write about casselts faults, u'hich were so much on the surface,
but in such al'¡/ay as to explain why we, who lcnew him best, loved and
revered him most!'.

18

Cassel who initially posed many of the questions that compelled Myrdat

to re-examine the works of the early economists.

Finally, it would be difficult to dismiss as coincidence the fact
that Cassel, like Myrdal, strongly believed in writing for the layman.

Ultimately, Myrdal, who came to produce most of his main writings in
English, carried this aspect of his work even farther than did his
teacher, who generally expressed his opinions on economic issues in
the press.

Knut Wicksell exerted

little personal influence on Myrdal, but his

works and his reputation appear to have left an important imprint.
Wicksellrs writings were instrumental in the development of
Myrdalrs ideas on dynamic processes. Wicksell initially described his
cumulative process in Geldzins und Guterpreise (Interest and Prices),
published in 1898.19 He postulated that a discrepancy between the rate

of increase in the productivity of capital, or 'rnatural[ rate of interest,
and the rate of interest charged by lenders,

or

r?realtf

rate, would

initiate a mutually reinforcing sequence of events that would tend to
widen the initial

19th"

gap. This divergence from

an initial point of

English translation of Wicksell's work was published in

1gBG.

19

equilibrium is the essence of the cumulative process. wicksell
maintained that the trend away from equilibrium would continue until

external forces intervened. specifically, he said that ultimately the
banking institutions would change conditions for credit, forcing a

reversal of the trend. The sequence of events so described constitute
a business cycle theory of

sorts, but the elements of central

importance to Myrda| ate the acknowledgement that equilibrÍa may be

unstable, that disequilibrium is a natural occurrence in human affairs
and

particularly in economics,

and that

The theoryrs impact on Myrdal is

this disequilibrium is cumulative.

first manifested in the second

of

Myrdal's major theoretical works, Monetary Equilibrium. Though he
makes some important changes in wicksell's theory, he is in
fundamental agreement, arguing that among the most important forces

contributing to the disequilibrium process are the expectations of

investors.
More important, wicksellts cumulative process is at the core of

Myrdal's more general theory of circular causation with cumulative

effects.20 Although this theory revolves around the distribution of
resources rather than interest rates, the funclamental tenet of a tendency

'0thr,

theory was first expoun<red in An American Dilemma Appendix

3, pp. 1065-1070.

20

toward ever-increasing disequilibrium, in the absence of planned

institutional intervention, still applies. And, like Wicksellrs concept,
the circular causation theory

is inherenfly dynamic,

so that the

interaction of the various elements is an extremely complex
phenomenon.

Another characteristic of wicksell's work that percolated down
to that of Myrdal was his interest in the demographic theories of
Thomas Malthus. In wicksellrs

life,

the ideas of Malthus were

reflected in his writings on social issues and in a turn-of-the-century
controversy he sparked with his stated beliefs on the value of birth
control in society.2l From Myrdal,s point of .view,

it is relevant that

Wicksell encouraged his followers to acquaint themselves with Malthus.

And, as we shall see presently, Malthusian thinking influenced Myrdal's
perception of swedish population trends, though his conclusions were

diametrically opposed to those of Malthus

other influences of wicksell on Myrdal's life and thought are more
conjectural in nature because they do not relate directly to his published

works. Nevertheless, it would be of questionable wisdom to dismiss

21

For details of this colorful episode in Wicksell's life see Carl G. Uhr,
Economic Doctrines of Knut Wicksell (Los Angeles: Universit]' of
cáti

2L

them outright. It would be hard to believe that the idealism and moralism
that permeate Myrdalrs work, the attitudes toward the role of women in
society and in the family, the institutional approach he has adopted toward.

his work, the iconoclastic bent and the blunt, even brutal honesty, all
reminiscent of wicksell's style, have not been shaped in some way by

Wicksell's

22

"*"*p1".

It must be expected that there were many

secondary influences on

Myrdal's life and works from within his circle of colleagues. Because
of their informal nature, these influences cannot be measured but, like

the above-described indirect influences of wicksell, they cannot be
denied.

Most prominent among the secondary sources of inspiration is
David Davidson who, Myrdal says, helped to keep the classics before
,e
his mind."' Davidson, whose work is largely unknown outside of Sweden,
made a number of important contributions to wicksell's theory of the

,.)

"Myrdal

.)Ð

pays tribute to wickserl in a tengthy footnote on page 244 of.
Yelue in Social Theory. He says, among other things, ,rWicksell
had the integrity of a saint: few persons have gone through life as
untouched by moral compromise as he l'.

"'!ralue in Social Theory , p. 245.
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cumulative process. He was also the founder and

first editor of

Ekonomisk Tidskrift (The swedish Journal of Economics) where

several of Myrdal's earlycontributions

first upp.ur.d.z

Also credited by Myrda1 with appreciable influence on his
thinking was Axel Hagerstrom. Hagerstrom's skepticism was, for

Myrdal, complementary to that of s/icksell

and provided him with an

acceptable point of departure for developing his own views.

In some more generar writings and in his personar teaching .
..
he (Hagerstrom) clearly and strikingly expressed the
importance of drawing a line between beriefs about rearity
and valuations of it . . . ût a general and sometimes vague way
many of us were made familiar with the thought that there
were no objective varues to be established and knor,wr, onry
subjeetive valuations which, of course, could be observed.
On the personal plane of political valuations, I have
always felt myself in rine with wicksell. Deprived of
Wicksell's utilitarian foundations, but subject to the stimulus
of his political radicalism, r was receptive to Hagerstromrs
Philosophical skepticism. 25
A third individual singled out from among the senior colleagues
and contemporaries

for the insights he provided rvas Alf Johansson.

Of him Myrdal says:

24

For an appreciation of Davidson's academic contributions, see
Brinley Thomas, "The Monetary Doctrines of professor Davidsonrr,
Economic Journal, 45 (March, 1g3b), pp. 36_50

25va1ue

in Social Theory

,

pp. 250-25I

l:;,:-r:,:: r:,a:

;:;a::j" :::
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Alf Johansson played for all of us the role of the ideal Oxford and
Cambridge don: learned and circumspect, never hurried, always
prepared to let his fountain of wisdom sprinkle to the delight and
edification of those who were around. I mention this herer' because
his influence cannot be known to foreign economics . . . For, in
this respect also resemblÍng many of the most inlluential English
dons, he did not write much, hÍmself. 26

It remains now only to mention the infl.uence of Myrdalls
contemporary, Erik Lindahl. The writings of these two scholars
converge on the extension of the Wicksell-Davidson debate that began
at the turn of the century and continued until the eve of Wicksells death

in the mid-1920ts. The controveïsy centred around the specifics of
Wicksellf s monetary equilibrium

theory. Lindahils initÍal contribution

was to systematize al;.d simplify Wicksellf s concepts, while Myrdal,

drawing on Lindahl's work as heavily as on the original, revamped the

theory into a more widely accepted

for

.27

26lbid p. 24on
,
z7B"inluy
Thomas quotes Myrdal as paying tribute to Lindahlrs work
on monetary theory as follows: 'fAs readers acquainted with the
problem under examination will easily see, f have learnt more
from Lindahlrs Penningpolitikens medel than from any other work'r.
See Thomasts

Experience

G,o

p.

36.
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Other Influences

Myrdalls wife Alva, wrrom he married,intg24, has been an
Ímportant influence on his works.28
though there

Al-* Myrdal is

a sociologist and,

is no explicit acrcnowledgement of mutual influence from

either partner, the onus of proof must lie with those who would dispute

it.
The two collaborated on a book Kris

i ¡etottg,ingsfrag (crisis

in the Population problem, published in 1984) in which Arva prepared

N'merous references to Lindarrl's work M¡rrdarrs Monetary
this srarement. !1
The Ëoay ot ffi¡æ"-*
*94*9.collaborate
that ema^nated from scholars at stockholm unÍversity, begirírios
with the works.of Lindahl and Myrdal, from trre iáte 1920,s for
another generation, has been atdributåd to thà istãcru,olm
schãoi,,.
thgugh within the tradition of the more broadly based

',swedish
school"n this body of
focuses primarilSi on monetary questions
^writÍng
and should not be confused wittr ttre latter g;üp. Adherents
to the
"stockholm school", whose informar discu"ssioiå ana writings may
well have had some modicum of influenãã
uvrirr'*
works, include Bertil ohlin, Gustav Akerman,
"" "*à ;bõ;";;;'
-*y otrrå"
eminent scholars.
28rr,

,hi, context Ít is tempting to think back again on the tife of Knut
wicksell, who also marrÍed a ïi¡oman or
*a irrt"ttectuar
depth who was ahead of her time in her thinkin!
"o"îrsã about change in
family roles in society.

2õ

the discussion of social policy and Gunnar the demographic and
economic

""p""tr.29

It is evident from the subsequent works of the

two authors that both accept the central arguments of the initial study.
The book was one of

a

series of poliey-oriented writings with which

Myrdal was associated during the 1930's. It was probably one of the
works that paved the way to his being asked to head the study which led

to the publication of An American Dilemma in the early 1940's.

Further proof of Alva Myrdalls lifelong involvement with her
husband's vocation is contained in his lengthy acknowledgment to her

contribution to Asian Drama.

Alva Myrdal has, of course, been closely associatedwith my
work from the time of our early youth . . . As I wrote the
chapters on education, Chapters 31-33, I had not only statistical
material that had been prepared by her with Mr. Majava's
assistance but also drafts and sketches of the text. She read and
criticized the successive dra-fts and, ultimately, the final text . . .
I feel a husbandrs satisfaction that in our cooperation on the
present book she has seen her thoughts on these subjects amplified
and specified in-the broader setting of the development problems
in South Asia.30

Ðo

'"See the preface of Alva Myrdal's Nation.and Family (New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1-941), p. vii

304"i"r,

D.r-", vol. i,

Preface, p. xvii.
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The powerful influence exerted on Myrdal by the works of Sigmund

Freud is mentioned at the risk of seeming redundant. But because

Freud's ideas were still traversing Europe for the first time when Myrdal
was in his formative years,

it is germane

to mention some manifestations

of their effects on him.
The main lÍnkage with Freud is found in Myrdal's much-repeated

theory of "higher'f and'rlowert' valuations. Myrdal,s,rlower,r valuations
correspond to the pragmatic, every-day principles on which most

decisions are made, and clearly emanate from the concept of ,'id,tas
Freud elaborated

it. similarly,

the more lofty tenets, usually reserved

for abstract or generalized statements of principle but which are
occasionally carried out in practice, are manifestations of the concept
31
Freud labelled the rtsuperegqrr.

A related eoncept, less central to Myrdal's work but still
important, is the belief that know.ledge and ignorance are opportunistic
in nature. This is reminiscent of Freudts observations on memory-the forgetting or remembering of proper names, the fading or retention

of childhood memories, and of errors and superstitions.

S2

31sig-o.odFreud,@,JoanRiviere,TranS.,(Lon'don:
The Hogarth Press, 1962).

t'r"o-

Sigmund Freud,
York: Random House, 1-938).

New

ZT

While it would be brash to draw direct connections between

Freud's ideas and Myrdal's, it would be negligent to fail to draw
attention to the similar vein in which they appear to converge on
occasion.
The works of Karl Marx are of perennial interest for Myrdal,
and he displays a deep respect

for the lasting if often inadvertent

influence Marx has had on the evolution of economic thought. SS Myrdal
describes Marx as 'bne of the great classics in the development of
economic science,,.34 He adds:
Western economists have to a very large extent adopted Marx's
theories without accounting for their origin or even being aware
of it. As this has been done unwittingly and often without much
knowledge of Marx's writings--some authors even explain
themselves as 'ranti-Marxists" in the very context of their
plagiarizing him--the theories of this type have not been refined
and qualified as Marx understood them. They are often left as

Ðo
.).)

34

It is imperative

at the outset of this discussion to make clear that
what follows is with reference to the writings of Karl Marx, as
opposed to the vast body of liteiature that has been loosely labelled
tMarxismrr. Myrdal comments on the various meanings of
tMarxismrr in a footnote of The Cþ¿te"ge of World po rty (New
York: Random House, 1gz0@,
pp. 516-51?.
The discussion is amplified in the final chapter of Against the
l
Stream, 'A Brief Note on Marx and tMarxismilt, pp. S0g-816.

Against the Stream,

p. 31G.
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implicit assumptions, without having been thought through. When
revealed by immanent criticism, they therefore often show up âs
85
vulgarization s of Marx.
Myrdal also pays tribute to Marx's empiricism, and to his
intellectual integrity:
Behind all Marxts interest in constructing abstract models for
the 'laws of movement'r of the capitalist society, he was
fundamentally an empiricist. He was therefore against taking
anyone as an authority for conclusions about the shape of
reality . , . Moreover, if Manr were living today he, as a
hardworking and circumspect scientist, would lc.row and take
into account all that we now know but that he coukl not
possibly have known a century ago. 36

Myrdal is sympathetic to Marxts d5mamic, institutional approach
to economics, and credits him with raising--though not pursuing-the question of bias as

it relates to the classics.

term rhourgeois economist" and
applied it to the classical economists of his time, it implied the
accusation that their theories were biased in a way opportune
to the well-to-do and socially, economically and politically
When he (Marx) invented the

mighty of his

time. In this he was undoubtedly correct.

37

But Myrdal adds that the limitation of this observation of Marx's

is that he did not apply a similar test to himself: "This deficiency in

uuftta, pp. so9-81o.
tufbtu

, pp. B1B-814

tt*¡g, p. B1b

;;,
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his thinking shows up in the facile manner in which he could take for
granted that his own views were simply ,scientificr

or

robjective,.

,,38

Myrdal's chief divergence from Marx is on the questions of
determinism, demo cracy and planning. Marx, as Myrclal points
out in various writings, and in contrast to the implicitly-accepted
assumptions of many "Marxiststt and their opponents, never did work
out a framework for national planning. He believed that once the

"dictatorship of the prolet ariatttheld sway the state would, in the
classic phrase, 'bither away'r. This line of thinking was more in
keeping with the classical assumptions of laissez-f.aire and "natural

harmony"than with Myrdalrs concept of a 'tcreated harmony,,.39 No"
was Marxts "dictatorship" consistent with Myrdalrs idea of a society
based on d.emocratic principlur.

40

Interestingly, Myrdal sees a class struggle between rich and

ttrbru.
3gMy"d"l

develops this line of thought in various writings. See for
example Economic Theory and Underdeveloped Regions (London:
Gerald Duckworth & Co. Ltd., L957), pp. 1-39-L40.

no"o"

a typical statement of Myrdal's position on political
democracy, see Asian Drama , vol. i, pp. 51 -53.
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poor nations as

a

possible outcome of continuing frustration of

underdeveloped nations in their attempts to attain some measure

of

self -sufficiency and

prosperity. In putting forward his argument

in favor of a welfare world, Myrclal says:

It is a relevant and immensely important question whether
Marxts prophesy, which has been proved v/rong for the
individual nations, may not turn out to be an accurate
forecast in regard to the relations between nations. . . The
difficulties in the way of instigating a deveropment in the
world, parallel to the development within the nations which
made Marx a false prophet, are immerr"". 41
But unlike Marx, Myrdal insists the outcome has not been predetermined by some raw of history--or by anything
says the outcome

erse.

Instead he

will be determined by the cumulative effect of social

forces whose precise influence cannot be measured and which can
be
measured only roughly.

Despite the obvious differences, the influence of Marx,s work
on that of Myrdal

is substantial, though its form is both positi.ve and

negative, subtle and

clear-cut. In an autobiographical

segment of his

writings, Myrdal alludes to aproject to analyze Marx's works that
once began but never finished.

(Eli) Heckscher once remarked to me that we seem always to
write about what we are against: Marx wrote the history of
capitalism, he himself of Mercantilism, and I analyzed and

4t

An International Economy,

p.

824.

he
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criticized Liberarism. If I wanted to be an impartial
I should now make the same autopsy of theoretical scientist
Marxism. I accepted the chailenge and started on
a mânuscript
which, however, was never finishl¿.42
A final tribute to the impact of Marx,s work
was incruded in
recent collection of lVlyrdal's essays.

a

It would be worth someoners while to go through
writings, specifically searching for obriqou t iitsMarx,s voruminous
he might here and
there have given in the directiois I have
forlowed. so rich and

fecund with associations was Marxrs
mind that I believe such a search
would be fruitful. 43
The further back into the history of ph'osophy
one derves, the

more tenuous the connections necessarily
are withpresent-day

writers. yet two earry thinkers--Thomas

Marthus and Thomas Hobbes__

merit mention in this discussion of the influences
that herped form
Myrdal's ,ri"*s. 44

4zvalue

in Social Theory ,

4SAgainst
44

the çtream ,

In addition James

p.

p.

258

p. 816.

Belshaw, in an interesting article in the
Indian
"Gunnar Myrdal and FriecLi"h il;i;;;"*ffi"
@,
Developmerlttr, Apri1, 1959, pp. 415-432,
has discussed a number of
similarities between Myrda's works and those
of List a century
earlier. Belshaw sees similarities in their views
on agricurture
versus manufacturing, international
ti:_oq, and government pqlicy.
However, as with the writings of Max weber,
whose vrews on
methodology run paralrer with those of
Myrdar in many ways, there is
a lack of evidence that Listis writings
have had a substantial effect in
forming l\{yrdal's¡jews. In fact, sueh
an argument would be difficult
to sustain and co_u'd onry be conjecturar
at best, for nowhere does
Myrdal mention List. Any influlnce wourd
appear
I be indirect and
-.rrv*r to
diffuse.
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The writings of Malthus have already been mentloned in passing in the

context of wicksellrs birth control theories. wicksell as a teacher
stressed tre works of Marthus, so it was ine'itable that N{yrdar as

a
,.,,,,.,...

member of the Swedish School shoulcl become well acquainted with his

writings. But Myrdal also studied

sweden's demographic trends and,

in the mid-1930ts, was advocating thatthe government take steps

to

.

.
'.'..,.:
.:..:::

alter a trend toward population ¿ectirre.4SThe trends Myrdal projected,

first in sweden

and

later in the industrialized countries generally,

;

,l. -, .,.',
j --:I.:

'

,

pointed to smaller families, negative population growth rates, and, as

a result,

labor shortages and falling rates of aggregate consumption.

i

i

writing in the L960's in the context of underdeveloped countries

l

Myrdal was able to make observations of population trends that more
closely resembled those Malthus had foreseen 150 years

earlier. But

l

,
I

even here Myrdal's policy recommendations were much more
comprehensive --and more humane --than those Malthus

advocated,

writingwithintheconfinesofthec1assicalconceptua1frameworkof
ttnatural harmony"

:,
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Among the strongest of the peripheral influences on Myrdal were
the writings of Thomas Hobbes. Hobbes provides the underpinning

of
i,,,,,,,r,,r,,

nur"",
for example, Population: A probrem for Democ¡acy (cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard úÑ

oô

ðt)

Myrdal's basic optimism and faith in the survival of man

and

civilization. In clescribing his theory of democracy, Myrdal likes to
write in the context of the Negro problem in America. Here,
grapples with the problem of why,

he

if it is so much easier to spread

racial discrimination than to combat it, he persists in the belief that
discrimination will ultimately be overcome.
The wisest and most virtuous man will hardly leave a print
in the sand behind him, meant Hobbes, but an imbecile crank
can set fire to a whole town. Why is the world, then, not
steadily and rapidly deteriorating, but rather, at least over
long perÍods, progressing?. Hobbes raised this qqestion. His
ans\¡/er wâs, as we know: the State, L_gl44tr3n-.4b

Myrdalrs answer, though slighfly different, is closely related.
where Hobbes brings to bear the weight and prestige of the state as

a

stabilizing force in society, Myrdal broadens the concept to include all
of the institutional structures that have evolved throughout the centuries-the state, the church, the school, and, in the context in which the above
passage was quoted, the American

Creed. This faith in the institutions

of man, and in their ability to reflect his uppermost ideals, is bolstered
by a basically happy interpretation of the history of man. It

enables

Myrdal to conclude that society does evolve toward its ideals, at least

in moments of crisis and in the long run. It enables him to escape
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An American Dilemlna,

pp.

Zg-80.

-
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pessimistic conclusions even where short-term projections are

particularly ominous, as with the prospects for world-wide economic
integration and the 'welfare world", and with the clevelopment prospect
of the countries of South Asia.

C.

Overview of Works

The flow of interests Myrdal has pursuea tnrougrrout his career
has followed closely the pattern of global concerns that have dominated

world events during the last 50 years. Myrdal,s career, tike his

writings, has been notable for the way it has centred around the most
relevant concerîs of the day.
In the comparatively placid environment of sweden in the i_g20's

Myrdal eoncentrated primarily, though not exclusively, on economic

theory.

The pressing problem of the {ay was dynamics--wicksell had

formulated a dynamic theory that was seen to have some disquieting flaws,
and Alfred Marshall uever did publish the book on dynamics he promised

in the 1Bg0's. Fittingly, Myrdal's doctoral dissertation was 'lprice
Formation and changeability". In it he introcluced to price theory the
concept of ex ante-ex post, to distinguish between businessmenrs

expectations and their actual responses along with those of consumers
to price changes. Another theoretical work, eventually published in

English in modified form as I\{onetary EquiJibriurn, applies the

'21 ;: :
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ex allte-ex post concept to interest rates in a nr.acroeconomic context:
An empirical study Myrdal undertook near the end of the 1g20's
seems to belie the relationship between the focus of his interests and

issues of current

concern.
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is an economic history study, but it provided the young scholar with

a

valuable background for formulating policy recommendations in the
coming decade.
One reason

for this seeming retreat may have been his

dissatisfaction at the time with existing methodology. In 1980 he
published The Political Elemegt, his

first foray into this philosophical

labyrinth. In this iconoclastic work he refutes many of the arguments
fundamental to the postulates of classicar economic

theory. But, lacking

any acceptable alternative solutions to the remaining questions of value
and method, Myrdal concentrated on policy issues

for the next few years

until a new approach evolved out of his thoughts and works.
Though given plaudits as solicl and meticulous works, none of

Myrdal's early writings received widespread attention at the time of
their publication. Myrdal describes The Political Element as a financial

4?Thi*

work was translated into Engrish by p. s. King & son Ltd. ,
London, in 1933. It was part of a larger study, entifled
@es.
Cost of Living and National Inqome in Sweden 1860-19g0

::.1.
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disaster from the publisher's viewpoint, coming out as it did on the
eve of the Great Depression. And, as with the works of other Swedish

writers, the barriers of language insulated his writings from foreign
scrutiny, although there appears to have been some interchange with
the Germans.
The onset of the Depression sparked interest throughout Swecten

in policy prescriptions for the economic crisis and Myrdal, with his
colleagues, responded. The economic crisis was the central issue of
the day, and it was in keeping with Myrdal's penchant for the most

pressing issues for him to provide policy-oriented writings. Written

for politicans and other non-€conomists, the works of the early l-g30rs
broadened his reputatiorr.
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In a l-933 article, "Ends and Means in Political Economy,,,49

48Arnorrg

Myrdal's 'þolicy't works are 'Krisdiskussion. I uppsatser
i krisfragorrr (Discussion on crisis. Eight papers on the economic
crisis); 1-931-33; 'rsveriges vag genom penningkrisen" (Sweden's
way through the monetary crisis), 1931; 'lRiktlinjer fur svensk
penningpolitikr' (Guidelines for Swedish monetary policyl, Lg32;
l)et svenska jordbrukets lage i varldskrisen" (The situation of Swedish
agriculture in the world crisis), L932; and 'rsocialpolitikens dilemma'r
(The dilemma of social policy), L932. The title translations are from
f

a bibliography of Myrdalts works in the Swedish Journal of Economics
December, 1974, pp. 49L-497

49'Du,

Zweck-Mittel-Denken in der Nationalokonomie,', originally
in Zeitschrift fur Nationalokgnomie , but important portions
translated into English by Paul Streeten in Value iLËgcial Theory_,
Ch. 10, pp. 206-230.

,

.
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Myrclal rather hesitantly concludecl that the
very notion of an ,bbjective,,

or value-free sociar science theory is serf-contracrictory.
This theme
of inherent normativeness, though conceded
with littie enthusiasm in
the article, was better accepted later.
It pervades the rest of Myrdal,s
methodological writings and his approach
to research.

For the next few years, with commitments
in politics and
government commissions, Myrdal
diá not embark on a major project to
test the method that rogic had ted him to
accept. Instead, he coilaborated
with his wife on a study of the fam'y in
sweden and in further poricy

writings.

The gist of these writings is that government
programs in

'fsocial engineering, can create an environment which

wil

broaden and

expand the role of women in society
without penarizing the children,
and

will generally improve family conditions. But
the new emphasis on

human and sociorogical factors was
not at the elqpense of economics:
indeecl, the underlying reason

the effect

it

for

concer-n about population decline
was

courd have on the suppry of rabor
and on aggregate demand.

In An American Dilemma, a major study
of American society,
Myrdal had a subject large enough to ailow
him a fur-scale application of
his new-found methodology and value
system. Examining all facets of
American life as it was in the rate 1980's,
Myrcrar placed the economic
issues in the social, political psychological
and moral context he
believed to be most relevant. He adopted
the varue system he found in
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the Amercia' creecr
and adapted a conceptuar
framework of cumurative
causation that stressed
the tendency toward
disequilibrium, and that
had its genesis in Wicksell,s
cumulative process.

Myrdal had come a 10ng way
in the decade between the
pubrication
of his doctoral thesis
and the beginning of his
American study. In 1g2g
he was a newly-graduated
economic theoretician
floundering in a
seemingly unsolvable methodological
riddle. But by lg3g he was
a
confident and mature economics
researcher who had resolved
his
dilemma. He had reconciled
in his own mind the conflicting
roles of
theory, empÍrical observations
and society,s moral
norms. The
important questions of
method had been resorved,
at least to a point
where they were practicable.
Art subsequent additions to
the rrasic theory
would be embellishments
rather than fundamentar
contributions.
By the end of the Second
World lVar Myrda1 had returned
to a
more active pubric rife in poritics,
and soon after it became
a senior
executive with the united
Nations Eeonomic commission
for Europe, and
a director of the Sr,vedish
Central Bank. His academic

thrust into the background.
But Myrdal was abre

life was again

to capitarizeon the
experience he gained observing
political phenomena both
domestically and
internationally in the preparation
of his next major study,
An
International Economy, published
in 1g56. The dorninant
theme of this
work is, first, that the
werfare state proved to be
a necessary outgrowth

3B
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of industrialization, democracy and institutionalized planning in the
more advanced countries, and second, that a welfare world is

a

logical projection of the trend in an increasingly industrialized and
democratic

world.

But he admits that in view of a plethora of

practical problems, the welfare world appears at best to be far in
the future.

In two subsequent works written from essentiany the same

premise--Ecgromic Theory. an

arrd

growing wealth gap between rich and poor nations and the role of

international trade in exacerbating this trend, and the human side of
the welfare world he envisages. In these works, the welfare world is

put forward as the ideal, and the moral perspective is that nations
should set as a goal the achievement of this

ideal.

such a frame of

mind is mandatory, he argues, for the institutional system is tending
away from world-wide equality due to the disequilibriating tendency of

circular causation with cumulative results.
Myrdal believes that one of the leading obstacles to the development
of a welfare world is the recalcitrance of the united states to adopt
more progressive social

policies. This trait is reflectecl in levels

of

poverty among some segments of the American population which he says
are a disgrace to a nation so

rich.

Myrdal cliscusses in some detail this
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situation in

published in 1963.

@,

starting in the late 19b0's, Myrdar focused his attention on one
region of the world--South Asia--in an attempt to ascertain the reasons

for widespread

and worsening

poverty. The

study took about 10 years

and, as its author admits, has raised more questionsthan it has

answered. In Asian Drama, published in 1g6?, Myrdal stresses the

futility of attempting to

analyze what is happening within the region in

terms of theoretical concepts developed in the context of western
industrialized society and western institutions. Also indicated are
gaping lacunae in statistical and factual data essential to a realistic
comprehension of developments within the region.

Myrdal concludes lhat a leading cause of the faulty conelusions
and misinformation that has resulted from the Western æproach is the

fact that the arguments have been phrased strictly in terms of investment
and production when in fact the determining conditions were frequently

traced to attitudes and institutions. The Western approach, he argues,
begins with the premise that attitudes, institutions, and indeed policy,

stem from conditions of income and productivity, while Myrdal
maintains that the exact opposite is more often closer to the

truth.

sequel to the three-volume Asian Drama appeared in l-g?0: The

chqllenge of world Poverty, a work which emphasized the policy

A
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conclusions of the larger work.
Also published at about the same time is a slim volume,

objectivity in social Research. This book represents the culmination
of the methodological conclusions Myrdal developed over his lifetime,
and

is a convenient summary of his findings.
The flow of Myrdalts writings is in tune with the flow of worrd

events. From dynamic theory in the 1920's and economic

and human

crisis in the 1930ts Myrdal moved to international issues in the postwar

era.

He saw international integration as a desirable ideal in the

face of East-West ideological confrontation. From there it was a short
step to a first-hand investigation of the problems facing the poorest

nations, a concern that is increasing in its world-wide relevance as
the

richloor

gap widens and. the battle

for spheres of influence

among

the major protagonists develops. But never in any of the major studies
does the answer to the most urgent problems stray

far from the realm

of moral responsibility. This is the case with "social engineering,
urgecl to improve society in sweden and elsewhere, in the American

context of a downtrodden caste existing in the face of an ethical creed

that extols the virtues of equal opportunity, and in a world where one

cluster of nations becomes increasingly wealthy while the others

retrogress. In each of these studies, there exists a cumulative trend
toward increasing disequilibrium, with human intervention through
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institutional mechanisms see' as the only possible way to reverse

this trend in a dynamic world.

CHAPTER

TI

APPROACH AND METHOD

A discussion of Myrdails approach and method revears
the
,

i..

,.
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-.....,

,-

-,.,,

Ímportance of values and their role in establishing
norms in his

economics. For Myrdar method is so inextricabry mÍngled
with
value tt'àt'

it is necessary to elaborate both Ín detaÍl

'a clear discussion. Method provides the means

..:

to pave the way

for

.,i.;,.-,:',,t,:.,

for conducting research

',-,',

:.-.....::ì:.'

in social' science, but varue provides the ends, and there
is a comprex
interaction between the two.

,

Method provides the bridge across the chasm
between

:

empiricar

,

facts and subjeetive values. rt enables the researcher
to evaluate the
relevance of facts ïr/ithin a framework provided by the
subjects of a

study, minimizing the interference within the framework
of the personal
values of the researcher.

This is not to say that the role of the researcherrs predilictions

is reduced to zero. rrAlr sociar studyr, says Myrdar in his
discussion
of the val.ue premises adopted for Asian

Drama,

,,even on the
theoretÍcal

level where facts and causal relations are ascertained,
is policy_directed,
in the sense tl'at it, assumes a particular direction of
sociar change to be

,
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desirable".

*

1

Myrdal continues:

Ideally, sets of alternative value premises should be used; however,
this usually presents a complication too great to contend r¡¡ith. It
is true that by stating one set of value premises we not only inform
the reader of the valuations implicit in a study but also make it
easier for him to substitute another set. But the value premises
used in the study do not lose their strategic advantage; it was that
set that steered the interests and determined the approaches, the
statement of problems, and the definition of concepts. 2
Nevertheless, Myrdalls method, using the explicitty-stated value

premises, does serve to keep the norms of the study clearly before the
researcher so that he may examine the facts in a systematic and
disciplined way.
The discussion of method in this chapter

is divÌded into two

parts--the characteristics and the elements of Myrdalrs approach. The
difference between the two is subtle, but characteristics are of a
more personal nature than are the elements. Characteristics are more

directly an extension, or a reflection, of onets personality, white the
elements are deliberately cultivated aspects of oners work.

lAri* D"u*u, voI. i, p. 4g.
2mia

.
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A.
1.

Characteristics

Universalism

Myrdal's most basic trait is universalism. It is reflected in the
breadth and depth of his writings, and in his concern for the human
aspects of economic problems.

It drives him to structure his

economic research on a broad, often global and always moral, base.

It requires him to frame his questions in broad terms, often forcing
him to venture in his pursuit of economic research

into

areas

commonly regarded as 'rother disciplinestr. As a result, his work is
often subject to scrutiny by specialists Ín other

fields. I¡r his

research, once the problem is defined, the only meaningful criterion
he recognizes in delineating limits to his purv.iew is relevance.

As early as the

1-930rs

Myrdal demonstrated his belief that the

quality of life is as important a concerî for the economist as the
quantity of goods he produces or consumes. To improve the quality of

life in Sweden he advocated

a

variety of rtsocial engineering,, programs

for the government. ûr An American Dilemma , human dignity

and

the right to equal opportunity in society are depicted not only as values
in their own right, and as the source of economic controversy over the

distribution of the benefits of American society, but also as a moral
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imperative. Similarly, in the writings

on the worldts underdevelopecl

regions, Myrdal contends that the large and grorving economic
inequalities between rich and poor countries are traceable to political
events and social precedents in

law't. As a result,

he says,

history, rather

than

to some "natural

it is not only possible but desirable for

the wealthy nations and the members of upper classes in the poor

countries to work toward increasing equality of opportunity for all

citÍzens. This is a moral responsibility. In all of the works referred
to here, the social, political, psychological, historical and moral
elements of society impinge heavily--often decisively--on economîc
consideratÍon.

Characteristically for Myrdal, the project that ultimately
resulted in The Political Element's publication was initially conceived
as a brief study of contemporary philosophical controversies on economic

theory in Sweden. Soon it expanded into a two-year study of

:

,.1

'

the
.,

"

''

L,.,,..,1

effects of potitical expediency on the evolution of economic theory

from the time of Actam Smith. Again, what was seen as relevant was
Ð

- d
lnClüded.

SValue

in Social

.1..r...

,, ,.

Theory.

,

pp. 237-262.
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Even cluring the early part of MyrdalÌs càl:eer,, when he confined

his endeavors withÌn more conventÍonal limits, he applied his ideas to
the entire cliscipline--that

is, to both micro-

and macroeconomics.

His doctoral dissertation rvas an analysis of some aspects of price
changes at t}:re individual product

level; a eompanion study on monetary

equillbrium a few years later applied the analysis to ínterest rates
macroeconomic considerations.

and

4

The universalist tendency Myrdal exfribits has enabled him to
see economic theory in the context of a long-run historical approach,

incorporating institutÍonal developments. It has enabled him to focus
on whatever aspects appeared to provide essential theoretical

contributÍons to the problems under study. Social attitudes,

institutions and policy decisions are often seen as prime determinants.

2.

DJrnamics

The events which impinge most heavily upon societies, and

which therefore are among the most relevant to the search for social

soltrtions, invariably embody change of some

L-Not

sort.

This led Myrdal

surprÌsingly, however, a sizable amount of the discussion în
Monetary Equilibrium is devoted to microeconomÍc aspects of
the problem. One would expect the converse to be true in the
dissertation.
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to concern himself with the problems of d¡mamics. The problem of
dyn.amics Ín economic theory was being debated in the swedish school

as Myrdal launched his academic

career. His earliest contribution to

the dialogue--the ex ante-ex post concept--is addressed to the problem
of price and interest rate movements. But the discussion in "price

Formation and changeability'r is comparative static in nature. It is
concerned with anticipations and responses to events at different points

in time, rather than with the carculus concept of continuous rates of
change.

In Monetary Equilibrium the discussion to some extent paralle1s

that of 'tPrice Formation and Changeabilityil in that

it

deals with

anticipations and responses to interest, rate changes and effects on

prices in general. But here the hand of wicksell is visible, for there

is also emphasis on a continuoÌts dynamic movement

away from

equilibrium between "naturâl" and trreal" interest levels and their
interaetions with other elements in the economy.

Later, Wicksellrs "cumulative effect" was adapted to a wider
conceptual framework and became the basis of Myrdalts ,,circular
causation with cumulative effect", to be discussecl

is consistent with Myrdal's conviction

in section B. It

Urat a dynamic frame'work is the
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only meaningful one with which to a.bstract from reality, since ehange

is

an inescapable aspect of

reality.

continuous change and contínuous

inberaction between means, ends and side effects are ol:servable with
a hig'h degree of accuracy

if

the observer is armed with clear-cut values

from which to form his perspective and a firm understancling of the ways
in which conditions and events interact with one another. This eonstruct
was to serve equally well in Íllustrating the matrix of factors influencing

racial injustice in the case of the American Negro, the centripetal
tendencies working against worldwide economic integration, and the

multiplicity of interacting elements determinÍng the directÍon of
developments in the nations

of

South Asia.

The concept underlying the theory of circular causation is

straightforward. rt is simpty that at any time there is a number of
forces at work, both posÍtive and negative, tending to move society toward

or away from a stated ideal condition. Most of these forces are
observable, although they may not be measurable. Some, though not

all,

of the forces can generatly be considered manageable by policy-

making. The overarl net tendency may be ascertained. Any change in
one

or more elements of the matrix of forces, either in direction or

intensity, will tend to move society in the same direction as the new
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tendency. For Myrdal, to think in these terms became almost

an

extension of his scholarly personality, so natural was it for him to

think in dynamic terms.

3.

Iconoclasm

A critical approach to the writings of others

\ryas encouraged in

the milieu of the swedish school. Moreover, Myrdal was experiencing

frustration in trying to work fruitfully within the confines of a rigidly
delineated

discipline. The result was an iconoclastic reaction, first

manifested in 1929 when The Political Element was first published in

swedish. Here, Myrdal gave vent to his frustration, focusing on his
intellectual precursors'theoretical limitations and fallacious conclusions
in an unsuccessful quest for a truly "objective" research method. one
after the other the classical masters were subjected to Myrdails
methodical probing and found, on logical grounds, to be wanting in their

claims to objectivity. But the criticisms

for Myrdal was

unable to offset his

\Ä/ere

basically iconoclastic,

critÍcisms with a satifactory alternative

method.

Myrdal's favorite method of criticism was what he termed the
'timmanent

criticism".

The best example of this type of

Mojretary Equilibrium, where he adapts

criticism is in

it to propound his ideas

on

monetary equilibrium, emphasizing the ways in which his concept differs

from that of Wieksell:
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My analysis will be of an immarlent nature in so far as I shall take
over in the beginning the fo"dal""otrl features of wicksell's
monetary theory and shall develop my own arguments under the
assumption of the fundamental correctness of his explanation.5
In The Political Element, where Myrdal is not trying to drive
home a positive argument, the

criticism is t'immanent't in so far as he

demonstrates the inapplicability of theory based on 'rnatural law" and

thatural equilibriumfr, and subsequently relates the theories
he discusses
to these concepts.
Economists had adopted the concept of 'law' from the philosophy
of natural law. As long as fnâtural lawt concealed the peculiar
ambiguity of the word rnaturalt, the same doctrine could contain
both scientific descriptions and political prescriptions. But as a
result of the empirical tendencies of utilitarianism and perhaps
even more under the influence of the rapidly developing natural
sciences, the concept of the law of nature came to mean more
specifically a scientific, empirical law. This was the beginning
of the conflict between 'value' and 'lawt in economics.6

In later years, after Myrdal had satisfied himself that he had
found an acceptable alternative to 'bbjective" research, he was more

prone to balance his critical writings by putting forward substitute ideas.
But he never lost the debater's instinct, which perhaps was what

first

drew him into law, for attacking--and at times attacking viciously--the

posiiíons of those with whom he could not agree.

5
-Monetary

u"hu

Equilibrium, p.

31

nolrtical Element pp. 56-57.
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In An American D'emma he rejects emphatically
the static social
theory of wiliam s'rnner and others that ,rstateways
cannot change

folkways

"--in other words, that the state cannot enforce an end to

discriminatory practices against Negroes,
simply because of the
accumulated force of tradition and custom.
Like the classicar

philosophers, Myrdal says, sumner argues
from a static standpoint based
on the premises of ?inaturar raw'r,
and so is subject to attackon similar
grounds.

It should be noted that--in spite of its psychorogism,
its ethical
rerativism, its modernized terminorogy, and the
abundant
anthropologicar ilustrations--this theãry is
nothing erse than a
reformuration and sright modification of the
ord laissez-faire
doctrine of the 'hatural orderr?as it was À.rå-ffirn
in the Enlightenment period: human relations
are goverïìed bv
'hatural laws"; "nalural laws" are not onlv trrä"Ërriiä*"r*d,/t
also, in the main, and in spite of ail the interferences
"ru
of
foorish
governments, actuarly permeating real
life; they do not need to be
legalized,.T

Myrdal this time further strengthens his arguments
against sumner by
presenting his own dynamic theory that
weight of tradition is only one
factor influencing the Negro situation, that discimination
arso results
from ignorance and opportunistic knowredge,
and that discrimination runs
counter to the tenets of the American

argument, Myrdar proposes

an

American Dilemma,

speaking directly to sumner,s

immanent criticism of the works of

Sumner and his followers

7An

creed.

p. 1054

:
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To bring out the nature of this bias and clemonstrate the
arbitrariness thereby Ínserted into research, we may consider
the same facts that have been observed by Sumner, park, and
ogburn and add to them an e,xplicit and dynamic value premise
(instead of the implicit fatalistic and static one) and from these
deduce a quite different practical conclusion. S

The situation is similar in Myrdalts analysis of the reasons for
the growing gap in wealth between rich and poor countries. He

criticizes as static and opportunistic the traditional, static concept of
'backward countries" and the assumptions of unchanging conditions,
and the

laissez-faire

foundations

for international trade theory.

The

theory Myrdal substitutes emphasizes historical and political factors
which provide equally plausible explanations of the lack of progress in

stimulating progress in the countries he terms ,,underd,evelopedr, and
adds policy prescriptions based on these more dynamic, positive premises.

Asian Drama provides a wealth of exampres of criticisms of

various orthodoxies. But the most vituperative is a devastating, twodimensional attackon the use of

a

capital/output economic model to

explain the economics of the underdeveloped countries in his study. yet,
he continues in a 60aage Erpendix, not only are such models regularly
used to e><plain theory, they are used to determine

policy. This he

regards as a travesty of truth. He demonstrates the logical shortcomings

of such an approach not only from the logical standpoint

8rb,d

, pp.

1052-58.

of

relevance
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(the transcendental

criticism), but also by accepting the assumptions

implicit in the model and attempting to apply it (the immanent
crrtrcrsm).

I

In short, although the more mature Myrdal is able to put forward
alternative hypotheses, the highly critical tendencies of his younger days
are carried forward and form an integral part of even the later writings.

4.

Optimism
Despite the ominous portents Myrdal sees in many of his studies,

he remains optimistic in a fundamental

way.

such a posture at

first

appears contradictory in a figure for whom logic plays such an

important role in analysis.

But there are three

separate though

inter-

related justifications for his happy state of mind.

o

"Myrdal distinguishes between the two in a footnote to Appendix B,
Asian Drama, vol. iii, p. 1943. There he says: "Transcendental ancl
immanent critici.sm cannot be sharply distinguished. To criticize
abstraction from a variable that is in fact subject to larger changes
than the variable analyzed is transcendental criticism. To criticize
abstraction from a variable whose change is logically implied in the
assumptions of a model is imrnanent criticism. But, for certain
purposes, change that is logically implied can nevertheless be
regarded as inessential. The question whether the change is indeed
essential is therefore partly one of transcendental and partly one of
immanent criticism. Thus many models abstract from the passage of
time, without den¡'¡ng lhat all events must occur in time. But if the
passage of time can be shown to change crucially certain factors
assumed to be constant, a criticism that points this out is parily
transcendental, partly immanent rr.
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The

first is his innate faith

in man--a

trait diametrically

opposed

to cynicism. This trait first becomes apparent in An American Dilemma
where, in the face of contradictory statements by people who have
successfully reconciled in their day-to-day living the reality of racial

discrimination in the face of the ideals embodied in the American Creed,
he perceives not cynicisrn

or even dishonesty but rather an opportunism

of ignorance: the contradictions simply are not recognized. Instead of
concluding that the prospects

for increased equality are dim because of

this deception, he looks to the tendency he observes in men to respond to

their ideals when acting under the aegis of institutions,

and.

to traits,

he

sees in Americans of generosity and basic fairmindedness and a bias in

favor of democratic principl"".10

A second cause for Myrdalts optimism in the face of depressing
evidence in his belief in the power of the Social Contract. In An American

Dilemma

, he cites Hobbes,

by which, over time

,

who saw in the state, Leviathan, the vehicle

civtlizations are

built.

Myrdal broadens the

concept of Leviathan and sees the institutions of man as the true harbingers
of progress and of positive inspiration that has throughout history overcome
tremendous odds.

toAn

A-urican Dilemma, Chapter 45, pp. 997-1024
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The third factor is the long-run perspective which Myrdar
adopts.

Although most of the historical references he makes in hÍs writings
are
confined to the last 200 years, this can be attributed to the fact that

it

is

in this period that the sgience of economics had developed. But
the

important feature of a long-run point of view is that, over decades
and

centuries, man has been able to grapple successfully with many problems
that have appeared insurmountable from the vantage point of a generation

o" 1""". 11 Myrdal asserts emphatically and repeatedly that he is neÍther
a determinist, who believes in some pre-ordained formula for events
to

follow, or a defeatist, who can look at the arcay of negative evidence

llThi,

and

point is most poignanily made in Arnold J. Toynbee's A study of
History (New York: Oxford University press, \962), vol. ii,
pp. 65-73. In a section entitled t'The Struggle for North America'r,
Toynbee, whose approach to history is as panoramic as Myrdalrs
is to economics, depicts from the vantage point of observers of the
day, who might have been seen as the likeliest of the Europen contenders
for s6lepial supremacy in North America. In the middle of the
l-7th century, he says, the battle appears to be between the French and
the Dutch, the fortunes of the British appearing particularly low at thal
time. A century later, the British appear to have won the day. But,
by the turn of the 19th century, the Americans have won their
independence, a possibility not entertained by the most astute observer
150 years earlier. Toynbee earries the discussion a step farther,
showing how the Southerners appear to be the dominant force in the new
country, a developrnent ultimately betrayed by events 60 years later.
The point is, future events are so unpredictable from the vantage
point of the present that even the most prescient of observers can
only make bad guesses as to the state of affairs a century hence,
and even to the course of events leading into the future.
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see only the short-run projections of present

trends. Myrdal moreover

is optimistic about the possibilities for overcorning clifficulties through
the use of applying, through policy, the findings of economic research.

5.

Rationalism
Throughout his writings, Myrdal

implicitly assumes that man is

at base a rational being. Like his optimism, this

trait is a manifestation

of his inherent faith in man. Despite his theory of opportunism of
knowledge and ignorance, Myrdal insists that the process of human

decision-making is essentially a rational one, both at the level of the

individual and of the state. In fact,

it is this rationalism that at times'

forces man to abandon his [deals in favor of more pragmatic alternatives.
This faith in rationalism is exemplified in Myrdal's use of a logical
approach in presenting his arguments (which, generally, are aimed at

the readerts 'higher't valuations). This Ís because he believes in the
ultimate strength of logical arguments bolstered with

'facts kick".

6.

facts. For

Myrdat

12

Idealism
That Myrdal is idealistic and moralistic in his approach to economics

is a central tenet of this thesis. Myrdal's approach,

as we shall see in

the next section, is to state explicitly the value premises he has derived

12The

challenge of world poverty, F. 20, and elsewhere.
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from a study of his subjects, and to draw from these the ideals towarcl
which they are

striving. Myrdal

contends that a society must have a

set of ideals, however unattainable, to strive

for.

In An American

Dilemma the goals are the principles of equality embodied in the
American creed; in An International Economy and the related writings

it

is the goal of rvorldwide economic integration and the realization of

the "welfare world'?; and in Asian Drama it is the institutional changes
Myrdal terms the moderni,zation ideals. Subsumed in each of these sets
of value premises is an underlying set of personal principles which

Myrdal sees as being desirable for all

*"n.

13

The valuations which Myrdal espouses in his research projects are

all logical in that they represent what he believes to be the valuations of
those being studied. But they also are linked to his personal sets of

values, which surface from time to time throughout his writings. These
valuations, like the optimism and rationalism described above, spring

directly from the manrs character and cannot be logically justified; but
they are of integral importance in all of his research.

B.
1.

Elements

Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework which Myrdal applies in virtually all of

13

However, Myrdal is careful to point out that no valuations can be
considered as universal in research. see ch. II, section b, below.
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his u'ritings after 1931 is an offshoot of wicksell's concept of tÌre
cumulative process. wicksell's theory, cleveloped in the context of

a

system of productivity rates, interest rates, prices and value of capital,
states that when procluctivity rates of capital diverge from the interest

rates charged by the financial institutions, a cumulative process is set in
motion which results, among other things, in a widening of the initial
gap.

L4

In

Myrdal accepts the fundamental frame-

@,

work conceived by wicksell and presents his own monetary theory as
adaptation of

it.

an

one fundamental change is Myrdal's rejection of

Wicksell's assumption of an initial position of eqr-rilibrium, which Myrdal
sees as

unrealistic. Left intact, however, is the framework itself. It

provides that the direction in which the system moves is determined by
the net effect of a matrix of factors. The system gains momentum as the
number of determinants operating in the same direction increases, and
indeed, there is seen to be a tendency to gain momentum away from the

equilibrium position.
From there,

14wi"k""11's

it is a short step for Myrdal to generalizethat aLL

theory was first deveroped in l-g98 in GeLdzkins und
qglgruIg¡se., published in English in i_936 ,s rnt"rã"rããÞiñ"s
(London: MacMillan & Co. Ltd. ). Myrdal
"t"ffiin Monetary
cumulative process and monetary theory briefly
EquilÍbrium, Ch. III, pp. Zg-48.

:,¡.::l:.i._
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human endeavor can and shourd
be conceptuarized in

similar manner.

whatever factors impinge most heavily
upon the system--that is,
are
the most rerevant--become the
dominant subjects for analysis in the

study' In the context of swedish monetary
conditions these are, for
wicksell , the 'hatural rate'r of interest,
the rate of savings

and of

investment, and the price rever; for
Myrda1 they are srighfly different.lb
But an anarysis of the causes of development--or
the rack of it__in the
worldfs poorest countries must range
far beyond the factors directy
determining consumption and investment
within the money u"orro*u. ,,
must embrace sueh diverse factors
as attitudes, institutions, nutrition
levels and government policy towards
education, and such factors are
indeed given aprace in Myrdat,s
framework. But the unifying feature
of wicksell's and Myrda''s cumulative
systems is the sharp focus
given to selected, strategic factors.
Anot'her basic feature of Myrdal's
system is that it presupposes
a world which tends toward

disequilibrium. If there is an equilibrium

position within the system,

it is unstable.

As withphysics, Myrdal

says, social equilibrium may be stabre
or unstable, static or dynamic.
In the world Myrdar describes in
his writings, the worrd of the 2Oth
century, equilibrium is seen to be
at best unstable,
and always

ttffåî:
îii";:i;i.monetarv

equitibrÍum are elaborared more ruuy

o)¡namic.
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16

The example of the Negro in America
society is appried in An

4merican Dilemma. He assumes, for the simplicity of the exampre
and at the expense of some degree of
accuracy, â.,

initial equilibrium

position' with the Negroes as a minority
caste. Then, he says,
imagine an external push to the system--either
forward, such as an
expansion of job opportunities for Negroes,
or backward, such as a
setback in the fight for

civil rÍghts by an adverse court decision.

According to which push takes place

--Ðr, if both occur at the same

time, which is stronger--the cumurative process,

upward.

or downward,

is started in motion. There already are in
existence forces pushing and
pulling, forces emanating from the institutions
being studied. The net
effect of the new forces is to upset the equilibrium.
Therefore, Myrdar
argues, consciousry-formulated policy can
improve the 10t of the Negro,
but the process may be slowo may in fact
appear to be negligible so srow
is the system to respond at first.

l6seeag

American-Dilernma, Appendix B, pp. 106b-1020.
The concept
is also introduced
l
,
pp' L1-22, and in esianÞãñãlAppendix
z,
pp.
ts+g-1_859.
For
a
physical analogy, p"nõitãfne
" or by tayingbalanced precariously on its end
(unstable equilibrium)
it.on its .iau 1"t"ule equilibrium).
It may be sitting stiil (static equilibrium¡ or
v' rãirìrrå
LvLLLtLb
(dynamic equilibrium)-

|

.rLçr a push
"n"" lrusn
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The cumulative causation framework operates in similar fashion

in considering the effects of international trade on underdeveloped

countries. Here Myrdal compares the ,hackwash,,effects, which
operate to hamper the development of underdeveloped
countries, with

. ,,
-:i::'::
.,

the

"spread" effects whieh work to benefit them. In this case, he argues
that the 'hackwash" effects can be easily seen to be winning the
day
because the size of the wearth gap between rich and poor
nations

increasing for reasons that can in part be traced to trade
The trend toward disequilibrium is continuing

2.
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Objectivity
t,

In his earliest writings, Myrdal expresses a belief in the

existence

,,

I

of some 'bbjective truth'r which has, so far, eluded all attempts to
bring

it to light.

The political Element highlighted Myrdal's diseovery

I

that
l

economic theorists of the previous 150 years, though laboring
under

the

illusion that they were applying "objective'r techniques and arriving
at
tbbjective'r conclusions, were
unconsciously reflecting their political

beliefs, were often, in faet, simply rationarizing

and

justifying

their

i
l

.:

.

f"'..-'':i,'
';_:.

-:. l

"''.""';"

governmentst actions. Myrdal found this as disconcertÌng
as it was

disillusioning, for it left him with no acceptablealternative
'bbjective"
method. He was forced to advocate, instead, the explicÍt statement

of

l7E"q"o-i"

rh"o"y

"r

, pp.

2B-Bg.

:;

,,t.''

:--'.'t

."..'.
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subjective values adopted for a research

project. At least then there

rvould be no inadvertent self -de ception--or conscious sleight
-of -hand-_

by the researcher in establishing his valqe premises.
The necessity of a subjective perspective which Myrdal arrived

atgrudginglybuttentative1yin@in1929wasseen
by 1933 to be inescapable. "objective'reality is a patternless jumble
of interrelated facts and conditÍons, he wrote in
"Ends and Means in

Political Economy,,.18 The only bases for arranging them in some

l8T"arrsl*ted

into English in
@,
206-231. An analogy

Ch. 10, pp.

*itf, pfroøgraphy. The
"ootOTJFi*o
photographer can capture
a sce.ne on film b5r pointÍng his camera

arbitrarily--perhaps without even looking through his viewing
screen--and all of the elements comprÍsing a picture will be present.
The camera "sees" all objects rbbjectively", and the elements that
are prominent in the resulting photographs will be so as a matter of
chance rather than as a result of a logical plan. The beautiful
elements, the ugly, the bright, the dull--all interact to comprise a
scene whose impact on the viewer wtll be entirely a matter of chance:
where did the photographer happen to stand? But to make a
meaningful photographic statement, the photographer plans carefully
his vantage point, selects the elements he wishes to emphasize, and.
sets up his lighting to emphasize still further his interpretation of the
scene. The decision of what elements to highlight is subjective: it is
determined by the type of picture the photog*"phu" wants. It is
'bbjective't only in the sense that it it under control. The photographer
will look for diagonal lines to ernphasize movement, horizontal lines
for serenity; reds and yerlows to convey warmth, blues and greens
for coolness, grays for melancholy. what he gets is determined by
where he decides to stand and what he plans tolmphasize by putting
in the most prominent areas of the photograph. An advertising
photographer attempting to create pleasant associations in the
viewer's
mind with the product of his crient may be objective in his method
of
arriving at a successful picture though subjective in the sense that he
is adopting his client's goals. A social scientist aseertaining the values
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coherent manner' he concluded, are through
subjective perception

of them.
The policy_oriented writi^gs Myrdal produced
during the

1g30,s
,, ,,,¡,,,,.,,,,,.' ,,,,,

were written from just such a subjective approach.
Earry in the

,

decade, when his focus was on monetary poricy,
the clearry formurated

objective was to deal effectively with the worrdwide
economic crisis

it

affected sweden. The sought-for policy would
rene\M economic

and improve livÍng

conditions. Later, he broadened his policy

to include specific social go"l".

as

,,,,,,
:':':t:

expansion
r-,,-

,..,.,,":i

: :'; ::':
'::

t,.

r.
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objectives

19

'

other e>çlicitly-stated sets of value premises Myrdar
adopted in
differentprojectsinc1udethedemocraticprincþlesembodiedinthe
American creed; the desÍrability of world-wide
economic integration
a vehicle to improve the equality of opportunity
among the

citizenty;

as

I

and a package of valuations termed rthe
modernization ideals,,

countries.

and aspirations of his crientere is not in
a radically different position.
See Pop_ulation: A problem

Harvardu"@

l

worldrs

to facilitate increasedproductivity, improved
wearth distribution, and a
better life for most of the citizens of the underdeveloped

19

),

for Democracy (Cambridge, Mass.
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Determining the desired perspective is of overriding importance,
as illustrated in I\{yrdal's discussion of the choice of ?the moclernization

ideals" as the value premises for Asian Drama.

It would be perfectly feasible to carry out a quite objective scientif ic

study of the problems of underdevelopment, development, and
planning for development in the countries of south Asia from the
point of view of western or American political and military interests
in the region, or from the viewpoint of those same interests on the
part of the Communist countries, or some of them. Such an
approach, however, should spell out these interests, clarifying their
role as value premises in determining the direction of study. with
the cards thus placed on the^table, such a study could not be censured
on methdological grounds. zu
Ð

Semantics

Absolute clarity of terminology is a precondition to logical discussÍon.

This may involve nothing more than identifying the precise meaning, for
the purpose of the discussion at hand, of terms that could be interpreted

in more than one way. But Myrdal argues that more than fuzzy notions

or misinterpreted ideas may be at stake. He says that where claims to
objectivity are made, such as in the writings of the classical economists

or, in more recent times, inthe works of the 'þositive,

economists,

valuations are trbootlegged" inadvertently into the discussion through the
use of value-laden

terms.

The result, he says, is

bias, 'that type of

systematic, though unintentional, falsification of our conception of reality.,,21

'oA"iu' Drama vol. i, p.
2l

Against the Stream,

p.

50.

53.

.::-:1,

t:ì
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where the outcome of the discussion is not deriberatery misleading,
as
with propaganda,

it is re'dered

ambiguous and susceptible to

interpretations convenient to the reader. The solution, Myrclal
says,

is not to avoid such terms, but instead to define them explicitly.
The term 'valuations'r, used above and elsewhere in this thesis,

is a classic example of a varue-raden concept. so central is the
importance of a correet understanding of this term to the
arguments
developed here, that Myrdal's discussion of the

term in a recent

collection of articles will be quoted at length.
To stress the subjectivity of the valuation process, I deliberately
use the word "valuations'r and avoid the term
'rvalues"--which is
so popular in a1l social sciences, not only in sociology
and
anthropology--€xcept in the combination rvalue premises,,,
used
when certain valuations have been defined and rnade explicit
for use
in research.
The use of the term 'varuesrrinvites confusion between varuations
in a subjective sense, the object of these varuations, and indeed
often the whole social setting of valuations. The term ,values,ralso
often contains a hidden value premise, namely tinat a,,value,r
that is
believed to exist is eo ipso varuabre in sometb¡ective
sense; this
usually implies a bias of the laissez_faire varieiy.
The term "values", finallSf-ãrriés the association of
something
solid, hornogeneous, and fairly stable, while in rearit5r varuatÍons
are regularly contradictory, even in the mind of a single individual,
and also unstable, particularly in modern society.
Human behaviour
is typically the result of compromises between valuations on
different levels of generality.22

"Y,u , pp. 38-84. The chapter containing this passage was adapted
from an article published in the first issue of the
"ro-urnar "fl
Policy, Cambridge University press, Jan., ]rgTZ:-

il;i;i
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Misleading terminology can iead to distorted concepts of reality.

For example, Myrda1 cites the term 'united Nations" as one of the
worst misnomers in the terminology of international relations. The
phrase implies, and leads not only the uninitiated but also many of those
who should larow better to believe that the United Nations is a supra-state,
and that the General Assembly

is

a global

parliament. In fact, the term

is a logical fallacy. The representatives of the General Assembly are
appointed by

their respective governments and are instructed to present

the views of these goverrrments in the General Assembly

forum.

The

cacophony of voices, each with a different view to put forward from a

different government, often more closely resembles a Disunited Natíons.

Moreover, the united Nations has no legitimate means of enforcÍng
decisions taken or resolutions passed as a result of its deliberations.
But the term remains, and its real meaning must be borne in mind if
one is to avoid unconsciously adopting

Íts Ímplied meaning. The term

implies an ideal rather than a reflection of rea1ity.2S
value-laden terminology can be invoked to imply other states of

affairs that may or may not exist. The term, rrdeveloping country", frequenly
used to

oÐ
aù

refer to a poor country, begs the question of whether in fact

From 'trwisted Terminology
Ch. B, pp. 158-166.

and Biased

ldeas", Against the stream,

6B

development is taking

place. A term in vogue a generation

ago, 'backward

country'r, implies, falsely, that conditions within a poor country are

static. Myrdal

has adopted the more ponderous but precise term

t'underdeveloped coLrntry'?, a term which is also value-laden.
It

intrinsically implies that more development would have

a favorable

effect on the country being discussed; where such a valuation is
consistent with the value premises chosen, and where "development, is

clearly defined, such a term would not be misleading.24
other misdirected terms have their origin in a cultural setting
where they are appropriate, and are transferred elsewhere at the e4pense

of accuracy and with important policy implications. one such term

is

I

ttunderemployment't, frequently used by western observers in
under-

developedcountries.Thetermimp1iesthatmanymembersofthelabor
force could be ?tskimmed off " for more productive employment elsewhere
in the economy. But, Myrdal says, relocation programs to relieve
''underemploymentt?bypassthepossibi1itiestobeexploredbyintroducing
newer tools and techniques within the existing framework, and

risk

significant social and institutional dislocatÍons. 25

2âTh.".terms

are discussed in ,, ,Value-loadedt Concepts?', in
Money, Growbh and Methodology and gther Fssays in Honor of
Johan Akerman, H. Hegeland, Ed. (Lund: CWK Gleerup, 1961),
pp.273-288.
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Myrdal admits that some terms are inescapably vague. But the
vagueness does not stem from a carless use of the terms or from faulty

logic. It

stems from the unique values imputed to such terms by the

user. Terms sueh as ,Treed.omrror rrdemocracy, or ,reconomic
integration" are impossible to pinpoint. In such cases, Myrdar says, it
is

vitally

important to identify such terms as value-laden, to

minimize the propagandistic overtones, and to state explicitly whatever
nuances of meaning are being imputed in the present context. Here as
nowhere else do values enter 'bbjective'r d.iscussions.

Only in one context is Myrdal content to allow avoidable vagueness

in terminology--in the delineation of the various academic disciplines
which comprise social science. In reality, he says, there are not

economic, sociological, or psychological problems, but simply problems,
and they are generally complex.

The one and only type of concept t]nat iL ispermissible to keep vague
is the meani'ng of terms such as economics, sociology, psychology,
or history, pjnce no scientific inference can ever depend on their

definitions. 26

In all other contexts, he says, failure to define key terms explicitly risks
misunderstanding, misinterpretation, and the loss of control of the subject

matter. Therefore,

zGobjectivity

semantics are discussed frequenily throughout Myrdal's

in social Research (London: Gerald Duckworth & co.

Ltd., 1-969), p. 10.
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works.

4.

Epistemologl¡
a

In his study of the race problem in the United States, Myrdal cteals

with some of the practical problems associated with determining the
values to be adopüed during research. central to the relevance of the

study, Myrdal believes, is tying of values adopted to those reflected in
the population being observed, the latter being determined empiric rlly.2T

In the American study, Myrdal adopted the ideats embodied in the

American creed since these were explicit, purposefully selected,
relevant and significant. But in determining the value premises of
American society, Myrdal encountered

a

plethora of conflict and

contradictions both from different segments of society and from within

individuals. As a result, he clevotes a sizable section of the text
of the appendices of

@

and

to an examination of the

social and psychological mechanisms responsible for these conflicts.
The conflicts, he concludes, centre around confusion between beliefs,

valuations, facts, opinions, and our tendency to opportunistic bias.
Myrdal defines a belief as oners concept of what

is the normative concept of what ought to be .28 rhu

"þ^,

is;

,*;"

a valuation

*"-r*r*

pp. 68-72.

discussion is distilled from An American Dilemma, the
Introduction, Ch. L and Z, and appendices L, 2 and 10, pp.

'8thi"

confused' he says, because people
do

71

'ot normally

distinguÍsh

between them consciously.
Further comptieating the relationshÍp
is,
as we shall see presently, the
rore played by facts. Fina'y,
opinÍons
generally are a combination
of beriefs and varuations.

valuations herd by

a

person wilr normalry conflict
not onry wÍth

some of his beliefs or with facts,
but

will norma[y conflict

even among

themselves. But because such
conflicts are i*ationar, and because
we
are conditioned to assume the human
norm to be that of a person with
rationar, consistent valuations, people
have a tendency to ignore the

conflicts.

When

this is notpossible, we will,
Myrdal says,

opportunistically ignore or distort
our beliefs or opinioïts, or even
facts
and their interpretations, to
maintaÍn a facade of rationarity.
Myrdarrs description of the interaction
of conflicting varuations is
the stuff of which the cosmic
dramas--and Freudian theory-_are
made.
The moral struggre goes on
within people and not only between
them.
As peoplers varuatÍon" r""
connicting, behavÍor normary
becomes
moral compromise. There
are no homogeneoo" r,rrtÍtodus,,behind a
human behavior-but a mesh
J"t"ossring Ínclination interests
ideals, some held conscioo"
and
,rj
rong intervals
but ar active in bending b;h";;; "ome suppressed
in their oirectionl0r

Lxix-lxxxiíi, L-4g, L0Z7_L064,
is reproduced in value in Sociål ând Lß6_IL44.
r-ùory.

Much of this material

90
'"&¡9,
p' 1xxii. chapter 2 is devoted to
a discussion

of graphic
examples of this unconscÍous
rationar izing--a"ããùu'party
the guests at agree that there
where
is no race problem in the south,
artist who creates a scurpture clepicting
an
a rynching who is unable to
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Myrdal separates the conflicting valuations into 'þragmatic'r valuations,
those we generally apply in day-to-day situations, and rþeneral"

valuations, which generally correspond more closely to our ideals, and
are more commonly invoked in the third person or in the abstract. But
he

is careful to stress his belief that the internal conflicts result in our

attempts to deny--to ourselves as well as to others--the inconsistencies

of our valuations, rather than outright dishonesty.

Trying to defend their behavior to others, and primarily to themselves,
people will attempt to conceal the conflict between their different
valuations of what is desirable and undesirable, right or wrong, by
keeping away some valuations from awareness and by focusing attention
on others. For the same opportune purpose people will twist and
mutilate their beliefs of how social reality actually is.30

similarly,'þe rsonal " opinions frequently diverge dramatically from
tþolitical I' opinions

.

A man's opinion as to the desirable size of a normal family might
be totally different, on the one hand, when he faces the problem as a
citizen taking a stand on the population issue if this is brought to the
political forefront and, on the other hand, when he faces his own
family limitation problem. "

admit even to himself wb.at the theme really is, are among the many
illustrations of this trait, based on Myrdalrs travels and observations
Ín the United States.
torbru.
31fbrd

, pp. 11Bg-LI O. Myrdal, with just three children, though he
advocated families of five or six, may have been influenced here by

his own family situation.
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often the path of rationalizing the difference between private

practice and public belief is to argue that what is not acceptable in the
present society would be acceptable

if society in general were to adopt

other changes.
There are few white Americans even in the South who do not declare
themselves in favor of much more equality for the Negro in politics,
education, and everything else--but they want them far in the future
when certain conditions are changed. S2

But, Myrdal says, there are also times when the difference between
personal and political opinion is as inescapable as

example,

it is possible

it is irrational--for

to prove statistically lhat some groups who

publicly condemn birth control as immoral and who back legislative
measures to prohibit

it, must practice it privately. SS

Contributing further to the conflicts and contradictions within
ourselves is the phenomenon of conscious ignorance, or the opportunistic
avoidance of facts which,

if faced, would reveal certain beliefs

to be

irrational.
As examples of how opportune ignorance and linowledge may be, it
might be pointed out that Negroes are amazingly sophísticated with
respect to the incidence of indirect taxation and the environment
influences on intelligence test scores. Even ordinary Negroes wÍth
little formal schooling can explain to the satisfaction of the economíst

3'tbrd
,

t3rnr¿.

pp.

11-40-LL4L.
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just how taxes on real estate are passed on to the tenant, and can
often do betüer than the trained psychologist in revealing just horv
lack of incentive and intellectual stimulation can keep intelligence
tests from revealing'tinnate abilityr'. . It is apparent, too, that
whites, especially the dominant ones, the ones who pay direct
taxes and who have, or think they have, high I.e. scores--have an
opportune ignorance with respect to these things. Even when
sirnple^ facts are presented to ruffle their ignorance, they reject

them.34

Arising out of Myrdal's psychological observations

on people's

beliefs and valuations are some suggestions relating to research in

opinions. Many opinion polls are of limited usefulness, he says,
because questions concerning beliefs, concerning almost pure valuations,
and concerning opinions in which beliefs and valuations are mixed,, are

mingled together. Though the formulation of questionnaires and the
weighting of the value of responses would involve other problems, Myrdal is
convinced that

it

could be achieved, at least to the point where opinion

surveys were more meaningful. The approach he suggests is to pose
questions which have been purged as far as possible of al1 explicit

valuations; the answers provided by respondents would then give some
indication of their concept of reality, or at least of some aspect of reality.
The h¡lpothesis is that we almost never f.ace arandom lack of
knowledge. Ignorance, like larowledge, is purposefully directed. An
emotional load of valuation conflicts presses for rationalization,
creating blindness at some spots, stimulating an tlrge for knowledge

tnIb,d

, p.

1139n.
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at others, and, in general, causing conceptions of reality to
deviate from truth in determined directions.3S

A second suggestion is equally interesting: a "sociology and
psychology of social science and scientists".S6 Myrd*l contends that
the objects of social science research have included virtually every
group in society--except the researchers themselves.
We have studies on businessmeTL, their wives, farmers, blueand white-collar workers, civil servants, eongressmen, local
political bosses, criminals, prostitutes, and all sorts of groups
placed in their various geographical and social surrounðings.
Only about the peculiar behavior of our own profession do
we choose to remain naive .
In our search for truth, and in
the direction of our research interests, the particular approach
we are choosing, the e4planatory models and theories we are
constructing and the concepts we use, and, consequently, the
course we follow in making observations and drawing inferences,
we are influenced by individual personality traits and, besides that,
by the mighty tradition in our disciplines and by the play of interests
and prejudices in the society in which we live and work. The
evolution of our sciences cannot be seen as autonomous, but it is
continually influenced by the inner and external forces I hinted at.37

Here, Myrdal says, is a classic example of opportunistic ignorance,

for the analysis does not lack empirical data: ,tThe çerpgÊ delec!! our
writings, is on the table. "38 The reluctance to examine the writings of
SSobjectivity

in social Research, p. zg. The ideas on opinion research
derive initially from An American Dilemlqg, Appendix 10, pp. i.1_96LL43.

tuo*rt"t

Ûr" *
, pp. 52-64. Myrdal also discusses this concept
in Aqian Drama, pp. 5-8.

STAgainst

the Stream,

tSIbrd, p.
54.

p.

58.
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social scientists from the point of view of seeking the source of distortecl

results is a taboo.
The force of this irrational taboo is demonstrated, for instance,
in the f-act that economists, even when they review my works,
do not so much as mention the accusations I have persistently made
against bias in _the literature. still less do they attempt to refute
these charges.S9

In summary, Myrdal insists that many of the determinants of
the type of study different researchers conduct are conditioned by
pe

rsonal idio syncracie s, traditional orbhodoxie s within the disc ipline s,

and institutional

or intellectual vested interests. This is true, he says,

regardless of whether the resulting works reinforce the current
orthodo>ry

or react against it. Finally, Myrdal believes that it is the

responsibility of the researcher to become aware of these human and

institutional shortcomings in research and to attempt to reduce them as
much as possible in his own research efforts.

5.

The Moral Imperative
The foregoing discussion of the various elements comprising

Myrdalrs method have all emphasized his longstanding conviction that

a

disinterested approach to research is not a logical possibility. Instead,
he argues, the researcher must control the normative tendencies that

inevitably surface by stating a set of derived valuation e>qplicitly,

39rbia
.

and

;'l: ::;u"'i:;':':t-:

;
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evaluating the facts in the light of these valuat.ions. The valuations must
be chosen from the criteria of relevance and realism.

This approach leads logically to the inclusion in the study of policy
recomrnendations. Myrdal's reasearch, therefore, [s invariably action-

oriented: the empirical evidence which provides the relevant factual
information is combined with the stated valuations adopted in the study,
and a set of policy recommendations emerges.

But, in addition, Myrdal's work contains an undercurrent of moral
persuasion not emphasized in the writings but which surfaces as a moral

imperative at the culmination of the argument. The choice of action or
inaetion following from policy recommendations is a human one; when

problems are isolated and remedial action advocated, failure to respond
can logically be inferred as dereliction of moral duty, provided one

believes the valuations have been assessed accurately.
The most obvious example of the moral imperative in action follows

from the argument developed in An American Dilemma. The American
Creed is put forward as the set of valuations adopted in American society;
.

the plight of the Negro in American society and the ramifications of this

situation is the problem. The key to action--and the opportunity--are
seen to be in the institutional adjustments brought about by the actions of

people. "The rationalism
behind social

and

moralism which is the driving force

study, whether we admit it or not, is the faith that

. .:..i'il-

- l -. : : :-l
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institutions can be improved ancl strengthened and that people are good
enough to live a happier life,,.40

The growing gap between rich nations and poor nations clepicted in
An International Economy is perceived to be the resurt of the

many.disintegrating and therefore negative factors jn a world where

integration is seen as desirable. The industrialized nations are in the
best
position to initiate policies that will improve the situation; the poor

countries, in contrast, must await the pleasure of the

rich.

Therefore the

moral responsibility for an improved world is laid squarely at the feet of
Ã1

the wealthy. ^^

Myrdal emphasizes in Asian Drama that policy measures to
improve economic performanee and social well-being in south Asia
are
not to succeed at the expense of the well-being of individuals.

..

'we have

accepted the value premise that everything within practical

limits

should be done to improve health conditions and prevent premature
death,
independent of the consequences

for fertility and mortality. This latter

value premise is not derived;

stands as a moral imperativerr.42

40

it

An American eilemma ; p. t024. In a recent article,
'Mass passivity

? (March/Ap ril, Lg74): 72-75, Nlyrdal
says there is evidence that the missing ingredient in America necessary
to encourage development of the welfare state, and to provide better
institutions, is sufficient participation of the American people in the
democratic process.
41

Anlnternationa@
or^-Asian
Drama, vol. i, p. 6g.

See also Ch. Zg, sec. g, pp. 14g6_149g.
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Nevertheless, Myrdal is careful to point out that not even the
most apparently self -evident of the value premises, no matter how
strongly held by the researcher or firmly rooted in history, should be
considered universal in nature.
The moral principle of respect for human life, commonly
recognized as supreme, clearly has little significance as a
valuation that is operative in the formation of national policies.
Furthermore, actual world development does not tend to
strengthen people?s support for this moral principle. Naturally,
this does not imply that this should not qualify as the value
premise for research on war and peace. But research efforts
must then be directed upon observing and analyzing popular
valuations, valuation conflicts, and distorted belÍefs responsible
for this unfortunate development. when it comes to scientific
research--theoretical or practical--a person who, for instance,
as a part of his religious faith, believes in absolute moral
principles is not in a situation different from those of other

researche"".43

c.@
some of the foregoing arguments were developed by Myrdar; most,

however, could be seen to have their antecedents

elsewhere.

Myrdal

has acknowledged many of his intellectual debts, and others such as Freud
and Malthus have been discussed above.

But the most important contribution from Myrdal to economics is his

ability to integrate the various aspects of psychology, idealism, sociology,
and moral theory, into the

43

direct application of economÍc theory. By

Objectivity in Social Research., pp. 81-82.

BO

doing

thÍs, Myrdar

has bridged an important gap between research
and

ethics and applied social science.
Myrdalrs method is particularly valuable ín f ields where
data

are

,,, ,,. ,,

scarce' or where existing theory is of rimitecl varue, either
because of

,,,,,,

special conditions or the danger of misapplying theoreticar
moders. It
also demonstrates the usefulness of an institutional
approach in
based research projects because

broadly-

, ,
..,

it facilitates the use of expricit value

,: :::,:

premises. This enables the researcher to cut through
the entire
Moreover,Myrda1showsnohesitationinde1ineatingareaswherepolicy

drawing a connection between the two where this is

possible.

: .j;.ì

'
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fabric of a society and to arrive at a rational set of policy
recommendations.

recommendations relate to ethical values. Indeed,
he makes a point

,,,,,
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CHAPTER III

THE FORMATIVE YEARS

This chapter and the following two constitute a cliscussion of

Myrdal's major books and articles and the way in which each contributes
to the evolution of his concept of economics. Such a discussion is

particularly useful because Myrdal's intellectual life is itself so clearly
a cumulative process. In this process, Myrdal changed his approach

from the use of conventional economic frameworks to one which
emphasized institutional analysis and complex issues in economic

development. He made the change at a time when the academic world
was generally acclaiming the growing sophistication and success of

theoretical abstractions to explain reality and to provide solutions to
pressing economie

problems.l

Throughout his writings runs the pervasive

theme that method is an indispensible factor of overriding importanee in
developing a true understandÍng of reality.
The present chapter focuses on the writíngs Myrdal produeed

during his formative years when he was grappling with apparenfly

1
-See ttCrises and

:

Cycles in the Development of Economics't, Ch.
of Agailst the Stream , pp. 1--16. This was adapted from an address
to the American Economics Association published in the American
Economic Review, Papers and Proceedings , Vol. 62, No. 2,
May, 1972, pp" 456-462.
1_
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irreconcilable problems of objectivity and souncl theoretical thinking.

It

took nearl5,r a decade before he accepted in spirit the conclusions

logic had led him to by L988
An American Dilemma , published in Lg44, was Myrdal's

first

wholehearted application of "subjective objectivity'r. From that rvork

onward, all of his writings were based on the premise that policy
discussions were necessarily to be framed within an expliciily-stated
system of values and related to realistic institutional

conditions. This

and his subsequent works are the subjects of chapters

A.

rv

and

v.

Anticipations and price Changes

Myrdal's doctoral dissertation, r,price Formation and
changeability'r, is an analysis of the dynamic factors instrumental in
the process of price changes, particularry the role of anticipations.2

The accolades that accrued to Myrda1 on publication of the thesis were

directed primarily at his introduction of the concept of ex ante-ex post
in the analysis. Method was, therefore, a dominant and vÍsíble facet

2

Because this work has not been translated out of Swedish, its contents
are not directly available to the writer. Most of the discussion that
follows is extrapolated from Brinley Thomas, Monetary policy and
Blicgs: A Study of the Swedish Experience, C@"
f,imitãA
CH q 'Swedish Monetary Theory
Since Wicksell",

pp.

G2-108.

"t
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of his work even at the beginning, as was the d5.namic process.

Myrdal defines I'static" economic theory as theory Jrased on the
assumptions of no future change in conditions; 'rquasi-static" theory

features changes which are accurately foreseen and integrated into the

model. But, Myrdal believes, the real world is best reflected in
rrd5mamic't

theory: future changes are neither perfectly foreseen nor

a complete

surprise. 'A theory of prices, into which the factor of

anticipations has been worked, is the most that analytical economlcs
can do in interpreting a dynamic world,,, he says.3 Tlror, although

Myrdal's ex ante-ex post analysis is comparative statics in the sense
that

it

is based on a comparison of points in time in successive time

periods,

it is dynamic in as much as it attempts to explain the continuous

process of change over time.
Myrdal perceived that a dominant element in the matrix of
businessmen's uncertainty is the factor immobility that occurs once

resources are committed to capital investment. The producer must
estimate in the face of uncertain costs, future receipts and interest rates,
how mueh capital he should invest, the durability he desires in that

capital, and the proportion of fixed investment he wishes relative to
variable costs.
Ð

'Ibicl , p.74.

o*rbid
,

p. 69.

L
^
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But there are other elements of uncertainty. Business decisions

are an amalgam of the entrepreneur?s estimate of objective probability,
the degree of faith he has in his own judgement, and his gambling

preferences. These comprise the elements of the ex ante position.
To
obtain the present value of capital--the ex ante estimate--the
anticípated

difference between receipts and costs, corrected for an estimate
of the
degree of

risk, is capitalized,by

the e>çected future rate of interest.

At the end of the time period, the entrepreneur wilr have a revised
set of expectations for the potential productivity of his investment.

Myrdal defines 'þrofit,'and. rrloss,ras the difference between the
capital
value of the investment at the end of the time period--that

is,

between

the ex post 'estimate and the ex ante forecast. If
exlpectations are lower,

investor has incurred a los

s; if higher, a profit. profits and losses,

then, are seen as adjustments in capital value. The expost value
is
therefore an important, often primary, element in estimating
the ex ante
value for the next time period.

S

'rPrice Formation and changeability" was greatly influenced by
Myrdalrs friend and doctoral advisor Gustav cassel. It reflected the
issues which concerned the members of the swedish
school in the L920,s,

Stbrd

, p. Tz. Thomas does not make clear whether the ex post of one
time period is Ídentical with the ex ante of the next.
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specifically the problems of value and clynamics within the context
of
pure ecoromic theory. It demonstrated Myrdal's
ability to approach
problems imaginatively, a talent exemplified by the introduction
of the
ex ante-ex post approach and the injection of the psychological
elements
of entrepreneurship into the risk matrix.
B.

Monetary Equilibrium is a companion work to
"price Formation
and changeabilitytt.

6 It

".rulyzes

the same family of variables, uses the

same ex anteæx post framework and the same purely theoretical

approach, and is clearly of the same genus as many other
contemporary

works emanating from the swedish school. But there were
also some
portents of the unique style and approach Myrdal was to
adopt as he
reached his intellectual prime.
The swedish school had since the turn of the century concerned

itself with the interrelationships of price levels, interest rates,
productivity rates, capital values and the search for a dynamic
frameworlç
within which to express these relationships. Both the doctoral
work and
the monetary equilibrium study provide evidence of Myrdalrs propensity
and

flair for

developing conceptual innovations even though both essays

6U,,1,k"itsprecursor,@wastrarrslatedintoEng1ish.
The English-language version is ãiãsce"6"t of i,om pennÍngteoretisk
Jamviktl', which appeared in Ekonomlqk Tidskrift in lgsl.

r.,_,,r¡-t.,
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are essentially extensions of an ongoing debate among scholars of the
Swedish School.

Throughout Monetary Bquilibrium there appear in embryo form
many of the

traits

and idiosyncracies characteristic of the later writings.

Although the argument is confined to pure economic theory, Myrdal

reveals his universalist leanings when he raises the discussion of prices

to an aggregate level, introducing an important link between micro- and
macroeconomic theory.

T thoogh
the theme \¡/as monetary equilibrium,

Myrdal shows that in his early writings as later, he rvas aware of a
tendency toward disequilibrium, and of the practical difficulties
encountered in the maintenance of equilibrium in a dynamic world.

S

The analysis of the interrelationships among variables in a different
context from that

of rlprice Formation

and changeability"

is an early

application of the idea, more explicitly developed later, that elements

of reality intereact as a two-way process, and that their relative
importance depends on how they are perceived--as means, ends, or
side effects.

t7

'Monetary EquilibrÍum, pp. 19-21.

R

-?'The monetary
equilibrium has the nature of being labile instead of
stable as in the general price theory--to continue on the analogies of
theoretical physics from which the very notion of equilibrium is also

borrowed--and the monetary equilibrium position is, therefore, not a
a tendency aL all but just the contrary. r' Monetary Equilibrium, p. 86.

1lr:.':t:':":-.-::!:;r:-::i.;::i :ir.:: :.:.1'lÌ :),:::ì.1)
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The primary methodological innovation ir,

is the introduction of the immanenr

@

critici"-. n using this appr.oach,

Myrdal accepts the core of Wicksell's theory of the cumulative process
but makes several important changes in it to support his

ouryr

position.

Although the method of immanent criticism reveals certain
disadvantages when compared v,ith a direct attasy on the
problems of monetary theory, its use is justified here because
it makes possible the presentation of wicksell's theory in modern
dress. Another, perhaps equally important, advantage of the
method is that it facilitates the examination of certain crucial
assumptions whieh, though the basis of the whole structure
of monetary theory, are frequently neglected.10

wicksell believed that to achieve monetary equilibrium three
preconditlons must be

met.

The

first is that the ilmoney'r rate of

interest must be equal to the 'hatural,?rate of interest, the latter
being defined as the marginal technical productivity of

capital.

The

second is that savings must be equal to investment, and the third,

that the level of prices, and especialry the prices of consumptlon goods,

remain stable.

o

"Ibid, p. 31. It is relevanttinat Myrdal, while

adopting wicksellrs
was aware that other methods of exposition could have
been used. In a footnote he says, ?rI am ready to accept the
possibility, perhaps the desirability, of another structure of monetary
theory, free from this cumbersome equilibrium assumption. No one
can be more catholic as to methods than the present author. rr

fã*e*ork,

torbrd

, p. v.

;
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Wicksell assumecl that monetary equilibriun exists in the initial
time period, but that conclitions change. The fall frorn grace that

initiates the cumulative process takes place because of a decline in the
money rate of interest relative to the natural

rate.

The

result: existing

real capital appreciates in value and the discount rate cleclines.
Entrepreneurs' expectations for profits increase

and.

more resources

are committed for capital goods. prices of capital goods rise, resulting
in a further rise in the natural interest

rate.

The divergence of natural

interest rates from money rates continues until banking institutions change

credit conditions. This reverses the process, ushering in a new phase of
the Wicksellian businer"

"y"1".11
The first point l\{yrdal criticizes is wicksell's assumption of

monetary equilibrium as the system's initial position.

In a generally "stationary'r economy wicksellrs three monetary
equilibrium conditions are naturally easy to define and, besides,
are all fulfilled ex hypothesi. . .v[icksell's theory, however, as
already noted, Ë"^ att"mpt to analyse a dynamic process and it
therefore necessarily contains the idea tüt it is possible to test
whether monetary equilibrium is ruling at any moment of such a
process, which process, of course, is noi-ããããrrnot be, stationary.12
L1

The system is symmetrical, so that
the discussion could begin with an
initÍal increase, in the rerative position of the
initiating a downtu*n in economic activity. money rate of interest,

A more comprete
descriptionofWickse11'ssystemisinCh.3ofI{o@,
pp. 29-48 and in Uhr, Ch. i0,
"rp""i"ù;*.-;#rnu.
t2
ILonBtqry EquiliÞrium, p. gg. In a footnote on p. 84,
Myrdar cites
Lindahl's proof
assumption.

that an initial stationary state is not
a realistic

ta
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Such an assumption, says Myrdal, evades, thoughperhaps

unconsciously, many theoretical problems without solving them.

Myrdal concludes in his discussion that Wicksellrs first
equilibrium condition--that money rates must equal natural interest rates-depends on the second, that savings be equal to investment. But to

arrive at this position, Myrdal must
natural interest

change

wicksell's concept of the

rate. Wicksell had defined it as the 'þroductivity

roundabout process of productiorr,,;

13

of the

Myrdal insists that, to be useful,

the term must be redefined to mean exchange value productiv ity.L4
Then he is able to say, ttrhe

monetary equilibrium

profit margin which corresponds to

is, therefore, the complex

of

profit margins

in

different firms which stimulates just the amount of total investment which
can be taken care of by the available capital dispos¿1,,.15

Myrdal contends also that wicksellis third condition--that the
general price level remain constant--is inappropriate. He argues that
consumer prices are inextricably bound up with prices of capital goods,
because in some cases the goods are identical and in others, the rising

13Ib,d,

p.

49

tn*ju p.
,
turb,d,

pp.

51

82-BB.
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wages

will drive up prices in response to increasing consuûrer

This whole complex of changes

dernancl.

wil, it has been arguecl by Davidson,

inevitably reflect on the money rate of interest and thus disturb the
monetary equilibriurt.16 Here, as later, Myrdal shows that he is aware

of complex interrelationships among the factors determining the directÍon
of the cumulative process, and contends that in the absence of some

'hatural law't the momentum is

away from equilibrium.

Myrdal argues that the central problem in Wicksell's third condition
is that some prices are more flexible than others, and that still others

are tfsticþtt. Prices determined by long-term contract and those of
monopolies are examples of "stickyrrprices, but even custom and

tradition may slow price movements. Labour unions, which play
important part in determining the price
cause

of "sticky'rprices, particurarly

rates themselves,
"stickiness".

18

of labor, are also

an

seen as a

on the downside.lT Interest

for similar reasons, evince varying

degrees of

Further comprications are introduced when the

t6lbrd

, p. L30. It was mainly around this point that the celebrated
wicksell-Davidson controversy revolved. It was carried on from
around the turn of the century almost until wicksell's death in
1926, mostly in articles appearing in Ekonomist ridskrift.

ttrbr.t, p.

1sg.

18

Ibid, pp. 161-164.
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implicit assumption of a closed econorny is dropped

anct

the vagaries

of world prices and interest rates are sLlperimposecl on domestic
condrtrons.

l-9

Al1 of these conditions have effects on anticipations of producers
and consumers which are difficult or impossible to estimate accurately,
though the direction of the influence of each effect may be determined.

This type of analysis, clear but imprecise because of the complexity
of the determining factors and the difficulties encountered in attempting
precise measurements, is characteristic of Myrdal's later writings.

It is of the same ilk

as circular causation theory and the development

of the concepts of 'haclcwash" and ,,spread,, effects. All the relevant
elements are included, but at the expense of precision because precise

restriction of analysis to precise estimates is unrealistic and therefore
unwarranted- It remains to note that, at the end of the purely theoretical
analysis, Myrdal felt impelled to add a commentary on the policy
implications and the value premises to be adopted in applying the

theory.

Though in his later writings Myrdal did not isolate this

commentary atthe end of his exposition,

it is germane that such

considerations \¡/ere even given a place in the

work.

Though he had

developed his ideas in what he believed to be a positive context,
he felt
drarvn to explore normative elements.

tnrbtd

, pp.

168-126.
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However, one mnst note here that from various standpoints
it rnay l:e questioned--and, as is well known, it actually is
questioned--whether ahd to what degree there is really a
general, undisputed advantage in eliminating business cycles.
I will not pause here over this point, but for the sake of
argument I will postulate that the elimination of the cycle is
really in the general interest. . .In what follows we shall
proceed upon the value premise that cyclical movements
should be made less severe and the factual pTemise that this
requires primarily the maintenance of the conditions of monetary
equilibrÍum.20

This statement of bÍas enables him to develop his subsequent argument
logically without resort to implicit value premises. But he goes further:

It is in principle impossible to keep the consideration of

monetary policy on an objective and technical plane, as long
as one postulates solely a general norm, like the elimination
of the business cycle. For this norm can be reached by several
routes, in which all sorts of social and economic problems are
given different solutions, and in which the credit screw must
be applied more or less severely.2l
The means-ends problem was surfacing, though it had not yet been

articulated.
Myrdal in fact

\¡vas one

of the

first

to point out the political

implications of monetary policy.
This equilibrium movement. . . can, however, be of political
interest; the increasing capital values have, among other
things, direct effects on the distribution of wealth. The
standard monetary policy must, therefore, in some way or
other be supplemented or changed in order to satisfy other
political interests than those of the capitalist entrepreneurs.

'oIbrd , p.

1Bo-181

ttrbid p.
,

1g4

"rbrd, , p.

1g9
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This statement was macle in the context of warning about the dangers of
a'rmechanistic approach to the business cysls,r.23
Though he was

writing about monetary policy with a concerted
:

awareness of the roles of institutional and psychological factors, there
can be no doubt lhat at the time he wrote Monetary

was

,,:-.'' -:

Equilibrium, Myrdal

-

fÍrmly in the fold of the swedish school. In the preface to the

..,
t

r¿
English edition, he

upon

it

rrmif^^
t*hen TI .,.ø^a^
tÌfr/L^? r -r,
,
^-:-:-^^r
- -,--writes,
wrote +L^
the original
essay,
I looked

as a preliminary draft of the introduction to a positive

on economic dynamics which

I hoped to write,,.24 D"rpite

:' '

the

isevidencethatthewritingofitcontributecltohismovetowardthe
chaxacteristic nature of his later work.

Work

In 1928, Myrdal published an article25 which aimed to Íllustrate
oo
o'See

"stagflation'in Against the Stream, pp. LT-SZ. Though he had
not written at length on the subject for nearly four decades, Myrdal
in 1973 touches on this topic again. writing from the perspective of
the inflation-ridden 19?0rs, Myrdal compares wicksell's theory with
that of KeSmes, contending that the latter falls short because it fails
to take into account the institutional and psychologÍcal factors at work
to neutralize the purely economic effects of the policy applications of
Keynesian theory.

24
2S

Monetary Equilibrium,

p.

v

"L"r,tbrukets bristande rantabilitet' ? (The depre ssed position of

'

:,:::,:,:,:::::.:

treatise

seen as pure theory in the tradition of positive economics, though there

.

'"

innovations Myrdal injected into the discussions, the book must be

C. An Iconoclastic

,.r ,-.:.

l

'

:,"'':-':'
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the inadequacy of then-prevalent economic theory to explain agrarian
discontent in sweden. in

it he says expectations of landlords for

revenLle, fanned by certain implications of 'liberaltr theory, are higher

'...,

than the economic situation warrants, one of the important

:

factors

::

:

26

being the expectations themselves.-" Myrdal concludes here that

economic theory does not take sufficient account of the psychological

-j-.:.i-:.j :;-::
-_ :ii]

factorsineconomiclife'''.''

'

ThÍs line of thinking índicates Myrdal's growing

dissatisfaction

.-

',,tit'.,.t.',

,','j,,','',''

with existing economic theory as a plausible vehicle for the explanation
of economic phenomena. That dissatisfaction culminated with
publication in

LgS0

of

the

:

.27

of special importanc e arethe

ideas generated in this work

over

,

the question of bias, ideas which later evolved into a thesis that

'bbjective" economic theory is a logical impossibility, and that most
lnrowledge or ignorance is opportunistic in nature rather than

arbitràry.
:,:,:::.:,,..,:

agriculture), in svensk Tidskrift, English abstract from social
Ëcþqçe Abstracts, vol. i, Abstract No. 1884
26,,Lib"r^lLt

is used in the context of the economic principles that
devolved from the Classical and Neo-Classical ilrinkers.

27

The Political

ffi

Eþ4gnt.

This work was translated into English by

,4,:;),!,:,

:.

;:, : :: :. t. :,'..:1{:r- n}t¡:::tr-¡
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But the most visible aspect of the work is its iconoclasm--its critical
discttssion of the works of other writers without the balancing effect of
a proposed alternative

'bbjective" approach. As a result, Myrdal

himself rvas obliged to remain dissatisfied with the book, to regard it
as a diagnosis withoot u

"o"".28

Myrdal states his personal ideals for scientific research on the
opening page.

The task of economic science is to observe and describe empirical
social reality and to analyse and explain causal relations between
economic facts. our scientific goal is to achieve a knowledge of
the world in which we live, sufficiently adequate to enable us to
forecast future events and thus to take precautions and fulfill our
wishes rationally. To deterrnine what our fears and wishes ought
to be is, however, outside the realm of science...This does not
imply, of course, that the results of economic research are of no
importance for the formation of political opinions.29
Though he

later came to doubt,

and

finally to reject the concept of

"objectivity" in social science, at the time he wrote The potitical

Element, Myrdal was convinced that objective

knowleclge in economic

research was a singularly elusive but attainable goa1. In the book he

28M¡rrd"1rs

commentary on this work from the perspective of the 1gb0's
appears in value in social Theory , pp. 252-zs\. Even at the time
of publication, he indicates, he was not happy with the approach taken
toward value, although he believed the critical analysis to be a useful
contribution.

'9rhu Political Element p.

1.
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demonstrates that all of the writings of economists, from the

Physiocrats and Adam smith to A.

c.

pigou and the public Finance

economists, have fallen short of his objective ideal. And, like an amateur

historian seeking his family tree, Myrdal attempts to trace the intellectual
lineage of contemporary economic ideas back through the ages to the

earliest economic writings.
N{yrdal argues that much of the existing body of economic theory

claims to be objective, but in fact reflects a set of implicit, eveïr
inadvertent assumptions that form the basis of a bias that is all the more
powerful because

it is unconscious.

The roots of the problem

are, Myrdal

believes, in semantÍcs and psychology.
Nearly all the general terms current in political economy, and in
the social science generally, have two meanings: one in the sphere
of 'þhat isr', and another in the sphere of tvhat ought to be"...The
dual meaning of our terms is not accidental; it is the expression of
the normative-teleological way of thinking, traditional in the social
science and, indeed, programmatic in the philosophy of natural law
upon which they were founded. S0

I'his is close to the position Myrdal takes later, in prognostieatÍng
that there are two divergent sets of valuations behind our actions, one
approaching the ideal and the other the pragmatic

norms.

Among the

terms with dual meanings are 'þrinciple", 'requilibrium" and fhalance".

3orb,d

, pp.

19-20.

?i...;---;..:.;..,....::.rij..:/:.,:r a-
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The process by whieh positive and normatir¡e connotations emerge is
subtle.
The danger to the unsophisticated theorist, of sliding into normative
habits without stating his value premises explicitly, is aggravated by
the fact that the same thing is done habitually in popular reasoning.
without being âware of the logical process, he tends to bolster up the
objectivity of the rþrinciple" (for example) in the sense of a norm, by
its objectivity as an element of theory. The norm thus acquires an
air of being founded upon the 'hature of things". This precisely is
the circular reasoning inherent in the philosophy of natural lar¡'.31

And, whereas the earliest among the writers discussed explicitly
aclmowleclged

their debt to the concept of natural larv in formulating their

tbbjectiveil theories, the utilitarians, starting with Bentham, disassocÍated
themselves from the theory. Nevertheless, even for Bentham, Nature is

invoked as the source of ethical behavior in so far as

it

i.s

the source of

our rtwo sovereign masters, pain and pleasure . ,,32 The significance of
this and other arguments Myrdal advances to demonstrate the relationship
between natural law and

utilitarian theory is that the premises of natural

law, openly admitted by the Physiocrats, smith

and even Ricardo, were

inadvertently bootlegged into the conceptual framework of the utilitarians and
subsequently disavowed by

them. But it remains. 'Tt is part of the thesis

of this book that in economics. . . the direct contributÍon of utílitarianism

tt*t{
3'rb,d, pp. 24-25.
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amounted to

little more

law doctrinestt.

than a more elaborate formulation of the natural

Ðo

"

The arguments underpinning the theories of laissez-faire are easily

related to natural law since they are a direct outgrowth of

it.

But the

arguments developed in the theory of public finance are, Myrdal says, a

further generation removed from their natural law beginnings. Many of
the writings under criticism here were contemporary with The Political

Element, and to read Myrdal's commentary onthis line of thought is to
catch an iconoelast in ftrll flight as he homes in on a theory he considers
useless and even detrimental to the literature

In no other field has the intrusion of metaphysics done so much harm
as here. with a few exceptions . . . almost the whole theory of public
finance is an elaboration of certain guiding princíples, such as
'reconomy?tor "equÍty". These speculations pervade even the theory
of incidence and of fiscal legislation where they often obstruct the
formulation of meaningful questions. This is particularly dangerous
in view of the fact that the significant questions, which have been
either obscured altogether or begged by pseudo-solutÍons, have
become increasingly important during the last decades. S4
Myrdal traces the lineage of public finance theory back through the

utilitarians to the initial postulates of natural law, but also locates stray
phrases where authors of more recent works have lapsed directly into
the frame of mind characterized by the early natural law proporr"ntr.

tt*¡g p- 27
,
tn*¡q, pp. 1b6-t-52.
turuu

for example, p. 178 of The political Element where he quotes

SS
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His conclusion: 'tThe political conclusions of the theory of public fina¡ce
are based on even more self -contradictory and on even looser premises
than the co'cl*sions in other fields,,.36 The reasons

for such a blunt

dismissal of this body of literature are equally succinct: 'Tn the first

place' some icleaof the shape of the marginal utility of income curve is,
a-fter

all, necessary just because the rule

must be modified for detrimental

production effects...Moreover, the scope of public activity and hence the
amount of total revenue required is
Although the argument of

@

left indeterminate,,.

ST

is

incomprete

in as much as its author did not conclud.e, to his satisfaction, what steps
\Mere necessary to achieve a positive science, his exposition of

th: major

shortcomings of previous theory as he perceived them remained unaltered,
and Myrdal referred to the book frequently in subsequent

r,vritings. The

same basic arguments were appliecl, moreover, to refute the

idea of

laissez-faire trade policies as a means of at least overseeing, if
35Ï,irrd"hl,

not

in a defence of public finance, stating, 'rThe meani.ng of the
demand for justice in taxation is that it shoutd be regulatecl according
to the moral rights of the citizens". But in fairness, it must be added
that Myrdal himself suffered occasional lapses in the same direction.
For example, in Asian Drama, vo1. i, p. 6g, he writes, 'We have also
accepted the value premise that everything within practical limits should
be done to improve health conditions and prevent premature death,
independent of the conseqLtences for fertility and mortality. This latter
value premise is not derived; it stands as a moral imperative'r.

36rh" political
Blement, p.

tt*!g, p. 1-?b.

L57.
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actively promoting, economic gro\Mth in underdevelopecl regions, and for
contradicting the static "stateways cannot change folkways" philosophy
adva:nced by

William Sumner and others like him who believed conditions

in the American South could not or would not change.SB
that Myrdal saw

fit to issue an English translation

It is also relevant

of the book 25 years after

its publication without making substantive alterations. He said in the
preface that major revisions would not have added much to the value of
the book.
The breadth of the book's theme was not
a phrase characteristic of his

initially envisaged. using

writings, Myrdal later said

Books, however, have their peculiar fate even while they are being
written. In the course of my work, I gradually lost interest in what
I had set out to criticize, uiz:- the popular teaching of my older
colleagues and, indeed, thJãntroversies of the day in my home
country. I became more and more deeply involved in the history
of economic theory. . .Instead of the two months I had intended to
give to it, I spent two years.39

For Myrdal, it is characteristic that

a

limited study of Swedish economic

problems should be expande¿ into a treatise in the history of eeonomic
philosophy.

tt*"

in particular An International Economy and Economic Theorv
in underdevelopedffi

Sgvalue

in Social Theory

,

pp. 252-258.
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Hinted at but not developed in'Ihe Political Element is the concept

central to An American Dilemma and other works, that of intellectual
opportunism in formulating philosophy. The ideas of natural law der,'eloped
by the Physiocrats and elaborated by Adam Smith were, in their day,

radical doctrines. Taken to their logical conclusions, these ideas had

startling implications for society. But by the time these ideas had
percolated down to Ricardo and then to

J. S. Mill,

they had somehow been

tamed, partly because of honest confusion over exchange value and real

value. Ricardo concluded with the prospect of the stationary state, and
Malthus with the apocalyptic implications of his population

theory. But it

is instructive that none of the British socialists of that day became
noteworthy, and that most of the major econornists from the middle of the
19th century onward concentratecl mainly on the utility question or on

marginalism and gravitated away from the problems of surplus value
other uncomfortable --and politically and even morally loaded--issues
raised

by the socialists

and systematized by Marx.

Marx's theory of surplus value is not the result of a tþross
misunderstandingrl. This opinion is widespread amongst its critics
who fail to see the importance of real value theory in the classical
theory. . . Marx \¡/as right in saying that his surplus value theory
follows from the classical theory of real value, admittedly with
additions from other sources. Moreover, Marx was not the first
to draw radical conclusions from it. . . For the historian of thought
the real puzzle is why the classics did not draw these radical
conclusions.40

40

The Political Element p.79.

and

L02

Writing a decade later Myrdal would have pursuecl the point a step further
and accused the classical economists explicitly of opportunism of

.41

rgnorance.

Myrdal finished The Political Elernent with a sense of frustration
that he had not solved the method problem. But he had faced honestly the

fact that his own position was wanting. The final chapter concerns itself
with the best available compromise, inthe absence of an objective method,

for making the study of economics useful and relevant. In so doing,

he

arrives close to the position he eventually takes on the issue. The ideal
remains as true "objective't economics, "this implicit belief in the
existence of a body of scientific knowledge acquired independently of all
Lr
tvaluations. "
The compromise was to bring the normative issues into
the open

if it proved

impossible to eliminte

them. ''If economic science is

to be normative?r, he said, "surely it ought not to be simply bad logis,,.43

Myrdal stresses the importa'nce of the institutional framework
surrounding tteconomic"phenomena, and in so doing, comes close to taking
the major step of directly embracing an institutional qpproach to economics.

4t

of course Marx in his turn was seen to be opportunistic in his
deterministic theories, regarding as inevitable events which in
fact never came about but which he perceived as following directly
from a natural harmony. See Against the Stream, Ch. 16, pp.
308-31-6, 'A Brief note on Marx and Marxism".

42The

Political Element, p. vii.

ntro,u

, p.

L91.
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The justificatíon for this heretofore heretical approach is the observation

that,

'Tn actual

life, however, it is the instÍtutional

set-up over which

political struggle is often fought. The scope for discovering the fietd of
economic interests is greatly enlarged if we envisage the possibility of
institution

al

change".44 Though the emphasis on institutions was increased

in later years, Myrdal evinced an awareness of their importance as early
as 1929. To facilitate the discussion of economic activity within the

framework of institutions, Myrdal prescribes the adoption of explicÍt

and

concrete value premises. Further, he specifies:

If this science of economic politics... is to have any practical
significance, the chosen value premises must express the interests
of all the strong social groups. This requires an analysis of the
field of social interests. But the crucial problem is to discover
those interests, while taking account of all the institutional changes
which are feasible under political p*u.ror".45
The significance here is not so much the content of this characteristic
statement as the timing, since this statement became part of Myrdalrs

philosophical foundations.
Following publication of The Political Element, Myrdal was close

to his ultimate position as a normative economist, but he had not quite

arrived. Not until

LL

1933 did he state unequivoc ally Lhat the only way to

^^Ibid, p. 1-96. see pp. 295-2gg for a fuller elaboration
on this.

nu*-d, p.

199.

:,Ì

l,tr3: t,1: i.1.1.:
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achieve any measure of objectivity in the social sciences is to adopt

explicit, realistic value premises appropriate to the purpose of the
research project at hand and the interests of the primary social interest
groups within society, and to conduct the investigation from that perspective.

In his I'Ends and Means't article of that year, Myrdal argues that the entire
question of ends, means, and side effects is so interrelated and so

intrinsically value-laden that it is useless and misleading to attempt to
conduct research without acknowledging the value perspective from which
one is working.

This, indeed, is the crux of all science: we can never get away from
the a priori. The large, unordered, mass of crude facts does not fall
into order by itself . Without a principle of organization scientific
observation is impossible. Naive empiricists, particularly common
anrongst American institutionalists, attempt the impossible: to gaze
at reality without preconceptions, hoping that things will fall into place,
and thus give rise to scientific laws. But they are, of course, the
victims of an illusÍon to which they give the sembtance of objecf.ivity
by earefully concealing from themselves their a priori ideas. Without
such ideas they could not have reached rtty
"ooclosiãñ.46

once he made this statement, Myrdal had succeeded in defining his personal

scientific dilemma so omnipresent while he was writing The political
Element

.

He spent the next few years responding to this insight, becoming

accustomed to

a6vul*

it, and rounding it out.

But the fundamental methodological

in so"i"r rh.
ch. 10, p. zzl. The article first appeared in
Zeitschrift fur Nationalokonomie, vor. 4, 1-gBB. The article in
value in social Theory is a partial translation, and is on pp. 206-216.
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idea containecl therein, often repeated, streamlined ancl embellished with

illr"rstrations, was never really developed

further.

The methodology that

grew out of this insight formed the basis for all Myrdal's subsequent research.

D.

The 1930's

In addition to writing the two theoretical works and the philosophicalmethodological contributions discussed in the foregoing sections, Myrdal
engaged in much empirical work during his early

years. This work

took on

far greater importance after the onset of the Depression in the 1980rs.

The

reasons for this were the increased urgency from a national standpoint for

practical results from economic theory, and the young Myrdal's temporary
disillusionment with formal method after he had been unable to solve his
personal dilemma vis-a-vis methodology in The political Element.

In L929 Myrdal undertook

a

project that provided him with a thorough

acquaintance with 19th century swedish economic history, a period he

often referred to in later

in Sweden 1830-l-930

his research.

^'

Lt7

,

works. I"

Myrdal was careful to cite the practical limitations of

The main problems he encountered tvere the data limitations

^'Translated into English
^q

in l-983 by p. s. King & son Ltd., London.
Myrdal received assistance on this work from sven Bouvin. It was
part of a larger project, wages, cost of Living and National Income
in Sweden 1860-1930.
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and the variety of sources, the state of communications in 19th century

Sweden, geographical clisparities in the country, and theoretical difficulties

stemming from the i.ndex number problem. of the

latter, Myrdal

says:

The scientific problem of which such an index is the solution is not
sufficiently clearly or unequivocally defined. price and budget
material should be combined in index-numbers in different. ways
according to the special problem which presents itself in each special
economie analysis. The compilation of a cost of living index should,
ideally, be regarded as an integral part of the calculations of real
income, and be adapted to each special

"r"".48

And so, possibly without realizing why, Myrdal steered clear of the

attempt to formulate some compromise arrangement of this ideal. A
decade

later, writing in An American Dilemma, Myrdal was to conclude

that the index number is for practical purposes, not solvabre:
when one is out to determine such a simple thÍng as the level of ,,real
wagesrr in a community, for example, one has to rack oners soul to
decide whether to base onets calculations on hourly rates or on annual
wages: whether to consider articles outside of the staple commodities
as necessities of consumption, whether to consider certain items, the
consumption of which Ís not I'customary", âs necessities because
dieticians think so, and generally speaking, how to decide the weights
in the consumption budgets used for constructing a eost of living index.
In a world of change and variation there can be no such thing as an
'rideal index"; in the final analysis, the weights have always to be
chosen upon the basis of what one's interest in a study is.49
Not all of Myrdal's work during this period was negativistic. In a lgBB

article, 'Tndustrialization
48The
4nAn

cost of Living, p.

and population't, Myrdal uses empirical data

11-5.

American Dilemma, Appendix 2,

p. 1058.
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from sweden's past to support casselts theory that rural-to-urban
population cycles occur in a way that mitigates the effects on wages of
upswings in the business

cycle.

The migratory patterns which were shown

to peak with business activity effectively dampen the effects of a business
boom on wages,

h" sho*s.50

The writing Myrdal did in the early 1980's was not only more policy-

oriented than any of his earlier work,
Some of

it

it was also more broadly-based.

related directly to the theoretical writings on monetary policy

that centred around the ideas developed in Monetary Equilibrium, but more
of it gravitated toward population policy and generally toward the inclusion
of Swedish institutions within the economic system.
The initial population study was Kris

i

befolkningsfragan (Crisis in

the Population Problem),:the study Gunnar and Alva Myrdal completed
together for the Swedish Population Commission
been translated directly

into English, its

in tg34.

Though it has not

contents have formed the basis of

further works that have. These include Myrdal's monogïaph population:
A Problem for Democracy, published in 1g38, and Alva Myrdal's
book Nation and

Family.

1-941_

The nature of the collaboration Ín the 1984 work

is spelled out in the preface of Nation and Family:

50rh"

article appears in Economic Essays in Honor of Gustav cassel,
London: George Allen
The data used was
from 1895-1930, and the theory Myrdal was testing was from cassel's
Theory of Social Economy.
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This book is written anew for the public in English-speaking countries.
at the same time to be considered as a substitute for
an English version of Kris i befolkningsfragan, Stoclçholm, 1934, by
the present aurthor in collaboration with Dr. Gunnar Myrclal. . .In
preparing the earlier book, the latter author assumed responsibility
for the demographic and economic aspects and the present \ryriter for
the treatment of social policy. 51

It is, however,

Other influences on Myrdal's population policy writings were Wicksell and

his Malthusian musings, and the normative concltrsions of þþ!j!¡94
Element.
The gist of the argument in the population writings is that Sweden
and the other industrial countrles are experiencing a demographic trend

which, if continued, will result in a decline in popul"tioo.52 The effects
of this in terms of both supply of labor and aggregate demand in the
economy could be

drastic. Therefore, it is in the interest

of governments

to adopt policies conducive to the encouragement of larger families. This

51

Nation and Family, (New York: Harper & Brothers), 1941-, p. viÍ.
There appears to be one further book-Iength contribution from Myrdal
on the population question, the untranslated Befolkningsproblemet i
sverige (The Population Problem in sweden)@

in 1935.

Szthoogh

little attention has been paid to this theme until recently
because of the spotlight on the world population explosion in the
underdeveloped countries, there is no evidence that the argument is
in the long run less relevant for the industrialized world in the 19?0's
than it was in the 1930's; indeed, it may be more so. There is a
distinct possibility that the arguments developed by Myrdal along this
line may re-surface as the population of the wealthy countries continues
to constitute a shrinking minority of total world poprrlation.
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could entail sizable government transfers, since actditional chilclren are

financial liabilities in urban societies. Moreover, such transfers would
improve income distribution because, as Swedish statistics inclicate, those

families with the lowest incomes tend to have the largest families and to

live in the most c:rowded conditions. Assumed in the discussion is the idea
that immigration is not an aceeptable or a feasible means of inereasing
population.

As a measure of Myrdal's intellectual development, population:

A Problem for Democracy is interesting for three reasons: it is subjective,

it

deals in depth with the family as an institution rather than simply as an

economic

unit,

and

it

is policy-oriented. For the

first time in a publication

available in English, Myrdal formally and explicitly presents his value

premises early in the discussion: 'My major political premise is the

principle of democracyrr. 53 Myrdal saw a serious conflict between the kind
oi changes in population breeding habits he was advocating and the freedom
of individual families to decide upon the kind of family preferred. Moreover,

writing in the shadow of the Second world War, he perceived democracy as
a beleaguered philosophy fighting

for its existence. Because of the

importance of the democratic premise in the social environment, Myrdal was

5@forDemocracy,

p.

Bz.
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led to select education and financial inducements, as opposed to coercion

or

even regulation, as the proper means by which to encourage the

population to adopt the desired decisions about family size.
The assumptions for the monograph, also clearly stated, are that
domestic policy only is being considered, that no serious racial problems

exist in the society, and that it is democratic and a part of
'rcontemporary
industrialized western civilization,,.

54

In his discussion of individual families in society, Myrdal recognizes

that there is a wide variety of motives present in deciding upon family size.
He recognizes, for example, the added financial burden each additional

child places on the

family. what is good economic sense for

the

microeconomic unit, the family, is bad for the aggregate. Moreover a
,
high proportion of newborn children are not desired by their parents, he

notes. Finally, children in the family reduee the scope of activities
available to the mother and are an especial burden to mothers who are
unwed, divorced or widowed.
The result is that these institutional observations are taken into
account in the formulation of policy recommendations, many of which were

implemented and are visible today in the Swedish welfare state. A growing
population is too idealistic to be a feaslble goal, so Myrdal sets the goal

un*td

,

pp. 4o-4t.

'\-,"-','
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at zero growth. i\foreover, to eliminate the burden on society of
unwanted childreu, he advocates a program of

birth control education.

The transfer payments are seen as a logical vehicle to promote higher
average

birth rates within families, to reduce the financial burden on the

largest families--that is, those making the greatest popuration
contribution--and to free mothers to pursue other activities in society,
seeking personal

fulfillment and, in the process, alleviating the labor

shortage.
Though basically a recapitulation of an

earlier study, the layout

and

presentation indicate that Myrdal has developed a methodology which is

flexÍble, practical and straightforward. The earlier works all developed
hints of the method that was to come. But the actual synthesis of all the
elements did not occur until the end of the j-930's, when Myrdal's work
reached a significant stage in its development.
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CHAI)TER IV

A DEFINITIVE PHASE
By

1-g40

there were signs that Myrda1,s u,orkwas developing its

definitive characteristics. This is clearly evident in An American
Dilemma; from this work onward his writing contains atl the elements
described in chapter

II.

This is not to say that his methodological

innovations ceased or that he failed to gain new insights or present
fresh

interpretations based on further experience; rather, Myrdal
had developed
in broad outline the style, approach, epistemological and theoretical
basÍs
that was subsequenily to characterize his work.
The advent of this period dicr not signal his abandonment
of the

teachings of the Swedish school, but itbecame clear thatthe scope
of Myrdal's

work had outgrown the "economic,,, swedish frameworlç within
which he had
spent his formative

years. Just as the debates of the Swedes in the 1g20's

had proven too narrow a purview

for his writings

on philosophy, so the

swedish environment could only provide a test laboratory
for the application

of his economic theory and sociar poricy. only by expanding
dramaticaily
the scope of the concept of '?economics" courd Myrdar
remain safery within
the parameters of the profession.
The

first

section of this chapter is devoted to illustrating the main

features of Myrdails writings as typified in An A,merican
Dilemma.

1L3

section B provides a brief description of his writings between Lg45 and
1956, a comparatively arid period in terms of volume of works published,
but one thatproved to be singularly rich in terms of insights and experience.
The features of N{yrdal's works highlighted in section A and the

observations discussed in Section B all were to have a profound influence
on the writings that appeared

from 1956 onward, as Myrdal's horizons

expanded to the international level.

A.

An American Dilemma

The vast study Myrdal and his research staff pieced together between
1938 and 1942 provides the
and

first full-scale application of Myrdal,s

approach

theories. Forty years old and with a growing reputation as a result of

his scholarly work in pure research and social policy, Myrdal was becoming
a leader

in social science research. The study's terms of reference were,

as outlined by a trustee of the sponsoring organization, the carnegie

corporation, to direct 'ra comprehensive study of the Negro in the united
states, to be undertaken in a wholly objective and dispassionate way as

a

social phenomenonl'.1 As a foreigner, Myrdal was be'¿ter equipped than an
American to be 'rdispassionate"; as

1An

for tbbjectivity",

A*.*i"an Dilemma, revised edition, li.

he had demonstrated

t74
Ín his rvritings his conceru for this aspect of the problem. Facecl with

problems stemming from the volume of material to be surveyed by him and

his staff, the breadth of the investigation, time limitations and interruptions
as a result of the outbreak of the Second World War, Myrdat found completion

of the 1,500:page final report to be one of the most challenging projects of

his career.
The study's focal point is the moral dilemma facing Americans over
the question of lace, as illustrated by the economic and social inequalities
between white citizens and

black. The individual is the real centre

of

conflict, but the institutional framework is the basis of action and potentially
the vehicle for accelerating progress and so, his approach is institutional.

Myrdal examines the historical reasons for racial discrimination, then the
economie, political, legal and sociar aspects of the problem. The

explicitly-stated valuations adopted for the study are the democratic ideals
embodied in the American

creed.' ,h.

method is to observe and. to analyze

the interrelationships between the American people, their ideals, their goals,

their actÍons,

and

their institutions. The dynamic conceptual framework

Myrda1 adopts in the study is that of circular causation

phrased, of

rtthe

or,

as originally

principle of cumulation". Each of these facets of Myrdalrs

method had been developed--or at least broached--at some earlier stage of

2

See Appendix 1

for a statement of the America,n Creed.

.i':--:',L-if;"
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his career, but it is in this study that they are first brought together

and

applied as a unified approach to social science research.
A1i of the elements are intimately interrelated, rinked
by the

epistemological tenets of Myrdalrs conviction that all aspects
of aproblem

interact mutually.

t

n"rrrr"uting the entire book is the power of the morar

imperative as it impinges on every facet of life in the
United States.
The Negro probrem is an integrar part of, or a speciar phase
of, the
whole cornplex of problems in the larger American
civiiization. It
cannot be treated in isolation. There is no single
side of the Negro
problem--whether it be the Negro's political stàtus,
the education
gets, his place in the labor market, his cultural and personality he
traits,
or anything else-Xrhich is not predominanily determined by its totar
American setting. +

In addition to expanding this pervasive moral clilemma to the
macrocosm,
American society in its entirety, Myrclal reduces it to the microcosm,
the
individual.
The American Negro problem is a problem rn the heart
of the
American. It is there that the interracial tension has its focus.
It is there that the decisive struggre goes on. That is the centrar
viewpoint of this treatise. b

The conflict is bound inextricably to individuals and to institutions,
but the

a

"For

an elaboration of this theory, the reader is referred
back to
Myrdal's article, "Ends and Means in political Economyr', in
Value in Social Theory, pp. 206-280.

4

An American Dilemma,

urbrd

, p.

l>o<i.

p. lxxvii.

¡,.i...:.:.',,-.-.i
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core of the problem is the dual nature of people's values
The "American Dilemma" referred to in the title of this book,
is on the one hancl, the varuations preserved on the general
plane which we shall call the rfAmerica' creed'r, where the
American thinks, talks, and acts under the influence of high
national and Christlan precepts, and, on the other hand, the
valuations on specific planes of individual and group living,
where personal and loeal interests; economic, social and
sexual jealousies; eonsiderations of community prestige and
conformity; group prejudice against particular persons or
types of people; and alr sorts of:nisceilâ.neous wants, impulses,
and habits dominate his outlook. b
The reason for the viability of the value premises, Myrdal believes,

is the proposition that all of the varuations enshrined in the American
Creed--the "self -evident truthsrrthat all men are created equal and that

all therefore possess the rights of life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness--are shared by virtually everyone in the society.

we shall find that even a poor and uneducated white person in

some isolated and backward rural region in the Deep south, who
is violently prejudiced against the Negro and intent upon depriving
him of civic rights and human independence, has also a whole
compartment in his valuation sphere housing the entire American
creed of liberty, equarity, justice and fair opportunity for
everybody. . . At the other end, there are few liberals, even in
New England, who have not a well-furnished compartment of
race prejudice, even if it is usually suppressed from conscious
attention. Even the American Negroes share in this community
of valuations. 7

UIPIU

.

The nature of peoplets conflicting valuations as Myrdal perceives

it is described in some detail in Chapter I[,

above.

n

'Ibid , p. l>orii. The '\ve11-furnished compartment
of race prejudice',
surfaced in recent years in New England over the busing issue.

has

tLz
The difference, then, among different groups within American society is
seen to be one of degree; the fundamental tenets are rernarkably uniform.

Myrdal says the only plausible expranation as to why Negroes do not fare
even worse in some regions than they already do is the positive effects of

the higher ideals manifesr.ed in the local white population.

Myrdal preserves his objectivity by deriving the valuations from the
study itself through observations of those being studied, There is no
question raised as to whether these valuations are
'rright,,

or 'hrongrr.

rather the study is an analysis of the society in relations to the observed

valuations. value judgments are made only on the basis of the derived

premises.

"Throughout this study we

lvill constanfly take our starting

point in the ordinary man's own ideas, doctrines, theories, and mental
constructsr', Myrdal writes.

8

As with the beliefs of the utilitarians, the laissez-faire protagonists

of free trade and the public finance writers he had earlier criticized in
The Political Element, Myrdal traces the origins of the American
Creed back

to the Enlightenment and to trnatural

law". But, whereas

he had criticized the

former for their claim to objectivity, he accepts as a set of ethical ideals the
precepts embodied in the

latter.

whereas the writers criticized in

þ

Political Element \¡/ere using these principles as metaphysical arguments,

Srbtd

, lxxiv.

-...i./,.,.
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the latter is seen merely as a body of ethical tenets broadly accepted in

the society being observed.
An American Dilemma is replete with evidence that the American

Negroesreconomic position, as well as their socÍal status, was
substantially below that of the whites in the 1gB0's, and was abysmally low
by any standard.
The economic situation of the Negroes in America is pathological.
Except for a small minority enjoying upper or middle class status,
the masses of American negroes, in the rurar south and in the
segregated slum quarters in southern and Northern cities, are
destitute. They own little property; even their household goods
are mostly inadequate and dilapidated. Their incomes are not
only low but irregular. Theyjhus live from day to day and have
scant security for the future.9

within Myrdal's theoretical framework, social forces operating to
keep the Negroes in

their depressed conditions are marshalled against

forces at work to improve their position. In equilibrium, the two sets of
forces neutralize one another and the fundamental question is whether
conditions are improving or deteriorating for the Negro.
when the Negroes

first arrived in the united states, they had few

rights, since they were brought in as chattel goods.

Though given nominal

equality with whites after Emancipation, much of the repression of the slave

o

"Ibid , p- 205. Descriptions of the specifics of this situation abound
throughout the book. see especially Appendix 6; r'pre-war conditions
of the Negro wage Earner in selected Industries and occupatioîs", pp.
1079-1124

lai.:;i!: i:j.l::l.li: lr)
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days was revived in more subtle and insidious forms after Reconstruction
and the national compromise of the 1870rs. And, sixty years

later,

when

Myrdal was writing, much of that modified repression was stilt in evidence.
This pattern of
exploitation--where eveyone is the oppressor
"orrrnoo
of the one under him, where the Negroes are at the bottom and where
big landlords, merchants, and Northern capital are at the top--is
obviously the extension into the present of a modified slavery

"y"t"*.10

Nevetheless,

it is important

in view of the moral premises of the study to

note Myrdalrs contention that, wlth modernday oppression,

it is necessary

to bend or circumvent legal provisions of equality to maÍntain the inferior
economic and social status of Negroes.

Initially, the rationale for enslavlng Negroes stemmed not from

any

concept of biological inferiority but derived from attitudes descending

from feudal Europe, where some level of servilitywâs the lot of almost
11
everyone.

But by the time of Emancipation, a number of myths and

customs had grown up to perpetuate the Negroes' inferior statos.12

lofbrd p.
,

zz

ttlb,U pp.
84-85. Note the medieval nature of the social structure
,
described in the quotation above. On page Bg, Myrdal notes, "The
fatefui word race itself is actually not yet two hundred years old".
t'rb-rd

, p. Bg. Myrdal says, ,tThe need for race prejudice is...a need
for defense on the part of the Americans against their own national
Creed, against their own most cherished ideals".
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In terms of l\4yrdal's epistemology these myths formed the basis of

opportunistically justifying that status. There were m5rths of biological

inferiority that could be dispelled only by anthropological research, the
results of which are still being opportunistically ignored by some. There
were myths to justify Negroes' economic position, stating that Negroes can
survive on less income than whites require. There were myths depicting
the Negro as an inherently irresponsible type of person to vinclicate the

practice of never hiring him in aposition of responsibility. This practice,
and that of employers adopting a paternalistic attitude toward

their Negro

workers, is further reinforced by the myth of Negroestinferior intellectual
capacity. There were even myths to reassure whites that Negroes are
happy in their poverty-stricken condition, that Negro poverty is somehow in

harmony with the natural flow of things.13
The myths are reinforced by ignorance, and by spotty statistical data

susceptible to interpretation to strengthen rather than contradict the

prevailing folklore. For example, it was known even by 1g40 that Negroes
have shorter

life spans, higher child mortality, less education, more working

mothers and more unemployed than their white counterparts. It was

a

simple matter to apply these statistics as evidence confirming inherent

ttro,d pp. 9?-99.
Much of ihe information substantiating the con'rænts of
,
this paragraph is available in Chapter 4, pp. 83-112.
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inferiority,

provicled. one was prepared to overloolc the environmental

ancl social factors.

History, too, provides ammunition for the opportunistically-inclined.
Immediately after Emancipation, the laws were actually interpreted to
provide Negroes with de facto equality alongside whites.

But

the Negroes

were generally uneducated and culturally unprepared for the responsibilities

of full citizenship. Therefore, by their actions they frequently fulfilled
the
prophesies of those who subscribed to the myths of inherent inferiority.

Legislators, administrators and judges were able therefore to take away
many Negro rights, and to justify the action in their own

minds. As a

result, long before 1g40 many southern Negroes rvere effectively
disenfranchised, though nominally protected by the Constitution. This
was
achieved by systematic misinterpretation of regulations, unconstitutional

laws not applied equally to whites, the ignorance of Negroes themselves
about

their rights of eitizenship, and the complicity of the courts. Literacy

tests, means tests, poll taxes, character vouchers and the famous
?þranclfather clausetr (legislation
passed by some states restricting voting

rights to those whose ancestors voted prior to 1g61) were supplemented by
the outright terrorism of prospective Negro voters.
The mechanics of institutional injustice, then, were a
and

corrupt police

judicial system and, most important, intimidation and occasional

violenee, but always the threat of violence without recourse. All of
this is
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of course in flagrant violation of the tenets of the Arnerican Creecl. But in
support of this tendency, Myrdai says, is the Americans' custom of

inscribing their ideals in laws, and in their relatively low respect for law
and order-

L4

Admini strative disc riminati on often

fe ature d

the mi s approp rÍation

of funds--usually from federal sources aimed at alleviating the roots of

poverÛ--and channelling of the money elsewhere. Funds for schools,

for example, were often directecl almost completely to schools for whites.
Small landholders--including, therefore, almost all Negro landholders--

were frequently denied access to aid under federally-sponsored progra.ms.
Negro institutions such as churches were often financed by the

white communitY, so that the Negroesr potential rnilitancy through these
institutions was circumscribed. Also the one-way enforcement of segregati.on
laws (no white, for example, would errer be prosecuted for sitting in the
Negro section of a bus

if he ever should

deign to sit therer), the obsequious

"courtesies" Negroes lvere expectecl to pay to whites to show themselves as

inferior, the one-sided sexual taboos, all made it easier for members of both
races, or, rather eastes, to accept the dichoto*y.15 Too, Negroes were

tn*¡U, p. L4.
"There is a relationbetweenthese

two

traits, of high ideals

in some laws and low respect for all1aws, but thÍs relation Ís by no means
as simple as it appears", write Myrdal.
l5vly"dal
describes the Negro in American society as bei¡g in a caste, in
chapter 31, pp. 667-688, ancl in Appendix g, 'Research on caste and
Class in a Negro Community",

pp.

LL?ï-LLB?
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arrested more often on flimsier charges, tried without fu1l understanding
of their legal rights, convicted and forced to sen'e their sentences without
parole more often than u,ere whites.
Given their social disadvantages,

it

can hardly be surprising that

Negroes were the poorest group of Americans, living

for the most part in

the most depressed region of the country, and engaged in the most depressed

of occupations, agriculture, under the most uneconomic conditions,
sharecropping the poorest, most overworked

land.

Because increasing

meehanization often put them out of work--operating machinery was
considered 'khite man's work'r--federal programs often had the effect of
exaeerbating their

plight.

The Negroes of America had neither the resources

nor the incentive to change
The human conditions and the institutional backdrop described briefly

in the foregoing pages and in intense detail in An American Dilemma form
the basis for development of Myrdal's dynamic economic theory through the

principle of cumulative causation.
Because the Negroes were

first

introduced to America as slaves and

because they were economically and culturally unprepared for Emancipation
when

it occurred, it is safe to conclude that there was an initial position of

disparity between them and the white population, even though the exact
nature of their status and the way they were treated by their white masters

varied between plantations and over

time. Moreover, the 'bqualityrrNegroes
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achieved after Emancipatiou was by the rnost charitable interpretation

nominal and short-lived.
Because the Negroes were thus effectively excludecl from sharing

equally in the growing prosperity of the United States, their living standards
remained stagnant or declined while the majority of the white population
enjoyed the benefits of half a century of spectacular national

growth. Far

from creating a climate which provided Negroes an equal opportunity for
advancement as set forward in the American Creed, the institutions of the
day contributed mightily to a growing disparity, a growing disequilibrium,
between the level of living enjoyed by most whites and that of most Negroes.

once the pattern was established, a vicious circle of poverty, ignorance,
discouragement anct self-fulfilting prophesies of failure within the Negro
community was set in motion to widen the initial gap between the races,
aided by the folklore of Negro
he points out that the vicious

inferiority. Myrdal fortifies

the argument lvhen

circle also acts againstpoor whites. ,Few

people have enough imagination to visualize clearly what a poor
white tenant

or common laborer in the south would look like if he had had more
opportunities at the start, ,,he writes.16
one might expect the depiction of such extremes in inequality and

tufb,d

, p.

209.
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repression \¡/ould elicit an equally gloomy prognosis for the
one conspicuous characteristic of the study is l\{yrdal's

future.

But

optimism. Despite

the lengthy analysis of Negro poverty and the hundrecls of pages devoted to

describing the conditions and reasons for social inertia, Myrdal argues that
the forces for progress \¡/ere in the early 1940's slowly tilting the social
system in favor of greater equality, and the process was actually

accelerating. Before looking at the factors Myrdal cites as contributing
towarcl this happy trend, that

is, militating

against ever-increasing

inequality, it will be useful to examine the conditions he believes prerequisite

to improvement.
The dynamics of the problem is this: A primary change, induced
or unplanned, affecting any one of three bundles of interdependent
causative factors--(1) the economic level; (Z) standards of
intelligence, ambition, health, education, decency, manners and
morals; and (3) discrimination by whites--will bring changes in

the other two and, through mutual in'¿eraction, move the whole
system in one direction or the other. No single factor, therefore,
is the "final causertin a theoretical sense. From a practical point
of view we may, however, caLl cettain factors "strategic'in the
sense that they can be controlled. r'

In other words, governments may not be able to legislate an end to growing
inequality between the racesn but government policies can, by improving
one

or more of the bundles of factors enumerated above, create a climate

amenable to a movement toward greater equality, or at least for greater

ttrbrd

, p. 208. The system of cumulation is also eraborated in chapter
3, onpp. 75-78, and in considerable detail in Appendix B, pp. 1065-10?0.
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equality of opportunity.
Although there was

little visible evidenee in 1g40 of an increase

in

Negroes'prosperity, the quickening pace of the national economy r¡/as seen
as a beneficial portent since, Myrdal reasoned, sooner or

later,

a measure

of this new wealth would percolate down to the Negro community. Rising
education levels were acting to decrease the number of Americans who

persisted in the perpetuation of racial myths, and Negroes, too, were
sharing in the improved education levels. This had positive spinoff effects
on the other ingredients of the second bundle of

factors.

The second

World War, fought for the prineiples on which the American Creed is based
and in which American Negroes were to make an important contribution,

would have an unsettling effect that would ultimately benefit the Negroes,

Myrdal argued. And, consistent with Myrdal's belief that

it is easier for men

to adhere to their hig'her valuations when identifying themselves with an
institution, he believed the growing participation of the federal government in
the South would facilitate the Negroesi receiving a fairer share of the federal

programs' benefits.
In summary, there were important aspects of each of the three bunclles
of factors acting to reduce the level of inequalities between the races, acting

to reverse the earlier trend toward increasing inequality and discrimination
that had characterized the post-Emancipation

predicting a move toward equilibrium

but

era.

However, Myrdal was not

rather a change in overall direction
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of a system inherently and normally in clisequilibriurn. Though cautious to
emphasize that the outcome is not predetermined, Myrdal states

emphatically that in his opinion, the factors favoring social progress will
hold sway in the long run over the forces for repressing the Negro.
when looking back over the long manuscript, one main concluslon-which should be stressed here since it cannot be reiterated through
the whole book--is this: that not since Reconstruction has there been
more reason to anticipate fundamental changes in American race
relations, changes which will involve a development toward the
American ideals. rö
The real basis

for Myrdal's optimism is his contention that

,,The

important changes in the Negro problem do not consist of, or have close
relations with, 'social trends? in the narrower meaning of the term but
are made up of changes inpeopletsbeliefs andvaluations,,.19 Inalater

*ork,20 Myrdal

was to argue that the policies of governments,

institutions, and the attitudes toward life and work of a society,s members

ttrbrd

, p. lxi. For development of this argument, see Chapt er 45,
rAmerica Again at the crossroads", pp. gg7-L024.
In an interesting
article published in L974, 'Mass passivity in America", The Centre
Mag?zine 7 (March./April, L974): pp. 72-75, Myrdal
thã"ottterrds
the reason America has not progressed more rapidly toward
a closer
realization of the American creed ideals is the lack of broad-based
participation in the nationts institutions and in the democratic process
generally. see also challenge to Affluence, published in
1g68.

t9lbrd

, p.9g8. The statement is italicized in tho original.

z0Ari"r,

Dr"-L, vol. iii, p. i-860 ff.
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are the primary determinants of the economic trends. Though he does not

explicitly make that statement in An American Dilemma, the importance
he attaches to changes in the attitudes of r,vhite and black Americans is

.2I

slgTl.rlrcant.

This optimism, moreover, is not confined to the conclusions of the
study but surfaces throughout Myrdalts approach to social science research.

The rationalism and moralism which is the driving force behind
social study, whether we admit it or not, is the faith that
institutions cân be improved and strengthened and that people are
good enough to live a happier life.¿¿
An American Dilemma combines the characteristics and elements of

Myrdalts a¡rproach that wére to become a hallmark of his works in future

years.

Though directed at a specific aspect of

life in American socÍety,

Myrdal unalyzes it in terms of universal values:
older and wider than America itself

zlspecific

".23

trThe American Creed is

He develops his analysis within

examples are found in An American Dilernma, Chapter 45,

pp. 997-t024.

The author also says on the previouspage, ,when the author
-L024- gallery
recalls the
long
of persons whom, in the course ãt.tttis inquiry, he =has come to know with the impetuous but temporary intimacy of the
stranger. . .the general observation retained is the following: Behind all
outward dissimilarities, behind their contradictory valuations,
rationalizations, vested interests, group allegiances and animositíes, behind
fears and defense constructions, behind the role they play in life and the
mask they wear, people are all much alike on a fundamental level. Anct
they are all good people. They want to be rational and just. They all
plead to their conscience that they meant well even when things rvent wrong".

"rbrd' r-p.

oÐ

"rbid , p. 25.

-: -1 r\': : t'. :a..'::.rir:¡1.

;j.
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his dynarnic cumulative causation framework, deating critically with static
theories based on folklore, ignorance and misinformation. His rationalism
and idealisrìl are exhibited, ancl, most

visibly and emphatically, his

optimistic outlook. He pinpoints and explains a number of sources of error
and confusion stemming from semantic difficulties as he unveils a simple

but useful epistemological position. underlying the conclusions and the

optimism, even the universal nature of the theme, is Myrdal's eommitment
to the moral imperative as

a

primary determining factor for change, even

reaching to fundamental economic issues as the distribution of a nation's
resources

B.

The Late Forties and Early Fifties

Myrda1 published no new books--and only a few articles--between 1944

and 1956. The articles he did publish were disparate and uncoordinated.

Nevertheless, they reflected the practical experience Myrdal was accumulating
in his political and administrative positions, and the expansion of

from national problems to global

"orr"".rr".'4

his interests

The ideas developed in these

few articles were consistent with his overall philosophy. Thoughtfully
developed, they were subsequently assimilated into the rest of his writings.

9L
-

^As stated in Chapter I, Myrdal
served in the Swedish cabinet Ín the mid1940rs as Minister of Commerce, and in Lg47 became Executive Secretary
of the united Nations Economic commission for Europe. Ail of these

f :.i3;::;1::r'

:iil::r'
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In an article published in lgsL,25 Myrdul outlines in brief his
postulate that the trend toward disequilibrium in the economies
of advanced

industrialized nations has exacerbated the need for government planning
at
the national

level. Indeed, he says,

the term "economy', implies a plan of

sorts, even where, as with laissez-faire liberalism, the
'þlanrris to do
nothing. This renders sterile the ideological debates rampant during the early
years of the Cold War as to whether 'þlanned economies,, are desirable,
essential or

evil,

since the phrase

is a tautol oW.26

catalyzed by two great wars and a depression, Myrdal says, the trend
toward planning as evolved Ín all industrial nations as a necessary
adjunct

to technological advances. The pressing urgency was to enable the
state to
mobilize resources for war, and to neutralize the negative effects of business
cycle downswings, though planning is also useful for achieving social goals.

Moreover, Myrdal argues, the increasingly sophisticated nature of government
participation in advanced economies and the psychological effects
this activity

activities were carried on untÍl 1g50 in conjunction wÍth his position
as Lars Hierta Professor in political Economy and public Finance
at
Stockholm University.

'u',"h"

Trend Towards Economie Planning'?,
Jan., 1951, pp. L-42.

and Social Studies,

26

@!gq!g¡

School of Economic

Propagandistic arguments from either side to the contrary,
Myrdal says,
Marx no more than other "natural law'rphilosophers considered
state
intervention within an economy to be ,ri"bt" aiternative.

"
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has on the citizenry have set a cumulative process in motio'that
has

rendered the trend toward increasecl government planning irreversible.

This theme, the growing necessity for pranning, for a managed
harmony in the absence of one that occurs naturally, recurs in virtually

all of Myrdal,s subsequent books.
One important effect of the increase in government aeitivity within

society is increased national integration. Myrdal believes this end is in

itself desirable and ultimately necessary from a national standpoint. But
as Myrdal expands his horizon from the national level to that of the
world
he fincls himself in a conundrum: the national parochialism that
often is

a

sideæffect of successful national integration seriously hampers the
achievement of a larger but equalry important goal, that of international

integration.

27

Myrdal sees the expansion to worldwide integration as an integral

part of a continuing world order, yet it cannot possibly develop without
the
achievement of national integration

first.

Though essential to stave off

growing economic disequilibrium on a world scale, international
integration

must remain an ideal, he reasons, until conditions can be created to

27

'P sycholog ical Impediments to Effective International Cooperation,',
6 to the Journal of Social

Kurt Lewin Memorial Lecture, Supplement No.
Issues, L952.
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generate a clltrrulative process in gravitating towards

it.

Myrdal

concludes that the conundrum can only be resol-r¡ed through inereased

maturity of individuals within national groupings, and through education.2B
He observes just one modest manifestation of some progress in the

direction of internationalism: the ability of many staff members of
international institutions to identify with their institution and its goa1s, over
those of the nation of their national

origins. Similarly, in developing

national

integration, representatives of the government and other nation-wide
institutions often adopt national valuations that transcend regional or even
petty personal valuations.

fn one article, Myrdal expresses coneern for the future of intellectual

integrity among s"holurs.29 He notes the powerful tradition among scholars
that has contributed to the progress of society, a tradition that has enabled
scholars to follow their findings to their conclusions, however heretical these

2Blhi.

view is reinforced and strengthened in an article he wrote in Lg74,
ftThe Case Against Romantic Ethnicity",
T
@
(July./August, 19?4), pp. 9-21. Here he argues that whateverlurtural
benefits accrue to a society by the encouragement of ethnic customs of
its immigrants are more than negated by the petty barriers erected by
such groups against one another. The divisive effects are pervasive
and harmful.

to
o'"The

Relation Between social Theory and social policyr', reprinted in
value in social Theory, pp. g-54. It was the opening address at the
conference of the British sociological Association, 1g58, and was
reprinted from The Þritish Jourre!p! Ëociglogy_, sept., lgbg, pp. zL0-242.
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conclusions might be.
The trend since the

First World War toward recruitment of social

scientists by non-university institutions has presented researchers with
both an opporl:unity and a temptation. The opportunity is given them
to ply

theÍr trade in new ways, and so to broaden their scope and experience
and
therefore their respective professions. But the temptation is to allow

their perspective to be perverted, however subtly or unconsciously, by
their positions in such institutions as government and industry, and by the
views of the institutions'leaders, and in so doing to allow to become
colored
not only their research results but also the very nature of their

work.

Some

obvious manifestations of this type of perversion include government
propaganda and the type of advertising

+1¡¿1

has stemmed from the research

results obtained in industrial psychology.
such activity, Myrdal says, hampers rather than aids in the process

of weeding out the ignorance and mÍsunderstanding that often stancls in the
way
of positive cumulative effects in a social system.
The functions of international organizations come under scrutiny in
two

of Mydralrs articles during this period.30 Myrdal quickly points
out that

30'Bealities

and Illusions in Regard to Inter-Governmental organizations,,,
L. T. Hobhouse Memorial Trust r-ecture, oxford university press,
London, 1955; and '?The Research work of the secretariat of the
Economic commission for Europe'r, in 25 Economic Essays in Honor
of
Erik Lindahl , Stockholm, 1_9b6, pp. Zølãñ-
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these institutions are not what their constitutions

is,

supra-governmental political

bill them to be--that

entities. Rather, rre says, it is

more

realistic to view them as loci for rnember govemments to carry out
national policy goals and to articulate national viewpoints.

It is imperative

to see them this way to cornprehend the working of these institutions. For,
where there are apparent triumphs of international diplomacy, he says,

it

simply indicates either that the accomplishment was of little consequence

to

any of the

partÍes involved, or that there was a fortuitous convergence of

interest.

But, he says, these organizations provide a forum for contact among
member nations on a more continuous basis than would otherwise be possible.

Moreover, they provide an opportunity for useful research untrammeled by
narrower national prejudices. And they provide a statement of the higher
valuations shared by all nations, even

if

day-to-day business is generally

conducted at the more pedestrian level of pragmatic national valuations.

Finally, the relative novelty of these international institutions must
be borne in mind when evaluating their accomplishments, Myrdal says,
invoking the historical long run to allow his optimism to

triumph.

Indeed,

he says, their very survival since the visionary days at the end of the
Second World War

is itself a noteworthy attainment.

MoralÍsm and realism here have combined with Myrdal's personal
experience in working with the United Nations Economic Commission for
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Europe to provide this rather sunny assessment of the workings of
inte rnational institutio ns.

One

brief treatise lvhich assumes the moral imperative as a dominant

motive for foreign aid provides a caveat for prospective

dono"".tt

The

article was one of the first writings to indicate the clear-cut superiority
of trade concessions, grants and low-interest loans as vehicles for aid-

giving, over project grants or food handouts. In

it, Myrdar also points

to the desirability of administering aid through an international agency

rathern than on a bi-lateral basis. Finally, he warns, cold war doles of

military aid may be harmful to the economies of the recipient nations. All
of these contentions are demonstrable; nevertheless, administrators of
aid from donor countries

still in many

cases systematically refuse to

make theinselves aware of them.

These articles, written informally and often fot a specific audience,

articulate ideas frequently repeated in the book-length offerings. They
provide some insight into the process by which Myrdal's perspective widened
and how he interpreted the world.

31"Tr"d"

and Aidtr, The American Scholar, t957,

pp.

137-154.

CHAPTER V

AN INTERNATICNAL APPROACH

Myrdal now extended the application of his cumulative causation
disequilibrium theory to international

work. whereas in An American

Dilemma, the emphasÍs had been on the gap between the levels of living
of two major groups, the Negroes and whites, in a nationar
setting, the
books Myrdal wrote in the L950rs projected the disparity
issue worldwide.

Three of the works written in the late l-950fs, An International
Economy,

,and@
state,

show how the evolution of the rhelfare state?rhas narrowed
the

income distribution gap between the richest and poorest members
of
societies in wealthy countries and then e4pand this concept into
a 'rwelfare

world't' A fourth,

Challenge to Affluence, examines aberrations in the

trend toward a welfare state in American society and discusses
the
implications of this apparent national anomaly for the rest
of the world.

In addition to his now characteristic dynamie theory, Myrdails
characteristic caution in the use of "varue-ladenrl terms and phrases
and
the epistemological principles deveroped in ea':rrier years
re-appear,
backed by the pervasive moral undertones of the
entire theme.

Myrdal believes that the major obstacle to the developing of planned
a

'helfare world" operating across national boundaries, but modelled after
the institutions of the national welfare state, is the inability
for most persons

t37
to identify themselves with a worldwide Leviathan.l other serious problems
are also identified,' bo, this provincialism, which Myrdal says is
based on
ignorance and outmoded attitudes, is the most difficult to combat.

trt

becomes a source of immense difficulty when determining
the value premises

in research.

It is precisely the question of value premises

and the way they are

derived that become the focal point of change when, in the late 1g60rs,

Myrdal published Asian

Drama. Though still based on the disequilibrium

theories of cumulative causation in both a national and an international

setting, his theory is superior to that used in the writings of the 1gs0,s
because

it is developed from

the point of view of the citizens of the poor

countries. In the earlier works, as Myrdar himself admits, S the

1

-Indeecl, as is evident even in
an advanced nation such as canada, many
still have trouble identifying with institutions at the national level !
()

'These are described in
"psychological Impediments to Effective
International cooperation'r, discussed in chapter fv, above, and in
An International Economy, below

a

'In the Preface toasiag Drqme, p. xi, Myrdat descrÍbes the probrems
he encountered *rtfl" *ãffig f;åm within the western framework: ,,As

I worked on I became increasingry a\¡/are that many of the concepts
and theories commonly used in analyzing the probllms
of the underdeveloped countries in South Asia broke dowrrwhen criticized
from the
point of view of their logical consistency and their realism,
that is, their
adequacy to reality. To work my \¿r/ay through what I gradually
came to
view as severely biased preconceptions--many of which I had
shared with
most of my fellow economists--{Mâs again a slow and painful process.
This
analytical deficiency has had a crucial effect on the character of the
study".
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institutions discussed, the goals assumed and the perspective adopted,
though worldwide in nature, remained those of a western

Asian Drama

scholar. In

, the valuations have their origins in the needs and, to a

lesser extent, the aspirations of the people of the underdeveloped regions,
and specifically of South

Asia.4 The result is a more unified

and

consistent theory of underdevelopment.
In the works published after Asian Drama

, Myrdal broadened his

theory so that he could reach conclusions which were worldwide in scope.
The most important of these

is

in 1970. In its introduction he states,

, published
though without broad qualifications,

that as a result of study and travel after Asian Drama was completed, he
believes the conclusions of that work can in general terms be applied in

all of the underdeveloped regions. This conclusion broadens the study
again to the scope of the writings of the 1950rs. one other book-length

contribution,

, provides a summary of

Myrdal's methodological theories, and there \Mere numerous articles which
appeared in scholarly journals and other periodicals.

L-In

Asian Drama , Myrdal explicitly states in his preface that the ideas
ae""rop"a rerate strictly to lnat rågion alone: "The ,theory' I have tried
to formulate relates to the south Asian region, which is the only one I
have kept under close observation. I have not in general felt it within
my province to inquire in this study whether the theory, or any part of it,
is valid for other underdeveloped regions in the world". But in an
appendix to The challenge of wo{ld Pover8, he states: 'when for the
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A.

The World as an Economic Unit

The three books Myrdal published between 1g56 and 1g60 were not

initially intended as a trilogy but can logically be considered as one.

first,

An International Economy, is the major

work. In it Myrdal

The

introduces

the framework for examining disequilibrium in the international economic

system,

anaLyzes the

practical problems involved in increasing international

integration, and discusses the global consequences of failure to move toward
this goal. Economic Theory and underdeveloped Regions , published in
Lg57, focuses on the nature of the growing international disequilibrium and

its causes,

and.

scrutinizes what Myrdal considers to be a body of theoretical

literaturelthat has contributed to the present trend, notably international
trade theory that has descended from the Classics. The third book, Beyond
the Welfare State

,

has a more positive

theme. It emphasizes the potential

benefits to rich nations and poor of evolving the ,\velfare world,,that Myrdal
believes must develop out of an environment of Íncreasing international

integration. Also discussed briefly in this section is Ch"llerge to Afflo.
which deals specifically with the development of the welfare state in the
United States, andplaces that issue in the context of international affairs.

pur?ose of the present book I had to give attention to conditions in other
regions, I was surprised to find that with all the obvious differences, not
least in historical background, economic and social conditions rvere
relatively similar and had resulted in policy problems of much the same
character. rt

,
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1.

An International Economy

PrÍor

Lo LgL4,

integration of
that

sorts. But it was a closed system,

hacl maintainecl

onset of the

Myrdal says, the world had achieved an international
and the special conditions

it in the L9th century began to disintegrate with

the

First World War.

The integrated

tborld, of the Lgth century

was comprised of the

advanced nations of Europe and North America in comparative isolation;

it encompassed a number of thackrvard regionsil with relatively

advanced

enclaves operated to the benefit of the wealthy countries. But even in the

most advanced countries, the 'þeoplelr, whose interests the governments

represented, were the upper classes. For this relatively small group,
stable system held top

priority.

a

Thus, prices and interest rates were held

comparatively stable, while unemployment and exchange rates were allowed
to fluctuate. And, at least in comparison to the 20th century, there was
considerable factor mobility: surplus population from Europe migrated to

North America and other "empty lands", followed by immense outflows of
capital from the advanced countries. S International economic equilibrium
was

fairly easy to maintain within this informal, clubby atmosphere in

a world where the costs of

this equilibrium were shifted to the lower classes

and the inhabitants of the baclç\Mard regions.

"Economic Theory,

p. I47.

,:l l;rir!.:."ti:i1,ì::i ;_.íri a!r:,:.:--:.:: -:-:!".ì

r:.:r i

ili::t: :Ì :.:::.:i,.:.;.; i.lrJ:..t;:r:lir:1:1
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times changed. Trre mass migration ended. International

trade fell off dramatically, at least in relation to production

levels.

The

international monetary system was not revived after its collapse in the

1930's. Changes in the power structure of the advanced nations foreed them
to place increasing emphasis on keeping unemployment within acceptable

limits

and on maintaining ever-higher wage

levels, even at the expense of

price stability and the level of exports. The rise of national independence
among former colonies and other international developments such as the

cold war combined to give the underdeveloped regÍons more prominence-and more influence--than in the
changes and perhaps even

past. And, most important,

despite the

to some extent because of them, the income

between rich and poor countries continued to widen.

u
"o*

gap

Myrdal, even

the interpretation of the integration has altered over time.

The term rfintegration" is now employed in a sense almost contrary
to the old one: as signifying a goal of social change instead of static
balance and more specificalry, of the internal and mutual adjustment
of national communities rapidly brought into much closer interdependence. T

But its present meaning is very complex:
The economy is not integrated unless a1l avenues are open to

6All

of these facets of international disintegration are considered at length
in An Interrational Economy, pp. 82-166, Chapter IV-XI.

t7

'Ibid , p.

10.
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everybody and the remunerations paid for productive services
are equal, regardless of racial, social, and cultural differences...
Economic integration is at bottom not only, and perhaps not even
mainly, an economic problem, but also a problem of political
sclence, sociology, and social psychology. . . Bconomic integration
is a complex phenomenon that cannot be properly studied without
looking at the full range of social change. S

vitally important precondition to successful international

One

economic integration, Myrdal reasons, is economic integration on a
national

level.

To

try

and gain some understanding of the effects of

successful integration, he points to the wealthiest nations and finds that
they are highly integrated.
We shall find that in the advanced countries where economic
integration has gone furthest, it has been the outcome of
fundamental changes in all social relations; these changes have
generally implied a fuller realization of the western ideals I
referred to. Economic progress has been woven into this
process of social change by being both cause and effect;
redistributional reforms have gradually been given more and
more importance as the national communities become richer.
Looking backwards, the achievement of the high lever of economic
integration in these countries appears as the result of interactions
within a dynamic social process of cumulative causation. This
process has continuously been furnished with new momentum by
economic progress--which, however, itself has been conditioned
and spurred by other changes--and by the norms and ideals constanily
operating through people's valuations, the fr¡ller reùization of
which has, at the same time, gradually strengthened them as social

I

forces.

This presents a formidable obstacle on the international level, Myrdal
shows in a

Stbrd

gtbrd

, p.

later cha4rter, because the most effective means of improving

11.

, pp. 12-1-8.
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national integration --cLrrrerlcy restrictions, high tariff s, import
substitution, restrictions on emÍgration, and even education programs
designed to expand citizensr loyalty from the

tribal or provineial level

to the national level--often are among the most inhibiting to the achievement
of the larger goal. so, fundamental to international integration is the
prerequisÍte of national integration; the larger goal must be sacrificed
where necessary to assist in the success of the more local orr". to

Myrdalrs conception of international economic integration is the
projection of the conditions of national integration onto a wider backdrop.
This may seem far-fetched, but is, in fact, what we must mean,
if we consider the matter. If we hesitate to express it so clearly,

it is only because

we are further away from the goal and because
we of the richer countries are not yet prepared to accept in practice,
even in a small measure, the consequences of the ideal of international

integration.ll

The reasons we are so far from achieving the goal are, he says, the lack

of social cohesion across national boundaries, the primitive level of international political settlement, the ineffectiveness of international law, and
the drive toward national integration in many rrations.12

tos""

An International Economy,

ttrbid p.
,
t'rbr¿.

1g.

ch. III, pp.

LT-gil, but especially pp. 2g-g0.
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The discussion of the chief valuation of this stucl¡,, has been

protractecl because the concept is iLself so vague. Myrda1 acknowledges

thÍs vagueness without apology.
( The ) clefinition of '?economic integration" and, consequently, the
specific value premise for our study, is vague. But this vagueness
is not caused by careless or faulty logic. It ís in the nature of thÍngs.
It corresponds to the fact that within a wide area different people think
of different policies when they e4press their allegiance to that Ídea1. . .
No rational purpose is served by disguising these differences.
Rather, it is by itself a scientific task to lay them bare.13
Myrdalts reason for adopting economic integration as the keystone
value premise in his work is that he considers

it 'the realization of the

old western ideal of equality of opportunityrr.14 But the Ídeal of
international integration must be made compatible with a second value premise
which Myrdal holds to be equally important: ,rThat the attainment and

preservation of a democratic form of government is desirable is a general
value premise of this study". 15

ttrbtd p.
,

14.

1A

^-Ibid , p. 1-1. Originally, this was in italics. In addition to the
secondary

ãlations

of increasing equality and
[,[y"dal believes that
"o"i"l
economic progress is desirable because
it is"h"rrgã,
a precondition to increasing
economic integration. But he argues in turn that economic integration is
essential to sustained economic progress.

t5rb,d

, p. 15. original italicized.
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As in his other studies, the analysis of international integration is
done within the fraineworlç of cumulative causation, a framework he

describes as having ?h wide

if not universal app1ication,,.16 But, following

an assessment of trends in the world since the far-reaching institutional
changes that began at the outset of the

realistically

conclude

First

Wor1d

War, Myrdal

s:

It is not possible to conclude that the non-soviet world is now on the
way to a higher level of economic integration. In most respects trends
are definitely in the opposite direction.''
Myrdal is forced to admit that empirical evidence indicates that many of the
underdeveloped nations

will not even achieve the preconditions necessary

for participating in a better-integrated world: ".

..

it is impossible

to

end with any other conclusion thun Lhal, short of a number of near-miracles,

few underdeveloped countries

will

succeed in attaining their essential goals.

The alternative to reasonable success ispolitical catastrophsrr.lS But

this prognosis, somber as

it is, does not imply that Myrdal has lost his

fundamental optimism, his faith that in the long run man can meet even the

most powerful challenge

16rbrd

, pp. 1b-16.

ttlbrd p.
,
l8lbid, p.

299.
B1-4.

:
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The present author, however, does not believe in a determinist
philosophy of history. He constantly tries to recall that history is
man-made and never a blind destiny, determinecl in advance. Trends
do change, the unexpected happens. when the need was greatest,
inspiration and leadership have often workecl near-miracles in the
history of nations. 19

,

,,, ,.,

,
,

And, he notes at the book's conclusion, '\Me have the freedom to readjust
our policies and, thereby, to deflect and change the trend",,.20
And so, even where difficulties are seen to be ,,almost
a plan

insurmountablerr,

"''.'',...,'
':-_..

for action emerges. As in An American Dilemmq, Myrdal portrays

1,.¡..,,;,,1,,

the problem of great and increasing inequality as being at base a moral

dilemma. The dilemma--and, therefore, the imperative to action--is that
of the citizens of the wealthy nations, for

act. what is urged is that the members

it is they who have the power

fo

of this exclusive group make

short-term sacrifices so that everyone, themselves included, frây benefit.
Although the sacrifice may not appear worthwhile to the
because the major benefit is

rich, this is only

indirect. This major benefit is the avoidance

of an international economic and social cataclysm in which they lose

all

of their present advantages. For Myrdal argued that whereas Marx

has

'

,,,,

,,.,',,,.,

.,.

been proven wrong about the outcome of the class struggle at the national

level, the holocaust

19t¡ia.

'o@, p. BBb.

he predicted could

in a nuclear wor.ld become an

,

'

,,','.'.
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accurate prophesy at the international 1evel.21
The initiative must come from those already

rich, l\{yrday says,

because these nations are best situated to make whatever short-run

sacrifices are necessary. The wealthy nations are also in a position to
encotrage the development of the rest of the world with trade concessions
and foreign and techni cal aid.22

2.

Economic Theory

and

3

More than either of the other books discussed in this sectÍon,
Economic Theory complements the arguments developed in An International

Economy. All of the elements comprising Myrdal's approach are present
in the earlier work, but some are not elaborated;

it is these 1ittle-developed

aspects that receive prime treatment in Economic

Theory.

The best

example of complementarity is the most basic: the cumulative,
circular
causation framework, used sparingly in An International Economy, dominates
the later

work.

The moral imperatÍve,

wlich,

as

will be shown in section 5,

below, is pervasive in An Internatigæ1_Ecglgry., is noted but not stressed.

"rbrd , pp. 815-819 and 828-826.
.)t

""rbid , pp.
23

331_-335.

Hereafter referred to as Economic Theory.
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Myrdal acldresses himself assiduously to the task of explaining how
the income gap between the rich and poor nations continues to gro*.24
As with the concept of integration in An International Economy, he begins

with a local example and then widens its scope. Circular causation, then,

is described first in a regional context. A key industry is taken away from
a town as a result of external circumstances: a
and the plant

fire burns

down the plant,

is not rebuilt. As a result, the tax base is eroded and taxes

must be raised to maÍntain services. People leave or fail to be attracted to
the town because of relatively high taxes. As the population dwindles, the
situation worsens until services are cut back, service industries leave and
other factors contribute toward contracting size and increasing poverty.

But,1iketheana1ysisofinterestratetrendsi'@,the
system

is symmetrical: if a major industry were to establish in the town,

rather than one burning down, an upward cumulative process would

be

established. such a stimulus to the rocal economy could occur
autonomously but would be more likely as a result of tax incentives or other

measures to encourage a fresh infusion of economic

activity. Normally,

such measures would be the result of government policy, rather than as

natural event: tthe cumulative process,
.)

inequalities.
z4Economic

not regulated, wil1 cause increasing

Ê,

"o'

As was the case with the analysis of interest rate movement

Theory, Chapter 2

'urbid, p. Lz.

if

a

and.B,

pp.

l-l--Bg.
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and the business cyc1e,

it is the intervention of a major i¡stitution,

in

this case the governtnent, which normally initiates a movement back toward
an equilibriurm

position. Moreover, there are so many factors cletermining

both the definition and the determination of income levels that absolute parity

with other regions remains as an abstract ideal rather than

a

precise and

achievable goal.

In terminology adopted by Myrdal, the negative effects of changes on
the achievement of stated value premise goals are thackwash effects";
the positive effects are called ',spread effects,,.26 Migration, capital
movements and trade are seen as the major rhackwash,,

or ,,spread,,effects,

depending on their direction and net effects, but there ane numerous other

factors that contribute in one direction or the other--for exampre,
expansion or
contraction of transportation faeilities, education levels, health care,
demographic trends and the tradÍtional customs of a

society.

Some of the key

determinants are amenable to direct influence through government policy.
These may be economic, social or political in their primary effects, but

all may have far-reaching effects on an economy. Each is generally

a

mixture of 'hackwash?r and ,spread'r effects, though one or the other will

prevail.

He argues, 'The main idea I want to convey is that the play of

the forces in the market normally tends to increase,

'6lbrd , pp. 2?-88.

rather

than to decrease,
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the inequalities between

regiors".2T

If things were left to market forces

unhampered by any policy
interferences, industrial production, commerce, banking,
insurance, shipping and, indeed, almost all those economic
activities which in a developing economy tend to give a bigger
than average return...would cluster in certain localities and
regions, leaving the rest of the country more or less in a

backwater.2S

Also important, once these ideas are projected to the glot:al context, is
Myrdal's theory as to how centres and peripheries evolve in the first
place.
Occasionally these favored localities and regions offer particularly
good natural conditions for the economic activities concentrated
there; in rather more cases they did so at the time when they
started to gain a competitive advantage. For naturally, economic
geography sets the stage. . . But within broad limits the power of
attraction today of a centre has its origin mainly in the historical
accident that something \¡/as once started there, and not in a number
of other places where it could equally well or better have been started,
and that the start met with success. Thereafter the ever-increasing
internal and external economies...fortified and sustained their
continuous growth at the expense of other localities and regions where
instead relative stagnation or regression became the pattern.z9
on the international scale the same principles apply. Myrdal notes
the similarity of the problem at the international level and, also, the

greater problems of internal integration faced in less developed countries.

"rbru , p.
"Ibr¿.

"ro,a.

26.
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The relations between relative lack of national economic integration
and relative economic backr,vardness run both \r/ays. To a low level
of economic developrnent correspond low levels of social mobility,
communications, and popular education; this implies greater
impediments to the spread effects of expansionary momentum. At
the same time the poorer nations havé for much the same reasons
and because of the very fact of existing internal inequalities often
been less democratic and, in any case, have, because they are
poorer, been up against narrower financial and, at bottom,
psychological !þitations on policies seeking to equalize

opportunitius.

30

One reason the international system tends to allow backwash effects

on integration to prevail is the absence of a world state which coulct

coordinate programs to reverse the

trend.

The operations of international

institutions attempting to fill this role are hampered by the lack of

a

coordinating body with power of enforcement and recognized legitimacy,
as

well as the short-sighted postures

and

policies of the rich natiorr".

tt

A second important factor is the nature of international trade.

,,Oït

the international as on the national levelrt, says Myrdal, "trade does not

by itself necessarily work for equality. It may, on the contrary, have
strong backwash effects on the under-developed countries,,.32
Manufactured goods from the advanced regions can paralyze cottage

tor¡la p.
,
3trb,d

51

, pp.

'Ibrd , p.

68-65.

51.
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industries. where two-way tracle does develop, it tends to be in the
production of primary products, where employment is mosfly
unskilled
and where market demands are often inelastic and subject to wide price

fluctuations. The excessive supply of unskilled labor in most underdeveloped economies tends to allow any advantages from lowering of

production costs to go to the importing countries; in other words,
terms
of trade, over time, r.vill worsen. since 1abor migration from these

countries is out of the question, at reast in appreciable quantities, and to

attract capital the governments must compete wií;h highly profitable and
more stable investment prospects within the rich countries themselves, the
forces for stagnation and regression meet little resistance. This situation

differs acutely from that of a century ago when Europe and North America
were developing.

ôô
oo

Having developed the theory that there is a pervasive disequlibrium
tendency within the international economic system, Myrdal devotes
the

last section of Economic Theory to a discussion of the prevalent economic
theories that postulate the opposite. The nub of the problem is broached
Ín the bookrs preface.

I

have here chosen to focus on one particular aspect of the
international situation, namery the very large and steadily
inereasing economic inequalities between developed and

tttbrd

, p.

5g.
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underdeveloped countries. Thcugh these inequalities and their
tendency to grow are flagrant realities, and though flrey form a
basic cause of the international tension in our present worlcl, they
are usually not treated as a central problem in the literature on
on underdevelopment and developrrrurrt. 34
The reason is the 'rconservative predilictionsil that steered lBth and lgth

century thinkers away from the implications of their egalitarian beliefs,
and which Myrdal had

years earlier.

--

35

first discussed in The political Element thirty

In otherwords,

it is a form of opportunism of ignorance.

The conservative predilictions are quickly reviewed in the present uolo^u.36

They include the I'natural harmony'rpremise; its corollary, lgissez-faire

political and economic policies; the free trade doctrine, with which this
argument is most closely connected; and, also very relevant, the concept of
stable equilibrium.
Because the free trade argument starts with the assumption of natural

harmony, the burden of proof is assumed to be with the interventionist. But,

Myrdal replies, t'The free trade doctrine. . . is usually presented as a
conclusion from theoretical analysis; in reality,

it is, however, the matrix

in which the entire analysis had been moulded".37 Once the natural harmony

tnrbrd

t5r"u

,

Preface, pp. v-vi.
Chapter 5, pp. 104-189.

@,

S6Economic
37rb,d

, p.

Theory, pp. 185-146.

141
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premise is abandoned, free trade becomes one
of an infinity of possibilities
ancl

is

no longer a

logically tenable practical conclusion. Even if it were,

he says, the theory is always circumseribed by
a number of abstract
assumptions and reservations, one of which is the
assumption of

competition' "Such a situatÍon has never existed

p're

and the actual trends are

to move society ever further away from it,,, M¡æd"l

""s"rt".38

Moreover,

he says, when British economic theorists were
advocating free trade,
they lvere doing so because free trade would be good
for Britain, and not
because

it would benefit the world in general; at best, the latter
would be

a happy side effect.39

But, beyond these basic arguments, Myrdar says, the convenience
of
ignorance that provides for the continued acceptance
of free trade theory,
despite growing evidence that the rich-poor gap
continues to grow

^o^"..n0

International trade theory, he says, is totaïly out of
step with rearity and as
such should be abandoned in favor of new

research. To grapple wÍth the

problems of the underdeveloped countries, and
with international trade theory
in particulat' a new generation of economÍsts must
address itself imaginatively

ttft,¿.
Snrbrd,

4orbtd

p.

146.

, pp.

L4?-L58.
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to the problem.
In our present situation the task is not, as is sometimes assumed,
the relatively easy one of filling "empty boxes" of theory with a
content of empirical knowledge about reality. For our theoretical
boxes are empty primarily because they are not built in such a,wãy
that they can hold reality. we need new theories which, however
abstract, are more realistic in the sense that they are in a higher
degree adequate to the facts.41
The conclusion is fþ¿f ne\¡/ theory must be based on premises derived

from empirical observations, premises which, if they fail to stand up to
subsequent observations, must in turn be discarded

3.

for better ones.

Beyond the Welfare State

The basic coneeptual framework and value system developed in

An International Economy again prevail in Beyond the welfare state

,

published in L960. But in this book, the main emphasis is on the specifics

of how the upsurge in planning in the wealthy countries has benefitted them.

It also discusses the theme that the underdeveloped countries must in turn
adopt government planning and work to achieve a high degree of national

integration. Ultimately, Myrdal argues, the world must, if it is to avoid
a catastrophe following from global class warfare--that

is,

the wealthy

nations ranged against the poor nations, in a nuclear confrontation--

4trbrd

, pp. 163-4. Myrdal throws the challenge of finding

new theories
to the ner¡/ generation of economists from the underdeveloped countries
in Chapter 8, pp. 98-L04.
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integrate and refine the planning process to a global level.
On the national

level, Myrdal points out that in industrialized

countries, welfare provisions, however hard-fought they may have been
in their

initial

passage through parliament, and however narrowly they

may have been voted through, are seldorn

if ever rescinded or

even

neglected, even by subsequent governments. The only large negative factor

is that, because it is easier to induce the public to spend more, than it is
to induce it to pay more, the welfare state has a tendency toward inflation
not shared by centrally-planned non-democratic socialist states such as
the Soviet Union. One favorable factor generating momentum for the newlyintroduced legislation is time*-the next generation of citizens

will

have

grown up with the provisions of the reform as part of their environment,
and cannot be expected to relinquish them voluntarily.

And, says Myrdal, so it should be with the international economic
and

political system. The revrards of such a system are great, and, though

the political institutions

for a "welfare worldl' are lacking--and are likely

to be for a long time--the economic and social institutions under the aegis of
the United Nations and other organizations aïe making a start at coordinating

internationalaid and the empirieal studies prerequisite to a closer political
union.

on balance, however, the negative cumulative effects are seen as

dominant,aselaboratedinAnInte@.Thebiggestnegative
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force without redeeming features

is, Myrdal says, the opportunistic

of politicians, particularly but not solely

p1o5's

in the more developed nations,

ancl

the responses to lobbying by special interest groups that prey on nationalist
consciousness to effect legislation not in the long-term public interest,
but to the benefit of special interests at the expense of

'foreigners't.

The

only antidote recommended is education.
Though

little

new is presented in this volume, Myrdal strengthens

his arguments in support of 'þlanning'r. And, unlike his earlier two books
on this general theme, he includes a discussion of planning in the Soviet

Union, to highlight both the effectiveness of the Soviet system in achieving
national integration (ånd, if the argument is pressed, international integration
through the Warsaw Pact) at the expense of a democratic bargaining Oro"urr.

Myrdal explores deeper in the region of convenient ignorance.

He

contends that most citizens of wealthy nations are una\¡/are of the ?teconomic

colonialism" being perpetrated by their governments and large corporations.
But he says this is only partly a result of convenient ignorance; in part, it

is the result of the provincial and parochial attitudes that stand in the way of
international integration gunu".lly.

4zBeyond

the welfare State,

43rbrd, pp.
zLB-220.

pp.

43

108-11-1.
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4.

The Welfare State in America
So strongly did Myrdal feel that the leadership of the United States

is crucial to the forward movement of international integration that

he

discussed the role played by that nation at some length in An International
Economy .

'^

À/l

The importance of the united states in the shaping of the

cumulative process toward or away from international integration, through

its leadership among industrial nations, led him to write challenge to
Affluence , published in l-963. In this book he urges that the United States
continue to move strongly to further international institutions and the

provision of foreign aid, but he recognizes that other nations must take over
increasing amounts of responsibility in that

^r"^.nU
The development of the welfare state has not evolved as quickly in the

United States as elsewhere and Myrdal is concerned about this anomaly.
He diagnoses that the cumulative trend has not been as strongly directed toward

development within the United States because growth has taken place without

this unifying device. The result which i\{yrdal finds disturbing, both for its
domestic and internatio'nal implications, is the uneven pace of economic
development in the United States.

44

An ïnternational Economy, especially pp. 326-g3j_.

-"r**,

,r", -.,ch

of this was Marshalr plan aid earmarked for
Western Europe cloes not go unnoticed., however.
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For several years the sluggish and jerhy development of the
American economy has given reâson for anxiety. A continuation
of the present trend would increasingly frustrate the foreign

policy of the united states. . .I am inclined to feel that the most
important problem in the world today is how to move the American
econonry out of the automatism of relative economic stagnation.46
The tradition of individualism in the United States has resulted in a

stultifying of government roles in the economy. This has resulted in
wceful lack of government long-range planning, and in the lack of
balanced institutional

a

a

infrastructure. At the bottom, the problem is

seen

to be the relative lack of participation by Americans in the democratic
process.
A basic cause of, or at least a common element in, all this (the
relatively small role of government within the economy and the
lack of democratic principles in the functioning of institutional
infrastructures) is that the citizensiparticipation in public life,
taken in its broadest terms, is rower in America than generally
in countries that are most similar to it in basic values. This is
true at elections but still more in the intervals between ut""tioÃ. a7
The results of this tendency within the United States may be to hamper

still further the achievement of Myrdalts welfare world. If the American
economy continues to weaken, i\{yrdal says, electoral and national frustration
could result in a policy of further retrenchment, negating whatever trends

toward internationalism remain from the early postwar era.

46challenge
Azrbrd

, p.

to Affluence, preface, p. v.
98

';t:i-:: ;.;
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American frustration at polÍcy setbacks can result in irrational

policy decisions, even though American leadership
may be reluctant to
pursue such policies. Exampres of irrational poricy
as aresurt of
setbacks stemming from weakness include the non-recognition
of china
and the embargo of soviet Bloc exports at the time
of the

Berlin Blockade.

The increasing militarism of the united states is
a further sign of wealrness.

And, following what Myrdal terms an overgenero¡,rs Marshall plan
poliey
and the leading rore Americans played in NATO
and

u.s.

now receives

in aidgiving, the

rittte sympathy for its economÍc troubles; this, too,

reinforces U. S. rigidity.
The united states has the potential to solve these problems
and to

provide strong worrd readership, Myrdal says,
but, at present, the
cumulative trend is away from the American advantage
of world leadership.

only by allowing the government a rarger role, by increasing
participation
of citizens, and by taking a broader, ronger-range perspective
on basic
issues can this happen.
The purpose of this analysis appears to be the
explanation of anomalies

within the American system relative to Myrdalrs theories
of government,
and to place the American situation in the context
of world events and of

Myrdal's hoped-for but unrearized trend toward a welfare
worrd.

5.

Some problems

,,tn"

works discussed in this section exhibited most of the
characteristics

t..a!: :.,:,:.,1

:t)J.t.::::.t"a.: :
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of Myrdal's style and the elements of his approach. 1'he very subject
matter is a manifestation of a universal outlook. The theoretical frame-

work

,

as ahvays, is by nature dynamic. The criticisms of classical

theories resulting from his conclusions provide strong evidence that
Myrdalrs ieonoclastic streak had not died. yet, he was able to express
hopefulness and optimism, at least in the long run, that his goals and ideals

for humanity would be achieved. As always, terminology was crucial,

and

was, therefore, explained with care. The epistemological principles of
convenience of knowledge and ignorance, and of a 'higher,r and t,Lower,,
set of valuations, remained. Nevertheless, something important was missing.
The

missing element was the derivation of valuations,

and the

concomitant objectivity. However perceptive Myrdal's insights and skeptical
comments may have been, however persuasive his arguments, the
inescapable fact is that the value premises, though desirable from the

perspective of a western scholar and perhaps many others of similar

learnings, were imputed rather than derived. Inescapably, this had an
important effect on the moral imperative as Myrdal perceived it.
The moral imperative suffers from a further complication. Because

the main argument concerns the actions of governments rather than of

individuals, the moral dilemma to which Myrdal addresses himself in
4n Elg_rnatfonal

Econo

is not as clear-cut as it was in, for example,

An American Dilemma, where the issue was quickly reduced to individuals

'irl:i/.ì liì_

i.-ì -i:: Ì

r::'t
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conrmittinginjusticesagainstotherindividuals.Here,instead,the
is
is the arena of international politics' where the activity
action centre

a

moral decisions, ancl where
step removed from the individuals making
specifically by large,
instead the decisions are made by institutions,
no clear demarcation between
impersonal nation states. Moreover, there is

thepolicyrecommendationsurgedonthenations,andtheplanofactionto
be followedby their

on
citizens. And, because Myrdal's conclusion' based

empiricalstudies,isthatthetrendisawayfromthedesiredgoalof
in conveying
economic integration, there is an added difficulty
international

a persuasive

to justify
argument. credibility suffers when Myrdal is obliged

gap between what
an imputed valuation, and when the

is actually happening

andwhatMyrdalstronglybelievesmusthappeninordertoavoidserious
of faÍth in the destiny
long-run consequences, must be filled with a statement

of man.

AstrengthofthestudyisMyrdal'sconceptoftheintegratednational
of national planning and
state, based on the empirically observed concepts
countries' Myrdal
its growing importance in rapidly-growing industrialized

vision of a '\¡¡elfare worldrt in
applies insight and imagination to develop his

whichallbenefit.Butevenheretheanalogyisnotwithoutseriousflaw.
to exclude the soviet
Myrdal feels impelled to qualify his '\¡/elfare world"

Unionandthenationsunderitshegemony.ThoughMyrdalstatesclearly
question of ,þlanned economies,, as a
and repeatedly that he regards the

I

:'r:

i'l:
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sterile controversy based on faulty premises

and ignorance, he nevertheless

tecognizes the political reality of the 'tEast-west conflictr" and itlterprets
the Cold War as a confrontation between an authorita,rian, repressive

regime and the forces for Democràcy, a valuation strongly espoused in
the

work.48 But nowhere

does he show the source of the 'Democracy"

valuation, or for that matter, the Source of the "integration" valuation'
In fact, Myrdal evinces some defensiveness in discussing his choice
of valuations. In the preface, he says,

I take lightly the criticism that my approach is that of a philosophical
idealist; I consider it realistic to seek to account in a methodologically
satisfactory fashion for all the facts. People's strivings are, indeed,
among the most important social facts and they largely determine the
course of history...At bottom international economic integration is,
like all other economic and socÌal issues, a moral problem.49
His defensive comment about international economic integration seeming

50

The
like a 'tar-fetched ideal" has been quoted above in another "o"t"*t'
inclusion of a five?age appendix appears almed at justifying the choice of

valuations. Here in fact he is answering critics who might contend that most

48It

be kept in mind here, in all fairness, that the era within which
Myrdal was writing this was the end of the Stalinist period, an epoch
characterized by brutality and repressive authoritarianism from which
the country still has not completely recovered, a period which was-and is --widelY misunderstood.

*ort

49An
uorr,

International Economy, P. x.

*"rton 1, above.

I
I
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people clo not in fact subscribe to the value premises

if for no other reasou

than ignorance of its existence.

A value premise should not be chosen arbitrarily: it must be relevant
and significant in relation to the society in which we live. It can,
therefore, only be ascertained by an examination of what people actually
desire. Peoplers desires are to some extent regularly founded on
erroneous beliefs about facts and casual relations. To that extent a
corrected value premise--corresponding to what people would desire
if their knowledge about the world ar_o¡nd them were more perfeet-can be construed and has tul"t"n"".51

This sounds more like Myrdal the legalist than Myrdal the champion of
democracy. However, in the final chapter of An International Economy,
in the summation, Myrdal goes to even greater lengths to emphasize the
fundamental importance of the decision-making of the individual, even in
the determÍnation of international events.

In the Greek tragedy the fateful conflict that in the last act brings
defeat and death to the hero raged in his own breast. .. The real
tragedy in human a-ffairs is that people, who have the propensities
for good, dorvrong, and thus cause misfortune to each other and to
themselves. bz

In seeming contradiction to the quotation from the appendix, Myrdal
emphasizes the

critical importance of the decision-rnaking of the

individual. He continues:

51An

International Economy, appendix,

5'fbrd

, pp. 8oo-80l.

p.

886.
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As man is good ancl has the power of reason, he can attempt to dispel
the clouds of his emotions, overcome the opportunism of his ig'norance,
reach a fuller and more dispassionate l<nowledge about himself and the
world and, indeed, change his attitudes so that they become more
rationally related to the existing facts and to his deepest valuations, his
ideals. 53
These are noble thoughts and worthwhile convictions, but they are not

derived from a rational appraisal of existing valuations; on the contrary,
they are designed to bridge the gap between a dismal prognosis and its
unhappy

implications. In fact, these statements smuggle in a strongly-

held personal

value. The argument that people would, with the proper

education, subscribe to a particular value premise eschews the problem of
the fine line between education and propaganda.

It simply is not convincing.

The arguments discussed in this section are based on Myrdalrs

personal valuations,

it

must be concluded. But, like The Political Element,

which retained much of its value despite changes in the viewpoint of íts

author, the writings of the 1-950's are not without

merit.

They serve to

highlight, from the vantage point of a concerned western scholar,s value
premises, the growing disequilibrium in material wealth between the
underdeveloped regions and the industrialized nations. And they set the
stage

for a remarkable study in which the valuations are again based on an

exploration of the aspirations of the subject group.

uSlbid,

p.

Bo1.
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B. A Culmination
I\{yrdal's massive study of economic and socÍal conditions in South
Asia is in a sense the culmination of a lifetime of experience and ref,lection.
Whereas in the works discussed in Section

A, Myrdal

focused. on the ideal

of a better-integrated world and the obstacles to that goal, in Asian Drama
he addresses himself to the problems the underdeveloped nations must face
when attampting to raise their level of

prosperity.

So accustomed

is Myrda1

to takÍng the broadest possible approach that he dÍrects his attention to an

entire region rather ttran a single country. And, whereas in the studies on
the theme of a 'belfare world't Myrdal encountered difficulties in justifying

hÍs choice of value premises, in the south Asia study, as in An American
DÍIemma, the choice is dictated by the realistic assessment of both
aspirations of the populace and of the available alternatives. The framework within which the agonizing process of achieving the modernization
ideals is to take place is once again that of cumulative causation, but the
dominant theory that has determined many beliefs about growth of underdeveloped regions, the Harrod-Domar growth model and its refinements,

are e>çlicitly and emphatically refuted. And, though one important
conclusion is that the poorer countries

will

have to rely most heavily on

themselves to achieve the moderrrization ideals, Myrdal nevertheless

perceives

a

powerful moral imperative operating in the wealthy nations to

provide more and better quality aid to all poor countries, whether the

!--
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immediate goals are to continue a desirable trend or to combat starvation.
Despite the many somber conclusions he is forced to reach, Myrdal is
able in the long run to maintain his optimistic outlook.
Two years after Asian Drama was published, Myrdal published
companion

.

volume,

separate volume in

its

own

right,

and

The

a

laltet work is

a

it broadens the purview of the

conclusions to embr ace allof the underdeveloped regions of th world.54

54The

Challenge of world Poverty, Preface,

p. x.

On the following Page,
Myrdal adds, 'l will restrict my analysis in this book, however, to the
non-Communist world. This may be deemed a not entirely wellmotivated decision. . . The main reason for excluding the Communist world
from consideration in this book is, however, the practical one of limiting
the study within a manageable scope ". This line of reasoning is not
entirely convincing, although it is true lhat a great number of practical

problems would arise from an attempt to integrate the socialist underdeveloped countries into the discussion. It must be kept in mind,
however, that Myrdal also admits, in another work, t'The writer may be
permitted the observation that few things in the outcome of this study have
been more disturbing to him, in view of his own personal valuations, than
the conclusion that political democracy is not a necessary element in the
modernization ideals!t. See Asian Drama, p. 65. Moreover, the fact
remains, China and Cuba have attained far more success in coping with
the problems of underdevelopment than have almost any of the countries
Myrdal has included within his purview. This is palpably true by
standards of GNP and other more orthodox indicators; it is to a f.ar
greater extent true by the yardsticks Myrdal prefers to apply. It seems
anomalous in any situation--including this one--to conduct an empirical
study with the purpose of solving a particular problem, while deliberately
leaving off the agenda two of the specimens that have been the most
successful in coping with these challenges. Such an omission might have
been excusable in the late 1950's when the limits of the South Asia study
were being determined; by the time the sequel was begun in the late 1960's
this situation was no longer in effect.
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But

it

systematizes the policy conclusions of Asian Drama, and so may

legitimately be included for practical reasons in the discussion of the

larger study. Indeed, in his Preface, Myrdal himself refers to it

as

lthe missing eighth part of the earlier book,,.
The value premises chosen for the study are what Myrdal terms
I'the modernization idealsfr. As
stated above, these value premises are

derived empirically from the study and so attain an air of legitimacy never

enjoyedby those of the works of the 1gb0's. They meet the criterion of
relevance, Myrdal says, in that they reflect the valuations of people
concerned with poverty in South

Asia. In other words, the perspective

taken

is that of the citizens of the country under investigation, keepÍng in mind
that

it is not feasible to return to conditÍons

that existed in the pre-colonial

period.
In the present study we have attempted to look at the problems Ín the
countries of south Asia as they appear from the point of view of the
interests and ideals, norms and goals, that are relevant and
significant in these countries themselves. The interests of foreign
countries are left out of consideration entirely, so far as the value
premises are concerned. 55

55A"iun

D*"*u, p. 51.

chapter z is an elaboration of ,The value premÍses
chosen", pp. 49-69. In the chapter following, Myrdal actually does
discuss some of the "traditional " values widely held in South Asia. Some
are based on folklore and misinformation; others are simply unattainable:
it is not possible to turn back the clock. The method of arriving at a set
of valuations is not greatly different from that applied in An American
Dilemma, though a code of valuations was not so r"rdy-ñffi
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Such an approach does not rule out the possibility of a stucly carried out

from the perspective of other nations; 56 rather it would force such a
study to state its goais for what they are rather than to introduce ambiguity

by implying that the value premises of some outside region are universal
in nature, as did the British in the 19th century.ST
Though plainly there

is room for discussion as to what constitutes

the

modernization ideals, and on the nuances of meaning within the categories
chosen, the value premises Myrdal enumerates are catholic enough to

embrace the most important elements of most conceptualizations of

modernization. Still, because many of the terms are value-laden

and

therefore inherently vague, there remains scope for disagreement over the

order of priority and the precise meanings of the premises chosen. But
there are other difficulties:
They ( the ideals ) overlap in part and are generally interrelated,
for two reasons: first, all conditions in a social system are causally
interrelated, and, second, since all the more specific value premises
should satisfy the first premise of rationality, they have to form a
logically coherent system. As they all have an independent value and
not only an instrumental one, the modernization ideals, though usually
mutually supporting, occasionally conflict with each other. The
system can be worked out, verified, and specified by analysis; but,

u6Aqr4r,

Drama, p. bo.

Ut*u Subsection 2,

Section

A,

aloove.
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except for the primary quest for rationality, these ideals are all
somewhat indeterminate and vague. This fact should not be concealed
by any conceptual tricks. It does not, however, seriously decrease
their usefulness as value premises for scientific study of the problems.
Generally speaking, their fuller realizatïon is remote. In using the
modernization ideals as value premises in our study we are simply
assuming the desirability of bringing societv closer to these ideals
and the undesirability of a lapse backward. SB
The value premises chosen

for the study are: a rational approach

to issues (as opposed to one based on superstitious beliefs or illogical
reasoning); development and planning for development; a rise in

productivity; higher levels of living; social and economic equalization;
improved institutions and attitudes; national consolidation; national
independenee; political democr:acy, both at the government level and at the

grass roots

level; social discipline;

and

finally, as a eatch-all category,

the derived value premises emerging from the pursuit of the goals just
enumerated.-59
The familiar theoretical framework, this time labelled

'bircular

causation with cumulative effects", is again employed throughout Asian Drama.

But, added to this theory of dynamics is

a teleological theory of development,

the most important feature of which is the hierarchy of causatiorr.

58rbid

, p.

?1.

u'*jg-, pp. 5?-69
60thi"

concept

will

be discussed presently.
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circular causation theory is basically unchanged from its earlier appeararìce
in Economic Theory, but it is elaborated here in much more detail to
explain, among other things, the institutional approach to problem-solving.
In its broadest sense, the cumulative causation framework is used to
depict the factors contributing to the worsening of economic conditions in
South

Asia. But it is also invoked to aid in illustrating specific examples

of how the numerous smaller fa'ctors combine and reinforce one another in
exacerbating the situation. For example, the historical background
described in Part Two provides an interpretation of how the cumulative

process

norv

working to hamper attempts to achieve the moderoízatiom ideals

have evolv"d.61 The description of how the intricate social and institutional

interrelationships combine with a misunderstanding of the facts and of
linkages to contribute to the present-day economic situation is also framed

in a lbircular causationl' formulation. 62 The discussion of labor utilizatíon
in Part Five calls for a dynamic, cumulative framework in explaÍning

3 th"

framework re-

appears in the long and detailed examination of agriculturc poli"y.64

6tArru.
Gtfbrd
uSrbtd

un]þ¡u

Drama

Chapters

4-9, vol. i.

,

Chapters 10-14, vol. i.

,

chapter 21, vol. ii.

,

chapter 26, vol. ii.
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Section Sevett, which focuses on the positive potential--and the limitations

of the present situation--in the fields of health and education, is also
presented in the terminology of the cumulative causation

,y"t"*.65

Finally, in the appendices, the discussion of the specifics of breaking
present pattern and reversing

it, the putting forward

the

of the 'big push'r

argument, is couched in terms of attempting to control simultaneously as
many single though interrelated factors within the cumulative process as

possible, in order to reverse the direction of the entire Oro""rr.
The 'hierarchy of causation" teleology is developed for ilre

time in AppendÍx

2.

UU

first

The basic idea is that there are sixbroad categories

that are causally interrelated--that

is,

a change in one

will

cause changes

in the others.
The six conditions are output and incomes; conditions of production;

levels of living; attitudes toward life and work; institutions; and policies.
By viewing these conditions from the perspective of the modernization ideals,
one Ís provided with a sense of what constitutes favorable or unfavorable

changes. Broadly, the first three categories are usually seen as the

Gulbrd

,

66rbid

, vol. iii, pp. 1897-1900,

chapters zg-Bg, vol.

iii.

Appendix 2. The ,hig push'?thesis is
thus not greatly different from the concept Myrdal had of improving
the state of equality for the Negro in the 1940's: 'llt can be generally
stated, however, that it is likely that a rational policy will never work
by changing only one factor't. See An American Dilemma, p. TT, and.
and Chapter IV, above.
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'reconomic factors", the fourth and

fifth as the rhon-economic factors,,,

and the sixth as a sort of hybrid, with

its color depending on whether

specific policy impinges more heavily on the
"economic,

a

or 'non-

economic" sphere. changes in conditions may be exogenous,
such as

lower production due to unfavorabre monsoons or, conversery, higher
production and incomes following a favorable combination
of external

elements. or, they may be endogenous, as when the functions of
institutions change or when governments implement new policies
which either
accidentally or by design induce favorabre or unfavorabre change.

one serious problem, Myrdar says, is that most of the analysis is
conducted on the basis of incorrect assumptions:
Many economic models and the majorpart of the work on pranning
for development in south Asia are based on certaÍn *rro*ptiorr, usually left implicit, or abstract and unclear. The three main ones
are:
(a) That analysis can be safely concentrated on the interaction of the
conditions in categories 1-3 (the "economic factorsr) and on those
policies in 6 (the policies) that are directed at inducing changes
in
conditions 1-8. Frequently even category B (revers orlirring) is
left out of account.
(b) That the chain of causation between the conditions considered is
not impeded by attitudes and institutions.
(c) That the conditions under 4 and 5 (attitudes and institutíons) are
highly responsive to changes in 1-B or even l_ andZ.67

In fact, Myrdal would argue, the exact opposite is croser to the

truth: from the point of view of inducÍng

favorable change, policy is the key

variable. Moreover, the most effective policies are often those aímed
674"i"r,

Drama, vor. iii, pp. L863-L864.

at
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altering attitudes

ancl

institutions, since these are the most difficult to

change.

In reality the attitudes and institutions are, as tve shall point out,
stubborn and not easily changed, least of all indirectly. Little
reliance can be placed on the indirect effects of changes in
categories l--3 and sti1l less in only 1 and 2. Attitudes and institutions
represent heavy elements of social inertia that hamper and slow
down the circular causation within the social system among the
conditions in these categories. This, expressed in the most abstract
terms, is the general reason for adopting what is customarily called
and rrinstitutional approacht', which focuses the study of underdevelopment
an development on attitudinal and institutional problems. For the
practice of planning, this implies the need for policies aimed at
changing conditions under 4 and 5 directly and the futility of relying on
the indirect effects of changes induced by conditions 1-8, or only L
and 2.68

For example, under the existing landowning system in most underdeveloped countries, there is

little incentive for

tenants or smallholders

to innovate for increased production: the benefits would accure principally
to the landlords or moneylenders. Similarly, as long as large families are
a source of pride and a sense of accomplishment, there will be little that
can be done to curb effectively rapid population

increases. In each of these

câses, attitudes and institutions afiect in a fundamental way the output,
conditions of production and levels of living of a community. In fact, most
of the bookts three volumes is a catalog of obstacles to improved economic
conditions stemming from institutional or attitudinal conditions. In

utrbra
.
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introducing the argument, Myrdal states:
Not only is the social and institutional structure different from
the one that has evolved in Western countries, but, more
important, the problem of development in South Asia is one
calling for induced changes in that social and institutional structure,
as it hinders economic development and as it does not change
spontaneously, or, to any very large extent, in response to policies
restricted to the 'bconomic'1 sphere...So our approach is broadly
ttinstitutional", and we plead for greatly intensified research efforts
along these lines.69

In a world where the industrialized nationsf economies continue to grow,
the stagnant or retrogressive economies of the less developed regions

will,

by default, contribute to the growing economic disequilibrium tendency

now in

motion.

Change is what is needed

if this trend is to be reversed.

After all, Itthe movement of the whole social system upwards is what all
of us in fact mean by development. There is no escape from this,

if

we

want to be 'realis1¡"' ".70

It

should not be surprising, then, that Asian Drama is extremely

policy-oriented. The surprise is that the volume coordinating the policy
recommendations had to wait two more
the preface to The challenge of woqld

years. In fact, Myrdal states in

Poverty that the primary stimulus

to its publication was the opportunistic interpretation of the message

69rbrd

, vol. i, p.26.

tolbrd

, vol. iii, p. 1868.

r"*:r:l:i_r'al::::.

t76
contained in Asian

Drama: 'T am thus fully aware that Asian Drama

was often mistaken as rendering argu;:nents for not bothering to

try to aid

the underdeveloped countries in their development efforts, which pleased
the conservatives and

still more the reactionaries iu Western countrie""'

71

of
No such doubts remain in the newer volume. Though a large segment

The challenge of world Poverty is occupied by Part Two, "The Need

for Radical Reforms in Underdeveloped Countriestt,

a

large section is also

devoted to Part Three, "The Responsibility of the Developed Countries"'
Eve,n the wording points toward a

responsibility, a moral imperative.

By far most important are the needed reform policies in the underdeveloped countries themselves. But the difficulties they encounter
are so great that most of them will have slight chances to succeed
without more aid from the developed countries''"
And so

it is in The

Challenge of World Poverty that Myrdal states most

explicitly the moral imperative which he perceives as falling to the wealthy
nations of the

world.

Though the main thrust of Myrdal's arguments relates

to the policy formation of rich and poor nations' governments, he nevertheless
important
states his conviction that people's moral valueS are in fact an
ingredient in the development matrix

It is my firm conviction,

71The

founded upon study and

Challenge of 'World Poverty, Preface,

"ro^ , p. 4b.

reflection, that only

pp' ix-x'
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by appealing to peoples'mora1 feelings will it be possible to create
the popular basis for increasing aid to underdeveloped countries
as substantially as is needed. ''
l\{yrdal adds ernphaticallY

:

I am not saying this as a moralist. It is certainly true that it
agrees with my personal valuations as well as with my quest for
honesty and clarity as a student of economic issues. But quite
apart from that, I want the statement to be considered as an

assertion by a social scientist about facts and factual relations as
they are revealed by study of economic policies in our contemporary
world...This is, aS I see it, one important lesson that we can learn
from our eqperiences after the (Second World) war. When politicians
and experts become so timid about giving due importance to moral
motivations in this and many other fields, true realism iS absent. . .
Frankly, I believe it is unrealistic and self defeating to distrust the
moral forces in a nation.T4
Throughout the text of Asian
nowhere broached so

Drama itself , the issue of morals is

directly. Nevertheless, it pervades

the entire

argument. The act of adopting the modernization ideals by the underdeveloped countries, and, in the wealthier countries, of making public

commitments to assist in the achievement of these ideals, establishes a set

of moral norms at the national level which can be easily endorsed by

individuals. The shortfalls lie not with the moral imperative, but rather
with the 'rloryer" compartment of our valuationS, the opportunistic
interpretations of facts, with insincerity and hypocrisy, with propagandizing
deceit in both rich nations and poor.

t3fbtd p. 868.
,
'Arb,.d.

, pp.

BGs-369.

t7B

'Ihe Prologue to Asian Drama, "The Beam in Our Eyesr',
ana15'zes

75

the various \Mays that bias has crept into the way of thinking of

professional observers

and.

Western scholars. Propaganda stemming from

the Cold War, the innocent desire to be "diplomatic'1 in balancing unpleasant
conclusions with more palatable prognostications; the transfer to unclerdeveloped regions such as South Asia of concepts which, whatever their

validity in the advanced countries, are clearly inapplicable in alien
institutional milieu; and attitudes of moral superiority on the part of the

rich, all serve to hamper economic progress.
Other practices include the opportunistic ignorance of the officials of
many Western governments of the tremendous benefits that could accrue to
underdeveloped countries as a result of trade concessions; the

propagandistic overtones of foreign aid, whereby 'tied" loans of limited
usefuluess to recipient countries and other loan commitments are freely
confused with outright

gifts and concessions or military aid designed to

benefit the donor; and corrupt practices in the less developed countries
which encourage the survival of the "softr? or corrr4)tion-prone

,

siate.76

Since all of these practices have obvious moral connotations, and

75

Ibid , pp. 5-35.

t6th"ru

aspects are best summed up in Section Three of Tþglha4gggg
of World Poverty, pp. 275-385.
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since the effects of these practices are constantly pointed out throughout
Asian Drama, the moral aspect of econornic development may be seen to
be a ubiquitous characteristic of the work.
So

far, Myrdalts positive statements and theoretical

contributions

have received primary emphasis. But some of the most important aspects

of the workare the result of Myrdal's skepticism, his iconoclasm and his
argumentative frame of mind.
The

first major criticism is of the available

data.

wherever I turned, I found that any statistics available had to be
scrutinized most severely before being used; at best they were
highly uncertain and not as specific as the analyst would desire.
Most of the general figures so confindently quoted in the literature,
such as those pertaining to Írends in income, population, literacy,
and school enrolment, prove to be no more than extremely crude
guesses' often palpably wrong...when, instead, I made my own more
specífic estimates on the basis of meager statistics--as, for instance,
in regard for schooling--they were of necessity extremely tentative,
often having as their main purpose to indicate more clearlv the sort
of data that should be produced by further research. TT
Because there never was any intention of generating data from

primary

research during the course of the study, the shortcomings of data have

resulted in many cases in more generalized recommendations. In many
cases the result was a compendium of questions that must be answered in

order to understand better the causes of poverty in the region.
The conclusions reached and the supportive reasoning are thus highly

77Arr"r,

Drama

Preface, p. xi.
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conjectural, as we shall often have occasion to remind the reader.
It remains a worthwhile scientific task to state clearly what is not
Imown but should be lçnown in order to understand what is happening.
Indeed, one of the main purposes of the book is to inclicate gaps in
knowledge and to spell or"rt at some length a system of rational
hypotheses for further research; and this can only be done by
conjectural reasoning. 78

But, during the course of his research, Myrdal was to bring to
light a more serious deficiency.
As I worked on I became increasingly a\¡/are that many of the concepts
and theories commonly used in anúyz'rng the problems of the underdeveloped countries in South Asia broke down when criticized from the
point of vier,v of their logical consistency and their realism, that is,
theÍr adequacy to reality. To work my \¡/ay through what I gradually
came to view as severely biased preconceptions--many of which I had
shared with most of my fellow economists--was again a slow and painful
process. . .I would like to emphasize thatl am deeply conscious of the
fact that I have myself,ghared many of the ways of thought that I
criticize in this book. '"

This insight is what sets the work apart from others in the field--including
Myrdal's earlier works. It is what enables Myrdal to pinpoint shortfalls in
other theory and to vtilize his institutional approach despite imprecise
conclusions.

That the coefficients for interrelations between different changes in the
circular causation of a cumulative process âre not well lanown is no
defense for substituting a model in simply economic terms--mostly
reduced to financial and, indeed, fiscal magnitudes. This is so

?8rbid,

p.

44.

ttÍbrd p. xii.
,
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particularly since the attitudes, institutions, and levels of living in
underdeveloped countries are of so very much greater importance for
development than they are in developed countri"r.80
In Appendix 3, Myrdal provides a detailed analysis of the general
statement made periodically in the study regarding the relevance of
Western economic models.

Another thought basic to the separation of "economic"from "noneconomicrrfactors is the assumption--large1y correct for Western
countries--that people's attitudes and their social institutions are
standardized and are therefore either adapted or adaptable to economic
progress. Abstracting from them is therefore legitimate for many
problems in the West. The same assumption cannot, however, be
macle about attitudes and institutions in South Asia. Western theories
provide a convenient escape from the fact that attempts to change
attitudes and institutions in that part of the world ordinarily meet
with strong oppogition from vested interests and with other obstacles
Sl
and inhibitions.

It is important

to be aware that the stringent qualifications about and objections

to the application of Western models in South Asia do not constitute

a

broadside against model-building. The argument is merely that models
applicable in a South Asian setting must be constructed with more càr.e,
and often must be more complex, than in the \Ä/est, because many

factors--

often institutional or attitudinal--which can be safely regarded as independent

80The

Challenge of world Poverty

, p. 24.

8lAri"rl D.u*", vol. iii, p. L942. In a footnote in the Prologue-:page 16-Myrdal is more cautious: "Throughout this book I am making the
generous assumption that the Western approach is fairly adequate to
Western conditions. This may be a overstatement.
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variables in a Western context become highly dependent in a South Asia
setting.

Models are essential aids to clear thinking. Indeed, all thinking
in terms of systematic functional relationships between variables
is model-building and model-using. Anyone attempting to trace
and compare the effects of various policies in underdeveloped
countries is using Some model, though he may be as unaware of it
as Monsieur Jourdain was that for more than forty years he had
been speaking prose.82
The real danger in applying Western models in South Asia, says

Myrdal, is that they facilitiate the development of an anlysis more in line
with the biases of the researcher than with

reality.

better off with no model at allthan with

one that

be

a bad guide

The researcher may

is so misleading--".

.

.

is not necessarily better than none: bad guides not only

mislead but also give false confidence ".

83

The broadside--and here the metaphor is

fully approprÍate--is

reserved specifically for models which use the capital./output ratio as a
central feature, in a South Asian setting. The real culprits are seen to
be the Cobb-Douglas Production Function and, more frequently, aggregative

models such as the Harrod-Domar and its descendents. The attack is

two-dimensional, transcendental and immanent. First Myrdal challenges
the notion that the capitalf output models are relevant to planning in the

t'Ibrd vol. iii, p.
,
83trta.

1962.

:a::.'r- -1,':.1)

-11

.r.ii t-. iìi';.:.j,f,:-1-:..:-.j.
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region. He contends that they meet

none of the fundamental

criteria of

relevance to the probrem at hand, Iogicar consistency,
adequacy to

reality or correspondence to observable facts.
Thus our objection to the use of certain economic
models is not that
they abstract. . .but that they abstract illegitimately;
not that they
separate, but that they separate inseparrbr"r; not that they
aggrá gate,
but that their aggregation destroys cruciar clivisions.
,rrã #:"ãrr"
is that they assume as independent what is dependent
and as given what
has to be created; and that they are appried direcily
to country-wide
planning in the underdeveloped countries of
Asia without prooer
allowance for the forces excluded from the model
.g[-

But this is not sufficient. The transcendentar criticism
comprete,

Myrdal embarks on an immanent

criticism.

,\Me therefore
assume that

attitudes, institutions, and policies are constant, that changes
in revels of
living have no effect on output, and that secondary dynamic
effects on other
investments can be ignored.
The

list

85

of problems and inconsistencies located in the
application of

the immanent criticis* is

failure to arrive

long. perhaps

the greatest shortcoming was the

at firm definitions of the elements of the model. Myrdal

distinguishes eleven separate genuses of. capital/output
ratio in order to

highlight the problems inherent in simple aggregation.
Then he turns to the

tn*ru-, p.
1966. onpages

196s-1966 is a more eomprehensive breakdown
of the minimum requirements which Myrdal says
models must meet if
they are to be usable.

tu*a p. 1969.
,
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problems erlcountered in measuring "capital" and I'outputt'" The
systern breaks down at once because the aggregatlons involved cannot

possibly reflect al1 of the combinations of ratios feasible withÍn the

systern. The model features an aggregation, for example, of industries
whose relative contributions to economic output are impossible to weÍght

because of differences in individual

ratios, life of capital stock,

changes

over time in quality and in technology. The time-span appropriate to the
model is also difficult to determine. Moreover, the simplifyíng assumptions
leave

little to relate in the ratio. Myrdal observes, "The distinction

between the two types of

criticism is to

some extent

artificÍal.

A

distinction cannot always be clearly drawn between assumptions that are

logically valid but unrealistic and assumptions that are logically faulty. "86
Other problems can develop when attempting to apply a capital/output
model to the development of a budget. One is confusion between the
development budget and the overall development

plan. This confusion,

Myrdal says, is often an outgrowth of thinking in terms of finance and of
eapital/output ratios.87 Myrdal cautions that priees must be seen as

tulbrd p.
1993. The appendix on models is found on pp. Lg4t-2004.
,
ttr.r¡U

, Appendix 4,

"The Structure of the plans,,, pp. 2005-2080.
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current facts, and do not contain any inherent justice or ?'rightness'r, but
rather are subject to the effects of government through controls on the
industrial sector, such as licencing.

SB

In addition to problems encountered with theoretical constructs, many
concepts commonly used by Western econom'ists in their own back yard are

totally inappropriate to South AsÍa. These include terms such as fraverage
income per capitart; 'halanced growth", which Myrdal believes

is inheren4y

unattainable; and I'optimum population'r.
One of the most serious conceptual

difficulties lies with the terms

t'unemployment't and
"uncleremployment't. The difficulties are fundamental

in nature: 'While we shall focus our attention on the manner in rnhich the
'modernt approach deals with the analysis of emptoyment problems, this

topic is but a species of a genus, namely aggregative model-building of the
western typs".
apply

89

The concept spawns a host of problems when trying to

it to a South Asia setting. Myrdal

contends that the

term ',unemployment'r

implies the existence of a labor market, and one that has developed standardized

8trb,.d

Appendix 5, 'A Note on rAccounting, prices and the Role of the
Price Mechanism in planning for Development'r, pp. 2081-2040.

tnrb,.d

,

, pp. 962-968, vol. ii. chapter 21 is devoted to a discussion of
ttunemploymenttt and'underemploymentr'.
The subject is further
analyzed in Appendix 6, "A criticar Appraisal of the concept and
Theory of underemployment", and. Appendix 16, 'A critical Appraisal
of selected studies on funemployment' and 'underemploymentii.
But the most succinct summary of Myrdalrsposition is onpp. LB-15 of
The Challenge of \Morld povertv.
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units of

labor. within

such a framer.vork, a person not ernployed

for

a

complete "work year", or one who is employed but contributes little

or

no productive

activity for part of a year, can safely be considered

'runderemployed". If during
unemployed

a

for several years

as Joan Robinson

prolonged depression he remains
and ceases

to seek work actively; he may be,

initially termed it, part of a group comprising the

nationts "disguised unemployment,,. unemployment moreover is assumed
to be involuntary in nature. The remedy is customarily diagnosed to be an
increase in capital investment into the economy, the amount of which can
be estimated with reasonable accuracy by means of applying various

economic models which relate capital input to increases in aggregate output
and employment.

""
90

In south Asia, Myrdal says, the majority of those not working

fulfill

few, if any, of the assumed criteria. The theory implied by the terminology
therefore is not relevant or practical for appried research in the region.
Worse, there is a tendency for Western observers to assume that those not

90

In a footnote, Ibid, p. 996, vol. ii, Myrdal notes that, in order to apply
a qualitative aãpect to the model, a theory was developed to enable
economists to compute the productivity of edueation and so to develop a
theory of t'investment in man'r. The argument relating to this aspect
will not be pursued here, but the nature of Myrdal's misgivings will
already be evident from the overail discussion of the concept of
ttunemploymenttr. See also
Chapter 2g, ilInvestment in Man'r, vol. iii
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involuntarily unemployed simply have a ¡rreference for leisure over work.
But the lack of a fluid labor market (particularly in caste-ri.dden Inrlia but
elsewhere as rvell);

ill health, possibly as a result of nutritional deficiency;

climati.c conditions which make work impossible or

difficult;

unawareness

of available opportunities; social and religious taboos acting to limit

mobility further; and many other factors may be decisive in contributing
toward idleness. Many of the aforementioned factors are amenable to
change

if appropriate policies are adopted.9l There is potential, he says,

to increase the size of the work force, the duration of time the members of
the work force are producing, and the efficiency of the work force in terms

of output per man-hour if conscious efforts are directed toward

this;

however,

using the Western approâch, emphasis is restricted to increasing production

through the

first

of thesethese alternatives. Furthermore, he says, the fact

that this potential exists belies the assumption that the marginal product of

labor in underdeveloped economies

i,

"""o.92
At bottom, the problem encountered is that the labor market is like

virtually all other markets in underdeveloped countries--imperfect to the
point where formal categotization and measurements are meaningless.

nlrbrd pp.
1-01-4-1015, vol. ii.
,
2
-Ibid
, p. 2050, voI. iii. In footnote 3, Myrdal indicates

a variety of
which make this assumption e4plicitly; in any case, he says
is implicit in the model.

õt"""
it
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One

further divergence between Myrdal and the ideas developed by

other economists bears investigation: the lssue of initial conditions. Myrdal
discusses at length comparisons between South Asia's underdeveloped
conclition in the 1960rs and the
ttSuch comparisons", he

initial state of the now-developed countries.

says, "are valid and relevant inasmuch as the

differences between the two groups of countries are, on the whole, much

greater than the differences within the groups".93 Myrdal continues, r'The
general conclusion we shall reach is that the differences in initial conditions

are extremely significant and that they regularly work to the disadvantage of
the underdeveloped countries of South Asia. "94
Making general comparisons in an inexact way

is,

M5ædal says, vastly

different from an attempt to categori.ze a "stage of growthrttheory, which he
says presupposes a predetermined sequence of stages. And such a theory
assumes that the primary difference is a time

lag. But, he says,

"The

logical weakness in this theory is at once apparent when we try to determine
more precisely the appropriate period of comparisorr".9S In Myrdalts
ntIb,.d

, p. 673, vol. i. Most of the comments on such comparisons are
in Chapter 14, tDifferenees in Initial Conditions", pp. 673-?05. Minor
aspects surface Ín Chapter 15, vol. ii, on pp. 712-715,'and in Chapter
L6, on pp. 74I-743 and 771-775. The same ground is covered more
briefly in
, pp. 2S-45.

n"rbrd

, pp.

6T8 -.674.

oÃ.

""Ibid , p.

6?5.
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discussion, the time period of comparisons is left deliberately vague.
One key difference is that at

their early stages of development

the

no\/-rich countries had no comparatively wealth competitors well established
in the

world.

The implication is developed at once: "The fact that some

countries without abundant natural resources have succeeded in creating

a

flourishing industry, mainly by importing raw materials--notably Switzerland,
Denrnark, and Japan--does not necessârily mean that South Asia could do
the same.

96
t'""

The lack of natural resources--at least so far discovered--

in South Asia must therefore stand as a limiting factor not previously
circumscribing potential so severely.
Climate is also seen to be a vital ingredient. Virtually all of the
western industrialized nations flourished in a temperate climate, free from
the discomforts and more serious limitations of arid or tropical conditions.9T
Other factors Myrdal compares, to illustrate the special difficulties

n6rbid

, p.

677.

97Myrd"1

discusses both sides of the climate issue, including the argument
that earlier civilizations have in fact developed under tropical conditions,
and that a 'rclimatic" argument is a pretext that supports vaguely the
racist arguments. But he concludes that generally speaking climatic
conditions in balance contribute to underdevelopment, and that only with
capital and intensive research can the limitations be neutralized or
turned into advantages. See Ibid , pp. 6?7-681. A more detailed survey
of the problems encountered because of the South Asian climate is included
in Appendix l-0, :Climate and lts Economic Consequences in South Asia",

Vol. iii, pp. 2l2t-2138.
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poor countries of today must operate und.er, inclucle population, both in

terms of density and growth rates; the relative advantages accuring to
young dynamic economies with respect to trade and capital movements;

the level of living experienced by the very poor and its effects on

and
,..:,
'

their

attitude s and institutions.

Cited as an advantage enjoyed by today's poor countries is the

leve1
,t,,,,j,
;i ;:;11;:

of available technology. But even this is not a pure advantage, since modern
technology requires large capital outlays, and must often be adapted

i.,1.'.¡:

to

special conditions. Despite these problems, however, Myrdal concludes

that ,,the availability of a more efficient technology is clearly an advantage.
But the movement of S/estern technology toward

still higher levels

may reverse this advantage. The move toward synthetic products and
away from the raw natural products

is decreasing the market for

South

Asiars products. And the acceleration of technological advance is acting to
make ever more costly the transistion to an industr ialized.economy.

The inJormation lacunae and the theoretical inadequacies Myrdal
discusses a-re given plausible explanations: until recently, there has been

little motivation to ask the relevant questions.

Developments since the end

of the Second World War--the end of the colonial eta, the desire

ttrb,d, p.

nn*"

Ggz.

the references cited to initial conditions in fn 93, above.

'
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manifestecì in the newly-independent countries and, most important, the

political rivalries stemming from the Cold War--have all stimulated
inereasing interest in the economic fate of the poor

an

once

"oontriur.100
interest in these countries was aroused, it seemed natural to apply the
theoretical constructs that were already in existenee. The result: the

ready-made theoretical frameworks that were totally inappropriate led to

misleading

results. Nevertheless, researchers

continued to accumulate

data for the models. Worse, the leading scholars from the underdeveloped

countries, trained in the thought patterns of the West, were committing the
same

errors!

101

Finally, Myrdal finds unacceptable the idea that social reform has a
retarding effect on economic progress, particularly if

it is redistributive

nature.
The conclusion I have reached is that inequality and the trend toward
rising inequality stand as a complex of inhibitions and obstacles to
development, and that, consequently, there is an urgent need for
reversing the trend and cqegting greater equality as a condition for
ru'
speeding up development.
He adds:

1oo
lotArrrn Drama, pp.

1o2

,

pp. 4-7.

1?-18.

, p.

so.

in
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Traditionally, Western economlsts for the most part assume, on the
contrary, a conflict between economic growth and egalitarian reforms.
They take it for granted that a price has to be paid for reforms and that
often this price is prohibitive for poor countries. ..Very little empirical
research has ever been clevoted to proving this assumption.l03
Because of his institutional approach and

its imprecise results,

Myrdal was aware that one criticism that could be levelled at him was that
of loose thinking. His response to such an idea:
Anyone who reads this book, especially the methodological appendices,

will find that considerable effort is devoted to clarifying the concepts
used. Indeed, a major general criticism launched against the
conventional approach of economists is that they have generally been

very careless in their reasoning. Paradoxically enough, loose thinking
is most often found when they have pretended to be strict and rigorous
in their reasoning, but have not serutinized it as they should by
submitting it to transcendental and immanent criticism.104
The e4planation

for such an outburst is that Myrdal spent much time, first

in the 1920ts and again during the preparation of Asian Drama

,

reconciling

this problem.

lo3rbid
.

to4

As¡g!_Dramg, p. 30. Myrdal continues in this vein: 'tFinally, the
conventional economist, whose models we ehall frequently have to
criticize for loose thinking and unwarranted precisÍon, should not
conclude that the institutionalist is tadverse to models'. Modelbuilding is a universal method of scientifÍc research, in the same way
that quantÍfying knowledge is a necessary aim of research. As research
proceeds, models can be made ever more useful tools in our work. . . But
to construct such models in the air, out of uncritically conceived concepts
that are inadequate to reality and usually not logically consistent, and so
to pretend to knowledge when none has been established, does not
represent scientific progress; it comes near to being an intellectual fraud.

t1
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Despite the vigorous attacks on the kind of scholarship that has
often been applied to the problems of urnderclevelopment, I\{yrdal remains

confident that the quality of research

will improve.

In the longer perspective I see no reason for pessimism about the
study of underdeveloped countries in south Asia. Inherent in all
honest research is a self -correcting, purifying force that in the end
will affirm itself . 105
There remains only to discuss the phenomenon of Myrdal's
enduring optimism despite the dismal conclusions stemming from his

investigations. This necessarÍly relates to Myrdal,s long-run perspective,
his nondeterministic views, and his faith in the benefits of social science

research, as well as the intrinsic goodness of Man. Taking the 1ong-run

view, it is instructive that the concept of one nation helping another through
'tforeign aid" is comparatively new--since the second world

war.

The

existence of such apractice-iboth at the bilateral level and the multilateral

level, whieh is seento be superior--looms larger in Myrdalts opinion than
do the imperfections of the mechanisms and the motives.

C.

A Concluding Note

since The challenge of world povgri!¡r appeared, l\Íyrdal has publishect

tob{-, p.25. In

rty,

p.

445, Myrdal says,

'up to a point, all honest research has a self -healing capacity. As
Knut Wicksell onee stated, the scientist is superior to his own chosen

approaehes. He cannot help finding truths which he has not looked for.

n

ì'.";.-: j,.-::-1.:_. ::-,1
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only t\Mo other books. Obiectivitl¡ in Soci4 Research, also published in
19?0, is a short handbook which summarizes Myrdalts methodological
conclusions accurnulated over a lifetime of searching for the most
objective way possÍble to conduct social science research. The other,
Against the Stream, published in 1973, is a pot-pourri of recent articles
and

writings. Neither

contains any major Ídeas that have not been discussed

elsewhere
The works of the 1950's provide a lÍttle-used approach to economícs,

that of considering the entire world as a single economÍc

unÍt. This

approach

is combined with Myrdal's cumulative causation frameworkto provide

a

sketch of international trends. The ideal, an economÍcally integrated world,

is derived from hÍs personal ideals, but is developed in consistent fashion
so that the argument is cohesive, once the valuepremises are establíshed.

The moral imperative, based on an assumption of concern for onets fellow

man, stems from a fundamentally positive view of universal human traits.
Asian Drama shÍfts the source of the value premises onto the inhabitants

of south Asia, although to some extent they are imputed for reasons of

internal consistency and to allow for an incomplete knowledge of the extent of

realistic alternatives. The emphasis is on the institutions and the way they
can be made to work toward the goals espoused in the

study. To strengthen

this argument Myrdal criticizes at length approaches that have long been
dominant in the study of underdevelopment; however, as in the works examined
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in Section A, the responsibility for catalyzing positive developments lies
with the wealthy industrialized countries. But more emphasis is given to
the responsibility of the poor nations themselves to initiate action to help

themselves. Eventually he broadens the scope of his observations
theories to a worldwide scale.

and
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

It is

now nearly

fifty years since I\{yrdal's first scholarly work was

..,

',"¡

..

published. In the interim his development--like his 1ater theories--

influences

appears as a cumulative process evolving from his Swedish School

lo his own distinctive approach and method, from relatively

,,,.::.:.
'-:.' '

orthodox.economies

to interdisciplinary work, and from relatively local, though important

,

,

,.i
,.,i,
''.- -..'.:

:

concerns to world-wide questions. There are many characteristics and

elements in Myrdal's writings but three are of primary importance: the theory

of disequilibrium, his treatment of opportunism of knowledge and ignorance,
and the development of Myrdal's brand

of "subjective objectivity'r.

In his early work Myrdal introduced the ex ante-ex post concept and
,

theorized on the tendency toward disequiiibrium in the economy.

During

the l-930's, in response to the depression, Myrdal studied not only
Swedish economybut the society in general, and concluded that

theory if

it

the
,.,,

the

disequilibrium process could not realistically be confined to purely

:

,.,

,.,,,',,,,,

economi"

1', ,',

.',..',,,

,r,:,,,',,,',

were to remain relevant. The result z a treatise on ,rsocial

engineering'r wiúh emphasis on the family as an institution, rather than
'..t:

simply as an economic

unit.

The ttengineeringt?--or planning--advocated

in

the study was to be in response to the tendency toward a grorving inequality

in ineome and level of living between the wealthiest andpoorest seetors of

l,','.'t,,,'.'
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society if events were left to take their course under a policy of

laissez-faire. Significantly,

the planning was to extend to

all aspects of

society and not only to the econorny. It was charaeteristic of l\{yrdal's

work that the cumulative causation system he described should by its

very nature be in disequiiibrium, but that the proposed remedy should rely
on planning and management of whatever variables in the system are

amenable to control

This disequilibrium analysis proved useful in examining the inequalities
stemming from discrimination in the united

states.

The poverty of the

Negroes and their inferior social status were mutually reinforcing, and
could be seen as a static and permanent feature of society were

it not for the

effects of such institutions as the federal government and, more important,
the American creed with its egalitarian doctrines. Again, planning was a
decisive factor, with social and economic policies cited as the controllable

factors, the immediate causes of a movement toward a more equitable society.
Internationally, as interest in the 1ess developed countries spread
after the Second World \A/'ar, an institutional system based on colonialism
was linked to the classical free trade doctrine to effect a large and growing
income gap between the inhabitants of the poorest regions in the world and

the richest. Again, the framework is one where disequilibrium prevails

in a world in which resourees are distributed through a system of
negotiations between strong nations and weak. Myrdal perceived that there

clearly

\ryas

urgent need for global institutions under whose aegis a 'þelfare
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world'r could develop. His policy recorïmen¿lations therefore were
comprised of measures under which the wealthy nations could--and,

in Myrdal's opinion, should--work toward such a world.
In the 1960's Myrdal fixed his attention on the specific nature of

poverty in the underdeveloped regions and on v/ays of ameliorating the trend
toward even greater disparities as a result of increasing disequilibrium in
the world economy. He concluded that the most significant benefits would

be derived from government planning directed at improving the institutional

structures and the attitudes of the populace, rather than from policies aimed

directly at improving the economic sÍtuation. Specifically, he criticized
policies aimed at improving output as measured in industrialized countries,
and contended that the conceptual framework in which these theories were
developed

is both inappropriate and misleading in a south Asia setting.

One of the most frequent

ciricisms Myrdal directs at economic theory

involves opportunism, either in interpreting facts to arrive at theory, or

in interpreting the theory itself. As early as 1929 Myrdal showed in

þ

Political Element the relationship between modern economic theory and the
1-8th

century doctrines of natural

law.

FIe demonstrated

in that volume how,

then as now, facts and theory alike have been interpreted in opportunistic

fashion to evade the most unpalatable implications of the theory and to
align the conclusions instead with the theorists' 'tconservative predileetionstt.

This human

trait,

the opportunism of knowledge and ignorance, forms

a

I
ì
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second fundamentalfacet of Myrdal's

writings.

Myrda1 believes

it is the

single greatest irnpediment to understanding the nature of the disequilibrium
process.

Myrdal demonstrates the distortions of this opportunistic bent in
human nature,

first in the interpretation of empirical observations

and

the development of theory by the classics in the 18th' 19th and 20th centuries,

but also in the understandÍng of human conduct. There is always, he observes,
a feeling of

moral superiority among the rich relative to the poor. This can

be seen in the attitudes of the whites in America when examining the plight of
the Negroes, and a1ârîwhen considering the industrialized countries and

their people and comparÍng them to the underdeveloped regions. A body of
theory in each of these cases, based on folklore or simply on faulty premises,
bolsters the predilections held by the relatively

well-off. A further parallel

is worthy of note: though Myrdal does not mention it, there is an important
racial element in the attitudes of wealthy, white citizens of industrialized
countries when considering their poverty-stricken, dark-skinned counterparts

in other regions. In fact, it is generally conveniently forgoften that there are
poor rvhites in the AmerÍcan South, or that there are poor countries peopled by

whites.
that

it

The theory of opportunism garns in credibility when Myrdal shows

was not restricted to mainstream of thought: Marxn too, suffered

from this tendency, and

it showed in his deterministic

theory of history.

The third major contribution of Myrda1 is his "subjectÍve objectivity".
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As a result of the ideas introduced in The Political Biemerrt, I\{yrda1 was
obliged to conclucle that an objective approach to economics, or for that

matter to the social sciences, is a logical impossibility. To deprive the
study of an initial set of value premises, he reasoned, is to leave
a perspective

it without

from which to conduct the study and arrive at rational

conclusions. Without an initial perspective, it is reduced to being
catalog of empirical observations without direction of any

kind.

a

But the

necessity-, of value premises does not, he emphasized, mean that the

valuations adopted must be those of the researcher. These can be

minimized, though not eliminated, by deriving the value premises from the
study

itself:

inescapably influenced by the researcherls personal values, the

choice of value premises is a key aspect of the study, and would have a

decisive effect on the conclusions reached. For example, if Myrdal

had

in his study of American society adopted the value premises of indivudualism

and

tþood old American ingenuÍty", his conclusions would rrndnubtedly
have

been vastly different.

An offshoot of the necessarily subjective approach is the undercurrent

of

moralism that shows up in the major works. If injustice can be seento be

occurring from the perspective of properly selected value premises, then
surely the failure to take measures to lessen that injustice can onlybe
interpreted as a shirking of responsibility. This attitude surfaces in
An American Dilemma, as well as in the writings of the l-950's and 1g60Îs.
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But, complicating the matter further is the dichoto¡ry of valuations
characteristic of the human ethics: ilre pragmatic, survival-oriented
'llower" valuations, and the idealistic, progressive'higher,r valuations,

from which the derived value premises are taken for Myrcial,s works.l
Becausepeople normally refuse to admit, even to themselves, the
apparently irrational and irreconcilable dichotomy of values, and
because

it is usually more

convenient to resort to an opportunistic

interpretation of facts, the conflict generally remains unrecognized. This
provides Myrda1 with

a

plausbile e4planation for the continued dominance

of equilibrium theory in economics in the face of plentiful empirical eviclence
to the contrary: equilibrium theory is familiar, convenient and comfortable
in that it generally leads to happier conclusions at least for the world,s upper
echelons.
The other dominant features of Myrdal's writings--the iconoclastic

tendencies, the breadth of his approach, the dynamism of his theoretical

constructs, the high standards of semantic precision he sees as essential
to honest intellectual'endeavor, the logic, rational methodof presentation--

all contribute to strengthening the interdiscipir:ary, institutionaltheory of
disequilibrium, the observations on opportunistic interpretations, and the
development of a subjective approach.

1

'Though Myrdal's derived valuations
consistently have been directed at the
more idealistiie family of value premises, there would be nothing
methodologically inconsistent in adopting premises from the
'tower'r group.
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Two

further aspects of Myrclal's writings --his skepticism

and

his optimism--merit special mention because they depict most sharply the
humanistic character of all of Myrdal's

work.

The former has enabled

Myrdal to winnow out many theoretical conclusions based on murþ
metaphysical prernises, because it places the burden of proof on the

theorist, even for the often unstated underlying assumptions, and replaces
them with statements about the human condition based on his observations

of human

fcibles. The latter provide d him with a rea listic if often long-

term basis for positive conclusions even when the results of his studies
pointed toward a dismal prognosis, for Myrdalts optimism was based on an
underlying faith in humanity. In concert, the characteristics and elements
have combined to give the reader a glimpse of human ans\Mers to human

problems.

Myrdal's work has dealt with problems of great complexity and

intractibility.

He has analyzed

their cornplexíty and explained their

intractibility, yet he persists in his optimism. His optimism is not merely
a

posture, nor is it based on some deterministic philosophy which foresees

some indef inite tíme in the future a world in which the problems of the world

mysterÍously evaporate. Instead,

it is solidly based on the theoretical

framework of cumulative causation, and envisages improved social and
economic planning

to

ameliorate conditions in the causation matrix that

lend themselves to external influence. such planning would condition
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development processes towarc remedying the gross inequaLities
creating better societies for all.

ancl
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APPENDIX
THE AMERICAN CREED

In 1917, \Milliam Tyler Page, then clerk of the united states House
of Representatives, rron a national contest for the "best summary of

American political faith.

"

The city of Baltimore awarded him $1r 000 for

his 100-word statement, which the House of Representatives accepted on

April 3,

1918. . Ttre text follows:

t'I believe in the unÌted states of Americà as a Government of the
people, by the people, for the people; whose just powers are derived
from the consent of the governed; a democracy in a republic; a
sovereign Nation of many sovereign states; a perfect union, one and
inseparable; established upon those principles of freedom, equality,
justice and humanity for which American patriots sacrificed their
lives and fortunes.
I therefore belÍeve it is my duty to my country to love it; to support
its constitutÍon; to obey its laws; to respect its flag, and to defend
it against all enemies.'r
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